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Abstract
Briscoe, James Richard. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May, 2017. Remembering
The Sacred and Symbolic Meaning of Apology: Understanding the Role of Atonement
within Apologetic Discourse. Major Professor: Antonio de Velasco, Ph.D.
One of the most common frameworks used within the genre of apologia is Benoit’s
Theory of Image Repair. Using its associated typology, the framework enables scholars
to examine apologetic texts and extrapolate potential rhetorical strategies in an effort to
evaluate the success or failure of the apology. While the theory has expanded our
knowledge on the rhetoric of apology, its use over time has become formulaic, and its
findings do not seek to enhance our understanding of this rhetorical device. With this
understanding, this dissertation attempts to provide a new approach to the genre of
apologia that enhances and expands our understanding of the rhetorical complexities of
the rhetoric of apology. It begins by contextualizing the history of the genre by providing
an appropriate background. It is here that I conceptualize a new approach, one that
emphasizes the strengths of the genre and recognizes the complexities of apology:
Identity Reconstruction. Using this approach, this dissertation examines three different
cases where high-ranking elected American political officials were embroiled in scandals
that had both personal and political ramifications. It is within this approach that we can
understand that the rhetoric of apology is not simply a series of strategies but instead is
journey of reconstructing a public identity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of communication, politics, apology, and scandal provide fruitful
avenues of inquiry that have the potential to teach us about the discipline of
communication. Though there are various genres and modes of discourse we engage in
throughout our lives, apologetic discourse provides audiences a brief glimpse of our
human condition. It is through the lens and genre of apology that offenses are made
visible, that pain and anguish become tangible, and redemption is desired. This genre
exemplifies the discipline of communication and demonstrates the importance of
scholarly inquiry.
As a result of the humanistic values, persuasive messages, and potential
motivations found within this often-used form of discourse, scholars have continually
examined apologia to understand communication’s role in our daily lives. Although
progress has continually been the goal and pursuit of academia in this genre, some
scholars have attempted to narrow their scope of analysis in an attempt to discern what
influences the potential success or failure of an apology. Although there is a perceived
value in this intervention, scholars have debated its application, for it can become
formulaic in nature, resulting in an approach that overlooks the unique complexities of
communication in favor of categorizing strategies.
I believe contemporary analyses of apologia have negatively influenced the
direction and influence of our inquiry. By overlooking the unique properties of the
rhetoric of apology, scholars have oversimplified their analyses, resulting in a lost
understanding of the complexities and nature of the rhetoric of apology. For instance, the
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leading theorists of apology in rhetorical criticism commonly use or refer to the theory of
image repair as a viable methodology. The theory of image repair asserts that when an
individual has committed an offense, he or she uses various rhetorical strategies in an
effort to repair his or her damaged public image. Although this approach is useful, it is
not without controversy. We can consider this theory’s shortcomings through the
metaphor of a window: Our public image is like a window, and we construct that window
to display what we want our audiences to view as our best qualities and traits. However,
at times we commit offenses. These grievances are similar to that of a stone thrown
against the window. If the offenses are controversial enough, the window may shatter.
Image repair asserts that have the opportunity to repair their damaged window. Yet, this
is problematic as it is near impossible to restore a broken to its original state. If the
window can be repaired, the window will always have cracks which is symbolic of the
public’s ability to remember. Thus, an image can never fully be repaired.
My dissertation provides a new approach, one that attempts to centralize the
discourse and acknowledge the unique properties relative within each apologetic address.
This is accomplished through the idea that the rhetoric of apology is best studied by
attending to apologetic discourse as a journey and not as a means to an end. Such a
mindset conveys the significance of apology within the discipline of communication.
This dissertation therefore is concerned with the particulates of rhetorical theory, a
leading scholar’s methodology that is widely used, and three cases that demonstrate the
rhetoric of apology’s heuristic value.
This introduction begins by examining previous apologia analyses (including
Benoit’s theory and typology) that have expanded the genre and our understanding of the
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rhetoric of apology. It will then explore the criticisms of genre analysis that I link to
Benoit’s approach and findings. I argue that this widely adopted methodology negates the
unique factors within apologetic discourse. From here, I discuss my intervention; an
approach and methodology that centralize the texts, allowing audiences to understand the
influences behind the constructs of apologists. Finally, I provide a brief overview of three
cases that demonstrate the viability of this approach: Governor Chris Christie’s “Bridgegate” scandal, former Governor Mark Sanford’s disappearance and affair, and former
Congressman Anthony Weiner and his sexting habits.
History of Apologia
The origins of contemporary inquiry into apologia are relatively unknown. Few
scholars mention or discuss apology or apologia. The earliest known discussion of
apology occurred within a series of speeches called The Apology. Written by Plato, these
essays are a retelling of discourses given by Socrates in which Socrates attempts to
defend himself against charges and various accusations of corruption (Jowett & Plato,
2010). Whether this text is historical or philosophical, Plato’s Apology is among the first
discussions of the apologetic form and purpose. It illustrates how an individual may use
apologetic discourse to defend him or herself without acknowledging guilt. The earliest
contemporary foundations of apologia are found within a three-page observation/analysis
created by scholar Barnett Baskerville. This analysis, published in a symposium on the
election of 1952, Baskerville focused on the controversial Republican Vice-Presidential
Candidate Richard Nixon’s “Checkers” speech, deemed the “most dramatic incident on
the campaign trail” (Baskerville, 1952, p. 406). Nixon had been accused of using
campaign funds to entertain and treat his friends and himself in a lavish lifestyle that
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included gifts, trips and other amenities. Nixon’s historic response to these accusations
would become the focus of multiple scholarly examinations in the rhetorical genre.
However, Baskerville would be the first to illuminate its apologetic tone. For Baskerville,
this controversial discourse warranted a close examination of its persuasive appeals in
which Nixon attempted to defend himself. According to Baskerville’s analysis, this
speech was “a study in appearances as opposed to realities” as Nixon created “criteria by
which to test the morality of his actions” within his speech (Baskerville, 1952, pp. 407408). As a result, Nixon’s capacity to defend himself without ever providing transparent
answers aided his desire to distance himself from the accusations. While Baskerville
identified rhetorical apologetic strategies within his examination, he was unsure exactly
how Nixon was able to substitute reality with appearance. Baskerville stated:
It seems to this observer that the phenomenal public reaction to the original
charge, to the speech itself and to subsequent counter-charges, revealed an
alarming preference for appearances rather than realities, a widespread
preoccupation with legality rather than morality, and a subordination of ethical
considerations. (Baskerville, 1952, p. 408)
Put in simpler terms, by focusing on the legality of his actions, Nixon was able to
move the audience’s attention away from the morality of his decisions. By diverting the
attention of the audience, Nixon was able to successfully defend himself while never
having to answer to charges against his moral character, thus giving the appearance of
answering all the charges while in reality he never did. Even Nixon’s speech itself was
unprecedented as Baskerville expressed, “It is too early to accurately assess the
significance of the Nixon affair” (Baskerville, 1952, p. 408). Before this address, it was
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customary that accusations against an individual were handled privately, even if the
accused was a public figure. These were the cultural norms and expectations of society.
However, the cultural norms and expectations had become more liberal over time.
The results of Baskerville’s examination and his judgment of the address
primarily identify that the Checkers speech “unquestionably elevated Nixon to a
prominence seldom enjoyed by a vice-presidential candidate” (Baskerville, 1952, p. 408).
However, Baskerville did not list any potential rhetorical strategies Nixon may have used
or the significance of this address in rhetorical criticism. This is understandable, as
Baskerville had no previous framework or theory to reinforce his observations. Yet,
unbeknownst to Baskerville, he had analyzed apologia and became one of the early
pioneers who would establish a genre of inquiry that had been relatively untouched
before him. Various rhetorical scholars including McGuckin, Jackson, and Maloney each
contributed to apologetic discourse studies that provided an appropriate foundation for
future apologia scholarship (Jackson, 1956; Maloney, 1960; McGuckin, 1968). These
early scholars provided analyses that identified the manifestation and reoccurrences of
apologetic discourses. As such, a rhetorical genre was needed to appropriately identify
and understand the rhetorical relevance of these apologetic discourses.
In 1973, rhetorical scholars B.L. Ware and Wil Linkugel paved the way for
contemporary scholarship of apologetic discourse with their publication of “They Spoke
in Defense of Themselves: On the Generic Criticism of Apologia” (Ware & Linkugel,
1973). Before this publication, the genre of apologia was seldom examined and relatively
unknown. Previous scholars, such as Baskerville, identified apologetic addresses but
were unable to understand the purpose of these speeches, as there was no defined
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rhetorical theory, genre or framework for such discourses. A rhetorical genre and
framework was required in order to properly identify and understand these public
apologies. According to Ware and Linkugel (1973) rhetorical acts of apologia warrant
examination, as “apologetic discourses constitute a distinct form of public address, a
family of speeches with sufficient elements in common so as to warrant legitimately
generic status” (p. 273). With this understanding, Ware and Linkugel recognized
reoccurring themes that arose within apologia addresses, which included but were not
limited to an accusation followed by a form of an apology. These responses to
accusations were significant as “the questioning of a man’s moral nature, motives, or
reputation is qualitatively different from the challenging of his policies” (p. 274).
Drawing from this statement, Ware and Linkugel posited that an individual whose
character is challenged feels compelled to protect his or her character and in so doing, is
compelled to defend his or her image. It is therefore important to understand the
rhetorical instruments individuals use when delivering apologia. Ware and Linkugel’s
purpose for this examination was to identify these instruments and their associated
rhetorical strategies. Drawing from psychology scholar Robert P. Abelson’s modes of
resolution,1 Ware and Linkugel used the same categories of denial, bolstering,
differentiation, and transcendence as these approaches were identified as recurring
rhetorical strategies within their examinations of apologia addresses.
For Ware and Linkugel, these identifications were key as they provided insight
into the rhetorical strategies and motivations of the apologist. The strategy of denial
1

Abelson’s modes of resolution were influential as his research primarily examined psychological
processes or interpersonal interaction. This model was implied a level of predictive power in the
motivations behind an individual’s interpersonal interaction. Ware and Linkugel adapted this model for
rhetorical critics in an effort to replicate the same predictive power Abelson was generalizing from his
psychology examinations of interpersonal communication.
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allows the rhetor to deny any facts within the accusation (pp. 275-276). Bolstering allows
accused individuals to identify him or herself with values that that the audience may hold
in high esteem (p. 277). An apologist may use differentiation to create distinctions that
may persuade the audience to reexamine the accusation, (p. 278). The act of
transcendence provides rhetors the opportunity to move the audience away from the
accusation by bringing an abstract fact or sentiment within the discussion that the
audience may identify within the rhetor (p. 280). These four categories are recognized
within multiple apologia addresses by various individuals and subsequently reinforce
Ware and Linkugel’s assertion of recognizing apologia as a genre of rhetorical discourse.
Thus, the genre of apology was “established [through] demonstration that there are other
examples of its kind” (Fisher, 1980, p. 291).
The most important claims of this publication I believe are not found within the
identification of categories, but rather in Ware and Linkugel’s (1973) justification of the
creation of the genre of apologia and recognition of subgenres of apologia. The creation
of a genre is an important process in rhetorical criticism. According to Walter Fisher, “To
specify the genre to which a piece of discourse belongs is to make a statement of its
relationship to all other commensurable things” (Fisher, 1980, p. 291). Creating a genre
identifies and situates rhetorical addresses in relation to one another in an effort to
elucidate the unique properties of these discourses. Reinforcing this, Ware and
Linkugel’s identification subgenres within apologia were never to be viewed in the sense
of classification but rather a “mapping of the genre, a matter of detailed comparisons of
differences and resemblances, which leaves open the possibility of finding intermediate
cases” (Ware & Linkugel, 1973, p. 275). Furthermore, these subgenres,
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Represent a locus within the form around which similar, not identical, apologia
tend to cluster; [these] subgenres represent those postures which Western culture,
customs, and institutions seem to dictate as being most acceptable in dismissing
charges against a rhetor’s character. (p. 282)
Ware and Linkugel recognize that future identifications of subgenres of apologia
may not be generalizable to all apologetic situations. However, apologetic artifacts may
be generalized due to numerous reasons including but not limited to: the similarity of
rhetorical spheres, the cultural expectations of apologia, and the institutional value of
apologetic speeches. These factors combined with similarities in apologetic strategies
warrant appropriate labels of identification and generalization as rhetorical scholars and
critics see fit.
One criticism of Ware and Linkugel’s work is the assertion that this “mapping” of
rhetorical strategies is nothing more than simple labeling and categories; that the process
of identifying “subgenres” of apologia is a simple stamping process and then
generalizing the advantages or disadvantages of the strategies an apologist has used. Yet,
for Ware and Linkugel, critics of their analysis do simplify and overlook the ambiguities
that exist within these rhetorical addresses, saying, “No two strategies are exactly
alike…therefore the terms used to classify strategies are necessarily ambiguous” (Ware &
Linkugel, 1973, p. 281). Citing Burke, Ware and Linkugel defend their methodology as
scholars need, “not terms that avoid ambiguity, but terms that clearly reveal the strategic
spots at which ambiguities necessarily arise” (p. 282). Furthermore;
The conception of the apologetic genre into subgenres should assist the critic in
comparing the rhetorical uses of language occurring across somewhat different
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apologetic situations. The act is not, in and of itself, criticism, just as the
categorizing of strategies into factors does not complete the critical act. (p. 283)
This allows rhetorical critics to analyze the similarities between rhetorical apologetic acts
while recognizing that they are distinct enough to merit new identifications of subgenres.
Ware and Linkugel’s scholarship laid an appropriate foundation for apologia to
be recognized as a rhetorical genre and subsequently analyzed for rhetorical criticism.
While the identifications of categories and subgenres are fruitful for future apologia
scholarship to draw from, Ware and Linkugel’s most important defense of their work is
their methodology. It is true that some apologetic addresses are similar to one another.
Yet, the ambiguities that exist within each address justify a close examination. These
ambiguities are crucial to the justification of the methodology of identifying subgenres
and strategies within apologia.
Even after Ware and Linkugel’s grounding of apologia within generic criticism,
understanding what constitutes apologia and its appropriate boundaries was still
unknown. A proper understanding of how to appropriately identify apologia and potential
artifacts that may contain apologetic discourse was greatly desired. Rhetorical scholar
Noreen Kruse attempted to create such generic parameters and boundaries in an effort to
aid rhetorical scholars examinations of apologia:
It should be specified that discourses can only be defined as apologiae if the
rhetors’ actions have led to public criticism of their characters or if the rhetors
believe their behaviors have caused people to consider them immoral or unethical.
In other words, apologetic discourse should be considered what Bitzer calls
“sophistic” if the situation context in which it is produced is entirely imaginary.
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Rhetors cannot offer apologiae in vacuums and they cannot defend their
characters when there is no need to do so. The apologia is always a response to
exigencies which exist in the rhetor’s external environment; the rhetor does not
create the exigence with the apologetic message. (Kruse, 1981, pp. 280-281)
According to Kruse, apologia exists only when there is an exigency that calls an
individual’s character into question and that individual attempts to resolve the accusation
through self-defense discourse (p. 286). This may occur in various rhetorical forms
including but not limited to public addresses, books, pamphlets, etc. However, rhetorical
acts that defend or justify on behalf of another person, object or animal do not constitute
apologia. Apologia is only manifested in self-defense and is discourse that is produced by
no one else other than the accused individual (p. 286). This is important to discern as
previous attempts by various scholars during this time of early inquiry blurred the line
between defense and justification. Apologia must be recognized as a distinct form of
discourse that uses self-defense rhetoric. Compromising on what constitutes an act of
apologia, according to Kruse, would damage the power of rhetorical criticism within this
genre’s examinations (p. 287). Thus, the purpose of Kruse’s essay is a clear attempt to
establish well-defined generic parameters. According to Kruse, rhetorical scholars have
been “examining apologetic strategies and attempting to explain why a particular
message succeeded or failed without first determining in some detail the criteria to which
an apologetic item must conform” (p. 291). This essay is an attempt to realign the scope
of analysis for rhetorical scholars. Kruse’s analysis and subsequent parameters help
legitimize the genre of apologia, allowing it to become less prone to criticism while
simultaneously stabilizing the genre for potential frameworks and future applications.
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These findings were an attempt to expand the genre as her examinations not only echo
her assertions but also reinforce their legitimacy.
According to Kruse, apologia is not grounded within a specific period of time or
setting, but rather within circumstances or the exigency in which an apologist attempts to
defend his or her actions to those who question his or her character (Kruse, 1977, p. 13).
While scholars have acknowledged this particular rhetorical genre as a byproduct of the
apologetic situation, rhetorical critics had not yet explored the motivations behind
apologetic discourses that influence accused individuals. Thus, motivations are constantly
changing based upon the apologetic situation which may alter, evolve, or change multiple
times in a single rhetorical address. In her examination, Kruse posited that individuals
engage in self-defense discourse with varying levels of passion and emotion. Such
ambiguities within apologetic addresses may only be understood by examining the
mindset of the apologists and their associated needs or desires in their attempts to defend
themselves. Using Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as a framework, Kruse explored the
potential “needs or drives…activated within him by the circumstances calling for the
discourse” (p. 13).
For Kruse, rhetorical critics could not properly evaluate nor fully understand the
apologetic situation without an appropriate knowledge of the potential motivations or
behaviors the apologist may have. Since speech is a behavior, “the message an apologist
delivers is a behavioral product one can study to determine which of the apologist’s needs
must be satisfied” (p. 13). Kruse carries two primary assumptions in the motivations of
apologists. First, the person who feels their character has been questioned or threatened
will provide an extensive reply, as this individual believes that by not doing so, he or she
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may lose something by choosing to not make an address. Second, individuals who do
provide an address will attempt to justify the situation and his or her associated actions
through denying responsibility and reinforcing his or her character or by admitting guilt
but drawing attention to other factors that call for the judgment to be reassessed. While
Maslow’s model identified five motivational states, Kruse (1977), asserts that three of
these motivational needs relate to the rhetorical situation of apologia, which include:
survival responses,2 social responses3 and self-actualized responses4 (pp. 14-15). These
self-actualized responses were nicknamed non-denial apologia as the apologist is both
admitting his or her associated guilt but simultaneously denying the level of accusation.
While rhetorical criticism is aware of the genre of apologia, Kruse’s examination
expands our understanding of apologia and attempts to explain not only how an
individual may attempt to mitigate accusations made against him or her, but also their
motivations in doing so. According to Kruse (1997), once rhetorical scholars understand
these motivational factors in apologetic discourse, “non-denial apologetic discourse can
be examined to understand the situational threat as the apologists views it; to comprehend
the substance of his message; [and] to evaluate the success or failure [of] the discourse in
terms of the speaker’s perspective” (p. 21). This provides a more thorough understanding
of the speaker’s potential motivations and “allow[s] critics to free themselves from the
assumption that statistical information measuring audience reaction alone determines the
success or failure of an apologetic message” (p. 22). Simply put, previous scholars have
2

Survival responses are demonstrated when an accused individual feels that his or her safety has been
threatened (p. 14).
3

Social responses are provided when an accused individual feels that his or her social status is in jeopardy
and thus attempts to save their status or prestige (p. 14).
4

Self-actualized responses are statements in which the accused individual attempts to maintain his or her
character alongside his or her respected values that he or she may hold (p. 15).
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looked to audience reactions to judge an apologist’s statements in terms of success or
failure. Kruse’s analysis refocuses scholarly inquiry of apologia to consider the
motivations of the speaker when ascertaining the success or failure of self-defense
rhetoric. This reconsideration of the rhetorical sphere to include the apologist’s
motivations illustrates not only the complexity of apologia but also how rhetorical critics
justify its need for expansion and consideration. As Kruse reinforces, “when we have
greater knowledge in the way men’s minds function, we will be better able to understand
and evaluate the rhetorical products they generate” (Kruse, 1977, p. 23). The arguments
in this analysis demonstrate the continuing evolution of rhetorical genre apologia.
According to psychology scholar Aaron Lazare, “each apology should be viewed
as a unique event” if critics and scholars take into account the numerous variables,
“characteristics and conditions that affect how the apology process unfolds” (Lazare,
2004, p. 42). However, such unique properties within apologia problematize potential
generalizations that rhetorical scholars attempt to claim in their judgments of apologetic
addressees. Yet, while apologetic addresses are unique from one another, they still share
fundamental traits that are worthy of analysis to compare and contrast one another.
Rhetorical scholar L. W. Rosenfield attempted to compare and generalize the outcomes
of two different speeches using an analog criticism. The speeches include Nixon’s
“Checker’s Speech” and a broadcast by President Truman who responded to charges
aiding communists within the country. These addresses warranted scholarly examination,
as they were the first of their kind to use television to deliver apologetic speeches. For
Rosenfield, the rhetorical tools and patterns both individuals utilized to overcome the
challenges of televised apologia were important to understand as Nixon and Truman
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were the first politicians to employ a television broadcast as a means to defend
themselves. The purpose of Rosenfield’s analog criticism was to compare “the speeches
in such ways that each address serves as a reference standard for the other” (Rosenfield,
1968, p. 435). Furthermore, such a criticism would be worthwhile for apologia as both
messages had similarities and therefore constitute “grounds for attributing those qualities
to the situation or the genre rather than to the individual speaker” (p. 435). In simpler
terms, Rosenfield believed that these addresses were so analogous that it was important to
examine their distinct qualities as potential constants within the apologetic form.
However, it should be noted that elements of form and style were difficult to compare to
one another but were briefly mentioned as well.
Rosenfield’s analysis identified similarities within these two discourses that
represent constants within the apologetic form. While these identifications provided
scholars with additional means to examine apologia, the greatest value from Rosenfield’s
analysis is within the methodology he used. Before this analysis, the majority of apologia
scholarship was studied in individual analyses. Apologies were recognized as being
unique and therefore difficult to generalize with one another yet all contributed to the
rhetorical genre. The ability to compare apologetic addresses that were similar to one
another proved difficult as numerous variables could be identified that prohibited
comparison. Rosenfield, however, overcame these obstacles in his examination by
focusing on the unorthodox mediums these two individuals used. As previously
mentioned, television had never been used for apologetic discourse before these
addresses. It was in their choice of medium that made it possible for these speeches to be
compared with one another and ultimately generalized within the apologetic form. It was
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in, “their decision to by-pass the customary medium of contemporary public dialog, the
press, and to go instead directly to the people, Nixon and Truman tell us something about
the intense character of their situations” (Rosenfield, 1968, p. 438). Rosenfield’s analog
criticism is an invaluable methodology and contribution to the rhetorical genre apologia.
Whereas previously, the variables of apology made it difficult to compare and judge
apologetic addresses with one another, the analog criticism allows rhetorical critics the
ability to assess apologies with one another by examining the unique constants their
addresses share. While it is unknown how many scholars have used Rosenfield’s
methodology within their analyses, the analog is valuable tool that rhetorical critics
utilize to compare and contrast discourses. Rosenfield’s intervention within the genre
illustrates how important invention is in rhetorical discourse. Invention is paramount in
rhetorical criticism. It not only adds potential value to the generic analysis but also
continues to make generic criticism relevant in a continually evolving discourse. As
mentioned previously, these discourses were the first televised apologies in the history of
America. Rosenfield’s recognition of their rhetorical relevance and subsequent
methodology to place these discourses in conversation and comparison with one another
exemplifies the genre’s continued adaptability.
Up to this point, previous rhetorical scholarship analyzed apologetic discourse
from a viewpoint of defense. This is understandable as apologia is only constructed
within rhetorical situations that cause an individual to defend or explain him or herself.
However, previous rhetorical scholars overlooked that apologetic rhetorical sphere does
not begin with the apologist but rather with the accuser. Rhetorical scholar Halford Ross
Ryan recognized this myopic viewpoint in his attempt to remind scholars that attack (or
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accusation) is also a genre of discourse that is directly related to apologia. Ryan believed
that scholars must contemplate how apologia (defense) is constructed in consideration of
the attack (kategoria) (Ryan, 1982). The value of such consideration enhances our
understanding of apologia:
By checking each speech against the other, the critic is better able to distinguish
the vital issues from the spurious ones, to evaluate the relative merits of both
speakers’ arguments, and to make an assessment of the relative failure or success
of both speakers in terms of the final outcome of the speech set. Hence the critic
cannot have a complete understanding of accusation or apology without treating
them both. (p. 254)
This conceptualization of apologia and kategoria as a speech set expanded the
genre’s understanding of accusation. Ryan’s intervention identifies that there are two
kinds of speeches, accusation against policy or accusation against character (p. 255). This
differed from previous scholarship, which primarily examined apologia as a characterbased defense only. Ryan’s intervention however widens the genre’s scope of analysis.
This is important to discern as previously Ware and Linkugel had acknowledged that “the
questioning of a man’s moral nature, motives, or reputation is qualitatively different from
the challenging of his policies,” but as Ryan observed, “they do not elaborate that
qualitative difference nor discuss the defense-of-policy speech” (Ryan, 1982, p. 255;
Ware & Linkugel, 1973, p. 274). According to Ryan, accusations “always being with, but
[are] not necessarily limited to the accusee’s policy,” and most deal with previous actions
(p. 256). The policies that are subject to scrutiny include but are not limited to theft,
treason, libel, sexual misconduct, etc. (p. 256). These accusations are based upon what is
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known as “stasis of fact which focuses on whether an action [was] done or not” (p. 256).
Accusations of character differ from accusations of policy as an accused individual’s
character is scrutinized for ethical materials or stances (p. 256). However, Ryan observed
that accusations of character are based upon accusations of policy. This allows the
accuser to move the controversy beyond the “stasis of fact” by emphasizing the immoral
character and its connection to poor policy. This rhetorical strategy is interesting and
important to examine for two reasons. First, the use of policy as the stasis of attacking an
individual’s character is reminiscent of an ad hominem attack which implies a weak
conceptual argument. Second, the juxtaposition of an individual’s character and their
policy into a single attack implies that attacks on policy do not garner the amount of
public support that is desired, leaving the accuser to find other means to raise awareness
of the controversy at hand. Such weak accusations may only be successful if an
individual’s character is damaging enough regardless of how poor their political
ideological practices are.
In this new conceptualization of kategoria and apologia as a speech set, Ryan
believes that critics are enabled to discern whether the associated apology is
conceptualized in defense of the accused’s policy or character. This is beneficial for
rhetorical scholars as they will be able to compare speeches to differentiate whether
discourse of policy or character is dominant within each address. Additionally this
reiterates the observation that “one motive/response will tend to dominate the rhetorical
situation” (p. 257).
Ryan’s examination of kategoria and apologia as a speech set provide a
methodology that allows additional insight about the apologist’s potential motivations.
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Shifts between policy and character and vice versa need to be scrutinized for their
strategic legitimacy and value within rhetorical discourse. This examination reiterates the
exemplification of a continuation of reconceptualizating apologetic discourse.
Understanding that speeches of defense are conceived due to the exigence of the attack
broadens our scope of understanding of apology and attack, thereby allowing scholars to
provide a more accurate assessment of an apologist’s motives knowing they are
potentially reactionary to the accuser’s discourse.
Benoit’s Approach to Apologetic Discourse
Our knowledge and understanding of the rhetoric of apology continues to be
expanded upon today. Although many scholars examine apologia, one contemporary
rhetorical scholar has centered his career and life’s work on the study of apologia:
William Benoit. Benoit’s approach to scholarships both mirrors and departs from
previous examinations. According to Benoit, all members of society consistently engage
in behavioral patterns that attempt to limit damage to his or her reputation from
accusations of wrong-doing. This normative act can be traced to our desire for not only “a
healthy image of ourselves [but also wanting] others to think favorably of us as well”
(Benoit, 1995). It is within these rhetorical acts that we can find individuals attempting to
create or defend his or her self-image through excuse-making as “threats to image are
pervasive...and discourse has the power to restore face” (Benoit, 1995, p. 2). The
potential rhetorical strategies to defend one’s self are vast as every individual has his or
her own unique set of priorities or goals that may influence the motivations of the
apologist. Benoit deemed such rhetorical acts as image repair/restoration
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(IR) discourse. For Benoit, image restoration is a “goal orientated activity [that] focuses
on one particular goal: Restoring or protecting one’s reputation” (Benoit, 1995, p. 71).
With this in mind, Benoit’s research and examinations lead him to the creation of his
theory of IR and published his findings his book entitled, Accounts, Excuses and
Apologies: A Theory of Image Restoration Strategies. Benoit’s book attempts to explore
IR discourse and its purposes and motivations through analyzing the nature of attacks that
occur on individuals, groups or corporations.
According to Benoit, in order for IR discourse to occur, an act must have
transpired that is deemed offensive and an individual must be at fault for this act. The
more people who are affected or the viler the act is perceived, the greater damage that
may incur to the accused individual’s image. Additionally, an accusation requires that the
accused be held responsible and thus allows the audience to develop an unfavorable
impression of the accused. What is critical to note here is “not whether in fact the actor
caused the damage, but whether the relevant audience believes the actor to be the source
of the reprehensible act” (Benoit, 1995, p. 72). To put simply, even if those accused have
or have not committed the act, the accusation puts the accused individual’s image at
center-stage in an unflattering light, thereby forcing these individuals to rhetorically
defend their associated images. Understanding image restoration through the lens of
attack allows rhetorical critics to explain how image restoration strategies function.
Drawing from Ware and Linkugel’s understanding of defensive speech, Benoit
created a typology of image restoration strategies in an effort to create “a typology that is
more complete than those found in rhetorical literature” (Benoit, 1995, p. 74). The
typology consists of five broad categories, in which three of these categories have sub-
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categories. The five main categories include denial, evading, responsibility, reducing
offensiveness, corrective action and mortification. Denial occurs when accused
individuals claim that the offensive act never occurred or that they were responsible or
involved in any capacity for its occurrence (p. 75). Individuals who may not deny
committing the act may choose to evade or reduce their perceived responsibility.5 The
strategy of reducing the offensiveness of the act attempts to mitigate the audience’s
perceptions of ill will towards the accused.6 The accused may choose to correct the
problem or take a form of action that restores what has been damaged to its former shape
if possible (p. 79). Lastly, the accused individual may also choose to confess his or her
responsibility of the act and ask for forgiveness (p. 79). This typology, according to
Benoit, provides additional insight into mindset of the accused; however, it must be noted
that the “rhetor’s perceptions of the audience’s image of the rhetor may or may not
correspond directly to the audience’s actual perceptions” (p. 82). To simplify, the
strategies employed by the rhetor may not correspond with the audience’s (or accuser’s)
judgment of the accused individual.
For the study of rhetorical criticism, the application of Benoit’s theory was
expansive but most relevant within the realm of apologia. Benoit began applying his

5

According to Benoit, evading responsibility may include the following acts: Provocation, where and
individual claims they were forced to commit the offensive act due to actions of others. Defeasibility,
where an accused individual may also claim a lack of control over factors that lead to the occurrence of the
offensive act. The accused may also claim that the offensive act was an accident. The accused individual
may claim that the offensive act was committed out of good intentions and therefore ask that they be not
held fully responsible (76-77).
6

Reducing offensiveness may include bolstering (the accused attempts to strengthen his or her image the
audience holds by sharing positive attributes he or she possess), minimization (attempting to reduce the
impact of negative act by downplaying its occurrence), differentiate (compare the offensive act to others to
make the accused act similar but more desirable than other potential acts), transcendence (the accused
attempts to connect the act to a behavior held in high esteem of his or her audience), attack their accusers,
and compensation. It should also be noted that this category and its six strategies does not deny that the
accused committed the act nor diminishes his or her responsibility within it (77-78).
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theory of IR and its associated typology to numerous studies and cases in an attempt to
expand our understanding of the genre and generalize its findings in an effort to
demonstrate the rhetorical relevance and effects of apology within our discourse.
Benoit’s text therefore is seminal to our contemporary understanding of apologia
and has been influential in the contemporary development of the genre. This is reflected
in his subsequent approaches to apologetic discourse. With this typology and theory,
Benoit examined numerous cases and discourses that were influential across numerous
disciplines. The results of one of his studies indicated that participants rated the
apologetic strategies of mortification and corrective action as more appropriate than other
strategies (Benoit & Drew, 1997, p. 159). Although participants acknowledge that other
strategies such as denial, minimization, attacking the accuser, provocation, and bolstering
were appropriate in certain situations, the data indicated that mortification and corrective
action are universally accepted in most apologetic situations. This lead Benoit and Drew
to the conclusion that “some combinations of [strategies] might be more effective or
appropriate” (p. 161). This understanding became influential in Benoit’s evaluative
approach to apologia.
With his typology and theory, Benoit sought to generalize his preliminary
findings. Among these, include his examination of an address given in 2004 by President
George Bush. During this tumultuous year, Bush’s approval rating dropped as number
casualties in the Iraq War continued to climb. According to Benoit, Bush attempted to
appear compassionate and resolved but remained highly unapologetic of his actions and
decisions. To accomplish this, Bush relied heavily upon the apologetic strategy of
transcendence. However, its use raised more questions than providing answers. This
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resulted in the mixed reactions of the audience as it was presumably split along party
lines. Benoit concluded this rhetorical approach impacted Bush’s inability to raise his
approval rating for the remainder of his presidency (Benoit, 2006a). However, this would
not be the last time Bush would attempt to preserve or repair his image. Capitalizing on
this, the candidates for the democratic presidential nomination repeatedly attacked Bush
that same year, condemning his ability to lead as the nation was facing a declining
economy while simultaneously fighting a war that was polled as unpopular amongst
voters. Bush attempted to repair his image by appearing on Meet the Press to address
these criticisms. Benoit analyzed Bush’s statements using his theory of IR and typology
of strategies. The analysis found that Bush largely used transcendence but attempted to
couple this rhetorical strategy with defeasibility, specifically on his responsibility for the
failing economy. His efforts to frame himself as a “war president” failed and Benoit
concluded that Bush’s attempt of repairing his image failed again (Benoit, 2006b).
Another demonstration of this theory was in Benoit’s examination of a
controversial firing of a journalist and political pundit. In 2010, journalist and political
commentator Juan Williams divulged on television with Bill O’Reilly that he has anxiety
and gets nervous whenever he shares a plane with people he perceives as belonging to the
Muslim religion. Following this admission, Williams was fired by his employer NPR two
days later. Surprised and angered by his termination, Williams went on the record with
various television and newspapers claiming he had been fired for expressing his opinion.
This resulted in boycotts of NPR from conservative groups and forced NPR CEO Vivian
Schiller to provide a response and apology. Using his theory and typology, Benoit
examined the rhetorical strategies in Schiller’s apologetic address. The analysis yielded
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evidence that Schiller employed a variety of rhetorical strategies in the way she handled
Williams’ termination including mortification and corrective action, but she defended
herself using transcendence, bolstering, and at times attacking the accuser. Benoit
concluded that Schiller’s “defense may have helped with her intended audiences (NPR
employees and member stations) but is unlikely to have appealed to many others”
(Benoit, 2011, p. 89). For Benoit, the appeals of the apology were not meant for the
general public but rather were an attempt to quell the concerns of NPR’s employees. This
is reinforced by Schiller’s attempt to defend her actions and condemn Williams’
comments and claims. Benoit’s evaluation therefore attempted to demonstrate the
complexity of the rhetorical situation and the apology’s impact on its audience.
The typology and theory provided by Benoit is not exhaustive. As previously
mentioned, while rhetorical acts of apologia may be similar in nature, the rhetorical
spheres in which they exist or are presented in are not identical. Nevertheless, Benoit’s
typology widens the scope of rhetorical criticism and allows for various strategies of
apologia that were previously unidentified to be considered for analyses. Furthermore,
these analyses and their subsequent typologies are abstract and allow scholars to
conceptualize their rhetorical criticism on a more general level (Benoit, 1995, p. 93). By
allowing the typologies to be more flexible than rigid, rhetorical scholars have a greater
opportunity to argue the relevance of their apologia scholarship. Benoit’s typology
allows for more inclusivity of apologetic strategies. This provides endless potential for
rhetorical critics and scholars alike to examine and expand the genre of apologia
according to the scholar’s desires.
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Apology Outside of the Discipline
As a result of these examinations, other contemporary scholars have attempted to
expand the genre as well. Examples of this include scholar Kevin Stein’s development of
a subgenre named antapologia. According to Stein, the term antapologia, “is a variation
of the antapology which has been used in English poetry to reflect a response to an
apology” (K. A. Stein, 2008, p. 19). This existence of antapologia therefore resides in the
audiences’ responses to apologetic discourse and is not to be confused to the initial
response when the offensive act had occurred. This can be examined or measured in
various ways including but not limited to “public opinion polls, newspaper commentary
and personal interviews” (p. 20). Using these parameters, Stein has examined various
apologetic situations including: the influence of the Jewish community’s reaction to
famous Hollywood director/actor Mel Gibson’s apology for his anti-Semitic statements
(K. A. Stein, 2010); the Soviet Union’s response to the United States’ explanation of the
1960 U-2 spy plane incident (K. A. Stein, 2008); and the media and public’s assessment
of President Obama’s “global apology tour” (K. A. Stein, Barton, Ault, & Briscoe, 2013).
Other examples of Benoit’s influence and approach include Villadsen’s assertion that the
agency of apology allows individuals to not only bring closure but assist in the shaping of
the future (Villadsen, 2008); Lazare’s emphasis on presence of guilt, humiliation and
shame within apology (Lazare, 2004); and Taft’s analysis of the legal ramifications of
apology in the presence of court and law (Taft, 2000).
The studies and scholars I have presented here are a small sample of the plethora
of rhetorical studies and academic scholarship that has been affected by Benoit’s theory
of IR. While there are many other scholars who have contributed to the analysis of the
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rhetorical genre apologia, the individuals I discussed and their analyses in this essay
demonstrate the overall growth and importance of apologia examinations. Their
contributions are invaluable and elucidate the complexities of apologetic discourse and its
interdisciplinary importance in communication, law, psychology, and beyond.
Criticisms of Benoit’s Approach with Apologia
The theory of image restoration is based on the rhetorical principle that “human
beings are engaged in recurrent patterns of communicative behavior designed to reduce,
redress, or avoid damage to their [image] from perceived wrong-doing” (Benoit, 1995, p.
vii). As previously demonstrated, Benoit’s theory provides rhetorical critics with a
typology that can be used to identify various rhetorical strategies. This theory provides
insight into the strategies rhetors use when engaging in apologetic discourse. It attempts
to generalize the outcomes in terms of both success and failure. Despite numerous
examinations, and Benoit’s continual attempts at refining his theory and typologies,
Benoit’s work and consequently the genre of apologia have been continually scrutinized
and critiqued. Such criticism is important to the discipline as it allows weaknesses within
our analyses to become exposed which in turn enables critical invention to be defended or
refined. It is imperative for rhetorical scholars to be vigilant in their examinations as their
work will be dissected and argued before it is accepted within the academic community.
However, not every analysis may prove “useful” for rhetorical scholarship. Some
examinations are nothing but mere replications of previous studies. Some may have
faulty logic or poor argumentation within their analyses. Some may not even add “worth”
or “value” to the discipline. Such ambiguities potentially leave more questions than
answers as to how to add “value.” Apologia and Benoit’s theory are no different. This
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portion of the essay highlights common critical obstacles that apologia examinations and
its scholars encounter when conceiving, conducting and publishing their findings.
According to rhetorical scholar Wayne Brockriede, the value of an analysis lies at
the heart of the usefulness of its argument (Brockriede, 1974). A useful (or significant)
argument for Brockriede is one that uses the five characteristics of an argument.7 In order
for an argument to be judged as adequate or acceptable for adoption within a rhetorical
genre, scholars must invite readers/critics to judge the reliability of the assertion. For
“without such an argument, evaluative criticism has little worth” (p. 168). This is not to
say that analyses with weak arguments do not hold scholarly weight, rather they are seen
as mere acknowledgements or non-arguments in rhetorical criticism (p. 173). This is a
constant challenge for apologia studies as intervention and invention are potentially
valued more than inquiries that reaffirm what is already known or acknowledged.
Another common criticism of apologia is that examinations are inclined to use
classification as a means for analysis. According to scholar Stephen E. Lucas, genre
studies will come to fruition if generic examinations overcome the “tendency to treat
identification of the genres as an end in itself” (Lucas, 1986, p. 354). It is not enough to
identify generic characteristics of discourse, as doing so potentially serves no purpose
except of identification in of itself. For Lucas, generic criticism needs to accomplish
more than simple identification, otherwise it becomes a sorting-like framework:
Rather than moving centrifugally from the classification of discourse to the
illumination of broader critical and theoretical issues, the study of rhetorical
7

An appropriate or significant argument must contain five generic characteristics according to Brockriede.
These characteristics include: (1) an inferential leap from preexisting beliefs to the proposal of a new belief
or a call to readopt the original belief; (2) a rationale that justifies this leap; (3) providing competing
claims; (4) regulating uncertainty to the claim and (5) willing to risk criticism of the claim with one’s peers
(p. 166).
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genres appears to be moving centripetally toward increasing narrow studies that
seek tuck each of the worlds little speeches into its own little generic bed. (Lucas,
1986, p. 354)
This criticism is echoed in Mohrmann and Leff’s warning to those who employ generic
analyses: “[Genres] should not be viewed as static forms but as evolving phenomena.
Generic distinctions should not force very item into a preconceived category; instead
their function is to uncover genuine points of similarity and difference among forms of
discourse” (Mohrmann & Leff, 1974, pp. 464-465).
For generic criticism to remain viable, Lucas calls for examinations that focus on
the purposeful attributes of generic discourse. This may be accomplished through
studying a genre’s history. This includes the genre’s creation, evolution and operation
within the historical constructs of discourse. This would assist rhetorical scholars in
“producing a more powerful body of scholarship that moves beyond describing what
rhetorical genres look like to explaining why they look that way and how they function”
(Lucas, 1986, p. 370). Rhetorical scholars Karlyn Campbell and Kathleen Jamieson
believe such a conceptualization would result in a more complete methodology, stating:
A generic approach to rhetorical criticism would culminate in a developmental
history of rhetoric that would permit the critic to generalize beyond the individual
event which is constrained by time and place to affinities and traditions across
time. It would move from study of rhetors and acts in isolation to the study of
recurrent rhetorical action. It would produce a critical history exploring the ways
in which rhetorical acts influence each other. (Campbell & Jamieson, 1978, p. 27)
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This is not to say that classification or identification cannot add additional value
to our understanding of the genre. Classifications created that primarily compare,
contrast, distinguish styles, and tones of similar examinations attempt to form the basis of
evaluative comparisons (Campbell & Jamieson, 1978, p. 26). However, it is also said that
when a critic utilizes classification, he or she makes “no inferential leap” as classification
moves scholars toward “predetermined conclusion[s] within a closed system” and are
only created for the basis strategic evaluations (Brockriede, 1974, p. 169; Campbell &
Jamieson, 1978, p. 26). These systems are then used as templates and are applied to
various artifacts of rhetoric. Scholars who utilize categorical frames of analysis are
vulnerable to “plug[ging] in the data,” without making any inferential claims or moving
an argument of the genre forward (Brockriede, 1974, p. 171). One particular rhetorical
scholar who has been accused of such practices is William Benoit. Expounding on the
work of his predecessors, Benoit has attempted to create new typologies that explained
the apologetic strategies of accused individuals. However, Benoit has used his framework
and replicated in other examinations to subsequently judge the effectiveness of apologia
strategies used by various individuals and public figures. Critics argue that Benoit utilizes
his framework as a simple categorical system as he seeks scandals that “fit into his
framework” and makes simple assertions that are seen as non-arguments, e.g. Benoit
2013a, 2013b; 2013c; Benoit 2011; Benoit & Pang 2008; Benoit 2006a; 2006b; Furgeson
and Benoit 2013; Wen, Yu, & Benoit 2012; Wen, Yu, & Benoit 2009; Zhang & Benoit
2009. These publications are but a sample of the examinations Benoit has published that
has repeatedly used his IR framework. According to Brockriede, classificatory systems
like Benoit’s “tell the reader very little about a rhetorical experience or about rhetoric”
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(Brockriede, 1974, p. 169). Furthermore, analyses that utilize criticism by classification
may not answer the question, “So what?” Simply put, while Benoit is demonstrating
various apologetic strategies and how they affected the outcome of the scandal, he does
not add anything new or significant to genre of apologia. According to Brockriede:
Unless these statements are related to an evaluation or an explanation of a
dimension of the rhetorical experience or of a concept of rhetoric, they are not
useful beyond proving one more time that human beings can classify phenomena,
something most readers will already know. (Brockriede, 1974, p. 170)
Rhetorical scholar Barnett Baskerville echoed these same concerns with appropriately
practiced genre criticism as well, stating:
There is a difference between adopting a critical attitude or using critical methods
in one’s scholarship and evaluating individual works of art with an eye to
intelligent appreciation, to discover how and why they “work,” or to develop
normative predicative generalizations applicable to similar works of art.
(Baskerville, 1977, p. 110)
The statements provided by these rhetorical scholars attempt to assist generic
criticism and analyses such as Benoit’s work. However, they warn that it is easy for genre
analyses to lose sight of what rhetorical criticism is. Such is the case in point of Benoit’s
work. While Benoit originally advanced our understanding of apologia, his subsequent
utilization of his typologies as a “data set” with other examinations potentially demotes
his work to “observations” rather than argumentation. Benoit’s work serves as an
example to not become complacent with methodology but rather seek new ways to
illuminate the genre of apologia.
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After careful analysis and research, I have come to the conclusion that Benoit’s
theory and typologies fall short of the requisites of generic criticism as outlined by
previous scholars. Benoit’s theory is short sighted for two reasons. First, IR presumes that
rhetors who engage in apology are attempting to maintain or “restore” a favorable
reputation. This presumption over-generalizes the outcomes of apology in terms of
success or failure. Success being that the rhetor is forgiven and his or her apology is
accepted; failure in that the rhetor’s apology was rejected and remains in a socially exiled
state. This generalization assumes and oversimplifies a complex form of rhetorical
discourse as rhetoric rarely ends in clear win/lose situations. Rather rhetoric is
multifaceted and its dissemination has numerous effects, owing to multiple variables.
This complicates the notion of the win/lose situation that IR implies. Furthermore,
Benoit’s conceptualization of the theory suggests that the apologetic discourse occurs in a
linear fashion, that as “[a] person commits an act that appears undesirable…this results in
a reproach or request for repair…a reproach about the act provoke[s] a response, the
actor’s account” (Benoit, 1995, p. 39). This “step by step” inference insinuates that the
apologetic process is reduced to nothing more than a stimulus-response experience.
Second, Benoit’s use of phrases “image repair” or “image restoration” is
troublesome for the genre. As we know and understand, apologies are tied to the
rhetorical sphere in which they are presented and contextually exist in. What is not
addressed is the audience’s memory of these rhetorical events. Even the old adage “Fool
me once, shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me” is overlooked in the discourse of
apologies. While Benoit has constructed a typology of strategies and generalized
evaluations for their worth, he has simplified a complex form of discourse. The results of
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which imply that rhetorical exchange of an apology is delivered in an almost linear
fashion and can be comparable to that of a mathematic equation. Burns and Bruner
asserted that even “the very phrase ‘restoration strategies’ is ripe for this kind of
oversimplification, because the phrase implies that some discrete, rhetorical situation has
returned to its original state” (Burns & Bruner, 2000, p. 30). Such a conceptualization or
phrase oversimplifies and implies not only that the apology is linear but also that a rhetor
has the ability to overcome any attack unscathed. Burns and Bruner conclude that the
term “‘restoration,’ therefore, may be an unfortunate choice” for Benoit’s description of
the rhetoric of apology due to the common knowledge that an “image is not likely to be
restored to its prior state” (p. 30).
In response to these criticisms, Benoit admitted that apologia is a complicated
form of rhetoric and that even though he does not explicitly acknowledge it, he believes
that it is implicit that scholars should know or “realize that image is dynamic and almost
certainly ‘cannot be restored’ to exactly its state before the offens[ive] act” (Benoit, 2000,
p. 40). To Benoit’s credit, he did alter the name of his theory from “Image Restoration”
to “Image Repair” as “‘restoration’ might imply that one’s image has been restored to its
prior state.” (p. 40). However, Benoit’s admission that interpretations of the meaning of
his theory may overextend its true purpose, including his changing of the name of his
theory (from restoration to repair) without any formal discussion simplifies the
complexity of apology. It can be inferred therefore that Benoit’s theory, whether it is
“image restoration” or “image repair,” leads rhetorical critics to believe that rhetors have
the ability to repair/restore their images and social standings in society with no
consequences or lasting repercussions.
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To summarize, IR does not accurately reflect the genre of apologia. While
Benoit’s theory had the best of intentions, his typology and subsequent examinations
have skewed our understanding of the genre and overgeneralized apology’s purpose
within rhetoric.
My Intervention
Although Benoit’s theory and typologies have expanded our understanding of the
rhetoric of apology, his approach is problematic for rhetorical criticism. This has resulted
in criticism of genre analysis and more specifically, Benoit’s approach and its general
adoption in contemporary studies. While criticism is welcomed, as previously mentioned,
the faults of Benoit’s approach have threatened the viability and value of the genre. This
enables critics of the genre to potentially dismiss contemporary analyses of the rhetoric of
apology. Such negation of literature and academic studies threatens our ability to
document and properly understand this common and yet important form of discourse.
This dissertation therefore is concerned with the particulates of rhetorical theory,
a leading scholar and three primary cases. The goal of which is to question, probe, and
problematize our current our understanding of the rhetoric apology. The results of which
will reconceptualize our ideology behind apology’s placement not only within its genre,
but more importantly, within communication. A close analysis of these apologetic
situations will demonstrate the complex nature of the genre. It will enable us to view the
contradictions and inconsistencies that are unique to each apology and its associated
rhetorical sphere. Through this lens, we can extrapolate the contextual properties and
focus on the artistry and particularities that potentially influence and affect the apologetic
sphere. This approach moves us from an “evaluative mindset” that attempts to analyze
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each apology in terms of “success/failure” and instead centralizes the texts in a manner
that teaches us about the rhetorical and political situation of apologies.
Identity Reconstruction
In a recent examination, rhetorical scholar Dana Anderson attempted to
understand the negotiations of image and identity in the creation and publication of
memoirs. Anderson believes that in order for individuals to attempt to convey a new
identity, they must demonstrate a proper form of conversion to illustrate this rhetorical
transformation (Anderson, 2008, p. 14). Rhetorical conversion, according to Anderson, is
only possible through the ability of individuals to “constitute their own identities”
through the experiences and narratives of his or her conversion (p. 14). This provides
audiences the opportunity to evaluate and choose to adopt or neglect this “conversion.”
This same process can be seen and replicated within the genre of apologia.
According to Villadsen, atonement is one of the cornerstones of forgiveness, which is
only possible through the rhetorical act of an apology (Villadsen, 2008). With an
emphasis on “rebirth,” atonement allows a rhetor to not only accept responsibility and
guilt but also to forsake the sin/offenses he or she is accused of committing. Atonement is
not possible without the presence of penitence, and a penitent attitude is only possible
through apology. However, while the accused individual must acknowledge his or her
sinful ways, they must also distance themselves from these sins in order to achieve
forgiveness. This distinct separation can only be accomplished and fulfilled through
apology. According to Erving Goffman, an apology “consists of a symbolic splitting the
self into two parts: the bad self, who committed the undesirable act, and the good self,
who deplores that act” (Goffman, 1971, p. 113). This symbolic acknowledgement of
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death and rebirth can be seen as a negotiation between the audience’s perception of the
sinner (image) and the character for which the sinner is attempting to portray (identity).
The apology therefore provides accused or guilty individuals with the potential for
redemption but can only do so at the cost of socially and symbolically deconstructing and
destroying their sinful identity. With the absence of an identity, rhetors are left with no
choice but to create a new one.
Drawing from Anderson’s approach to his examination and acknowledging its
similarities in apologia studies, I conceive a new approach that overcomes our previous
understanding and current limitations of apologia analyses in what I term “Identity
Reconstruction.” Identity Reconstruction requires an accused rhetor to follow three steps:
1) the apologists needs to atone for his or her sins through an apology that is perceived as
genuine, demonstrating a level of guilt and sorrow as previously mentioned; 2) during the
apology, the repentant individual must address the guilty behavior and forsake it along
with his or her former identity in a pledge of a new identity; and 3) the apologist must
provide evidence of this new identity in his or her reconstructed behavior.
A rhetor that participates in this process has the potential ability to achieve
forgiveness and reconstruct a new identity. This identity, if deemed authentic by an
audience, will be adopted as the new image of the “reborn” rhetor. Each of these steps are
essential within the realm of apology as each builds upon one another to demonstrate the
ideals of the rhetoric of apology. With this in mind, we can understand why Burns and
Bruner conclude that a rhetor’s “image is not likely to be restored to a prior state” (Burns
& Bruner, 2000, p. 30). While IR’s intentions are admirable, we can see how this theory
falls short in the representation of the symbolic complexity of apology. I believe Koesten
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and Rowland understood and said it best that apology is “a situation [that] call[s] for a
formal act of contrition and redemption, functions not served by traditional apologia”
(Koesten & Rowland, 2004, p. 72). To examine rhetorical situations with such scrutiny,
an appropriate methodology is needed to surmise the persuasive appeals within the
journey of identity reconstruction.
A Close Examination of Apology
In Benoit’s examinations, it has been acknowledged that no two apologies or their
respective situations are alike. In his effort to generalize his analyses, Benoit at times
neglected the unique rhetorical attributes situated in their respective spheres. The
existence of these attributes combined with the knowledge that apologies are unique
demonstrates why an apology is never formulaic in nature and its value in society. Thus,
it is important that a methodology is chosen that pays close attention to these rhetorical
nuances and does not negate their “intrinsic characteristics” (Jasinski, 2001, p. 91). A
methodology that meets such qualifications is known as Close Reading. According to
Jasinski, close reading requires rhetorical critics to approach texts with an understanding
that they are “powerful and extremely complex,” resulting in scholars to “employ some
mechanism for piercing the veil that covers the text” in an effort to understand how it
operates (p. 92). To accomplish this, a scholar must attempt to “unpack the text” as they
“linger over words, verbal images, elements of style, sentences, argument patterns, and
entire paragraphs and larger discursive units within the text to explore their significance
on multiple levels” (p. 93). The purpose of close reading therefore is to “reveal how art,
and strategy interact in the realization of an instrumental effect” rhetorical addresses have
on their audiences (p. 93).
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To properly extrapolate the unique nuances in each of the apologetic cases in this
dissertation, I will examine (when possible) both the recorded video of each address and
its accompanied transcript. During the close readings of each case, numerous variables
will be identified, examined, and ultimately compared to the rhetorical situation each
apologist has constructed for him or herself. These results may seem miniscule or
redundant and the resulting discussion may not appear to support my claims in that
moment. However, most apologia studies do not examine these explicit details and
instead favor apologetic strategies overlooking subtle nuances that structure the address,
the apologist’s approach, and the audience’s reaction. The approach of Identity
Reconstruction seeks to resolve this ignorance. It is only through a close examination of
the text where we as an audience of scholars can have the fullest potential to understand,
appreciate, and properly critique the addresses presented. While portions of these
examinations may seem insignificant, miniscule, or repetitive, each plays a significant
part of the rhetorical sphere as whole. As such, it is important to acknowledge the unique
facets present within an apologetic situation.
Such a methodology and approach follows the rhetorical tradition; seeking to
build upon and expand our understanding of the rhetoric of apology. It not only attempts
to demonstrate the nuances of the genre within the discipline of communication but also
seeks to draw from outside our tradition, examining other disciplines wherein the rhetoric
of apology is valued. This demonstrates the importance of the rhetoric of apology as
communication and allows for a greater appreciation that will have interdisciplinary
influences and applications.
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To illuminate these facets of the apologetic sphere, their influence in the
rhetorical situation and placement within apology, I will be analyzing the apologetic
situations in three specific case studies using the approach of Identity Reconstruction and
a close reading methodology. Each of these cases demonstrates the complexities of the
rhetoric of apology that are often over looked using Benoit’s theory and typology.
Through the application of Identity Reconstruction, each of these cases will enhance our
understanding of apologia. In the following sections, I provide brief details of each case
and their relationship to the purpose of this dissertation.
Governor Chris Christie’s “Bridge-Gate” Scandal
In the fall of 2013, multiple lanes of the George Washington Bridge were shut
down, forcing commuters who were traveling through Fort Lee New Jersey from New
York City to use only one lane on the three-lane bridge. The closures were sudden and no
notification was given to emergency services, local officials or the public. Traffic
remained this way for almost four days, from September 9 to September 13. When the
lanes were finally reopened, investigations began, centering on New Jersey Governor
Chris Christie and his administration as it was discovered that his appointees and staff
had been influential in the closing of the lanes.
A federal investigation found evidence that Governor Christie’s deputy chief of
staff Bridget Kelly, port authority appointee David Wildstein and deputy executive of the
port authority Bill Baroni had concocted the lane closures as an act of retaliation against
Fort Lee Mayor Mark Sokolich’s announcement that he would not endorse Christie’s
campaign for reelection. Prior to this scandal, Christie had been commonly known and
labeled as a “bully” as he had a reputation for being crass, direct, loud and at times
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“emotionally charged.” Although Christie has thus far not been charged with any direct
responsibility for the lane closures, the scandal greatly damaged his reputation and
standing in the public’s eyes as the actions of the scandal seemed to be representative of
his persona. Having been favored as a potential Republican candidate for the upcoming
2016 Presidential election, Christie embarked in a series of addresses in an attempt to
reassure the audience that he is anything but a bully.
This case is a preliminary example in this dissertation and will be used to
demonstrate how Christie could not simply engage in or use apologetic strategies. The
exigency requires Christie to provide more than simple statements to the scandal as
investigations of Christie and the scandal would span years. This means two things: First,
Christie would have to repeatedly address and acknowledge the scandal and its associated
allegations multiple times. Second, as the investigation continues, the apologetic situation
is influenced and affected by both the passage of time. This means that the rhetorical
situation will evolve over time, altering the requirements of Christie and his subsequent
approaches to addressing the scandal.
My use of this case in this examination is to provide an example in which simple
identification of strategies do not appropriately extrapolate the factors that may influence
Christie’s apologetic approaches. Identity Reconstruction offers rhetorical scholars an
approach that recognizes the nuances of each address by the apologist, acknowledges the
aspects of time, the presence of audiences, and the potential for the situation to evolve.
Through analysis of the exigency and the responses provided by Christie, I hope to
provide a breath of life into a genre that has become too comfortable and formulaic in
nature, returning it to the appropriate means and modes of rhetorical criticism.
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Governor Mark Sanford’s Disappearance and Newfound Love
From June 18 to June 24, 2009, the state of South Carolina had no formal
leadership to guide its state-level government. During this time, Governor Mark
Sanford’s whereabouts were unknown to not only the general public but also his personal
security detail and his family. On June 24, Sanford was spotted at Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta International Airport, appearing to make his way back home to South Carolina.
Later that day, Sanford held a press conference where he would address the press and
public about his recent disappearance. What followed was a convoluted, emotional
address wherein Sanford provided anecdotes of his life and apologized to numerous
individuals before finally divulging where he had been and why. Sanford would confess
that he had left the country to visit Marîa Belén Châpur a woman whom he had been
participating in an affair with as at the time Sanford was married with four children.
Although the trip answered the questions as to where he had been, Sanford’s subsequent
confession shocked the press and public.
Following his confession, Sanford embarked on an “Apology Tour” where he
would meet with various audiences and provide apologetic addresses while
simultaneously expressing remorse and regret for his actions. During this time, Sanford
was being faced with impeachment proceedings by lawmakers in his state although the
process was suspended due to the fact that it would take longer to impeach Sanford than
it would for him to serve the remainder of his term. Over the course of the next few years,
Sanford would attempt to stay out of the public’s eye but reemerged in 2013 for a special
congressional election in which he won. He would become reelected again in 2014 and
2016.
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In this particular case, I examine Sanford’s case not as a single rhetorical act or
exigency but rather as an ongoing journey where Sanford attempts to obtain forgiveness
and regain his standing in the public’s eyes. This approach requires me to examine
numerous rhetorical artifacts that include videos, addresses, news articles and even
memoirs written by Sanford’s ex-wife Jenny and former staff member. Each of these
texts is examined closely in an effort to draw out nuances from the addresses that attempt
to convey and demonstrate a reconstructed identity. This case therefore provides us with
appropriate context as to why Benoit’s theory and typology would be ineffective. In an
effort to provide a more complete analysis and understanding of the rhetorical situation,
this case will demonstrate the viability and purposes that Identity Reconstruction fulfills
the requisites of appropriate applications of rhetorical criticism.
The Rise and Fall of former Congressman Anthony Weiner
On May 27, 2011, an illicit photograph was posted to then Congressman Anthony
Weiner’s handle on the social media platform Twitter of a man’s lower torso which
depicted the outline of an erect penis. The tweet was quickly deleted but not before
thousands of followers had seen it. In the following days, Weiner would vehemently and
aggressively deny that the tweet was his or that the picture was of him. At times Weiner
would even verbally attack journalists and those who criticized him. However, this
defense was soon recognized as a lie as further evidence revealed that Weiner had not
only tweeted the photo and that it was of himself but that he had been engaging in this
behavior with multiple women for the past few years. These new revelations ultimately
forced Weiner to resign from office.
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Over the course of the next year, Weiner rarely made public appearances but
eventually began testing the public’s perception of him by engaging in a series of
interviews. In these interviews, Weiner attempted to convey that he was a changed man
who had learned difficult lessons from his poor choices. These articles were warmly
received which ultimately lead Weiner’s decision to run for New York City mayor in
2013. Initially, Weiner was not only welcomed but also celebrated. Treated similarly to
the prodigal son, Weiner was lauded for his changed behavior and attitude. This all came
crashing down as new evidence had surfaced that Weiner continued to sext women after
his resignation and even during the interviews where he testified of his change.
Potentially fed up with the lies, the public demonstrated their disgust with him with their
vote as Weiner who had initially been polling in first place prior to his second scandal,
finished fifth in the election.
Three years later, Weiner made headlines again, this time it was discovered that
he had been not only sexting other women but an underage girl. Although Weiner was
not an elected official, at the time he was married to Huma Abedin, a top campaign
advisor for Democratic Presidential Nominee Hillary Clinton. Upon becoming aware of
Weiner’s deviancy with a minor, the F.B.I. began an investigation to see what laws
Weiner had broken. The investigation included the discovery of a laptop that held emails
in regards to a previous investigation the agency had conducted on Hillary Clinton and
her potential sharing of classified information on a private email server. This prompted
F.B.I. officials to reopen Clinton’s case just nine days before the presidential election.
Although Weiner’s case is ongoing, his actions have potentially influenced the
presidential election as the Republican nominee Donald Trump won. Weiner faces
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potentially felony violations, which may land him in jail pending the completion of the
investigation.
Although Weiner may be perceived as a failure initially, this case is quite
complex. Its placement within this dissertation will demonstrate the importance of
authenticity and perception in apologetic addresses and associated behaviors. This is an
important facet of the apologetic situation that is consequently overlooked by IR in favor
of rhetorical strategies. Weiner’s case will demonstrate that it is not enough to convey
remorse and forsake the sin, but that it must be accomplished with authenticity. If any
facet of the apologetic situation is perceived as inauthentic, the process is rendered mute
and forgiveness is withheld. The artifacts I will examine for this analysis are diverse as
they range from news stories, social media interactions, verbal statements and a
documentary. The findings in this analysis are but a mere demonstration that highlights
the value of the approach of Identity Reconstruction. The rhetorical facets that had been
previously ignored or overlooked convey the importance of understanding the praxis and
purpose of rhetorical criticism.
Conclusion
The conclusion of this examination approaches our understanding of apology and
how simplistic theories and typologies have overshadowed or neglected the symbolism
behind apology. The complexity and rhetorical artistry of apology is what makes this
genre of rhetorical discourse unique and inherently sublime as apologetic addresses
attempt to provide healing when offense has occurred.
My dissertation does not seek to discredit Benoit nor his theory but rather
attempts to provide a new approach that meets the qualifications of rhetorical criticism
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and expands our understanding of the rhetoric of apology. My goal is to illuminate the
complexities of these situations in an effort to problematize our view and subsequent
traditional approach to the rhetoric of apology. What can be gained in this intervention is
a greater understanding and legitimization of the rhetoric of apology and its influences in
our daily discourse. This can only be accomplished through widening our scope of
understanding and looking to traditions of the past to enhance our methodologies and
approaches of the present. It is through this new approach that the rhetoric of apology can
be viewed as more than a series of rhetorical strategies, but rather as a sacred exchange in
which healing and atonement may occur.
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Chapter 2
The Bridge and The Bully: Chris Christie’s Apology
“I am who I am. But I am not a bully.”
-Governor Christ Christie1
On the evening of September 9, 2013, commuters heading home to New Jersey
from work in New York City encountered a traffic problem on the George Washington
Bridge. Two of three access lanes were closed, causing excessive delays in and around
the city of Fort Lee, New Jersey, which is located at the entryway of the bridge
(“Timeline: New Jersey's George Washington Bridge Scandal,” 2015).2 This “traffic
nightmare” would take commuters additional hours to make it to their destinations. The
next day, Fort Lee Mayor Mark Sokolich asked Bill Baroni, Deputy Executive Director
of the Port Authority, to fix the situation as the traffic delays were preventing commuters
getting to work and children from reaching school. Later that day, Fort Lee EMS
coordinator Paul Favia wrote a letter to Sokolich stating that the “new traffic pattern is
causing unnecessary delays for emergency services to arrive on scene for medical
emergencies,” implying that such delays could be potentially hazardous for emergencies.
Frustrated with the lack of response and continued complaints that the recurring traffic
jam had lasted over two days, Sokolich told Baroni that the lane closures had “punitive
overtones.” Sokolich perceived the closures as retribution for his decision not to endorse
Christie in his reelection campaign. The next day, Port Authority executive director
1

See Christie, Chris. "Full Transcript: N.J. Gov. Chris Christie’s Jan. 9 News Conference on George
Washington Bridge Scandal." https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/transcript-chris-christies-newsconference-on-george-washington-bridge-scandal/2014/01/09/d0f4711c-7944-11e3-8963b4b654bcc9b2_story.html.
2

For this section of the chapter, I will cite the document I am using to provide a historical overview only
once. This is to reduce redundancy as these statements are derived from a single transcript. When a new
source is introduced or needed I will return to properly citing its associated reference.
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Patrick Foye ordered that the closure of the lanes be halted and reopened for public
transit use.
Later that month, the Port Authority announced that the lanes were closed in an
effort to conduct a traffic study. In total, the bridge was closed between the dates of
September 9 through September 13. When the lane closures had ceased and the bridge
was fully reopened, many individuals and constituents had questions as to the reasoning
behind the closure of the majority of the bridge’s lanes. Due to the jurisdiction of the
bridge and port, questions and accusations began being directed towards Christie. When
accused of having orchestrated the lane closures, Christie repeatedly denied that the lane
closures were the result of any retaliation to Sokolich and denied that he and his
administration had anything to do with the lane closures. This response along with the
Port Authority’s statement that the lane closures were done for a “traffic study” did not
satisfy skeptics. While Christie would continue with his duties as governor it would seem
as though he perceived the traffic jam in question as a “non-issue” and even went so far
as to make light of the accusations by saying, “I worked the cones. Unbeknownst to
anyone, I was working the cones.” Despite Christie’s attempt at putting the allegations
behind him, suspicions of his administration’s involvement would continue to increase,
especially after David Wildstein, an appointee of Christie’s who worked at the Port
Authority resigned, citing the bridge accusations as an unnecessary distraction for
Christie and his administration. Speculations of Christie’s involvement became enflamed
after it was discovered that Christie had an informal meeting with his senior staff, asking
that if any members of his staff were involved to confess. According to Christie, his
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senior staff informed him that there was “nothing to indicate anyone in the administration
was involved” in the lane closures.
On January 8, 2014, members of the media reported that the lane closures were
executed purposefully in retaliation to the lack of Sokolich’s support for Christie’s reelection for Governor of New Jersey. This report was subsequently verified that same day
as emails were obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request, and subsequently
publicized, by various news agencies that there was indeed correspondence between
Bridget Anne Kelly, a Deputy Chief of Staff to Christie, and David Wildstein, an
appointee of Christie who worked at the Port Authority. One particular exchange became
the “smoking gun” of the accusations, as Kelly wrote to Wildstein, suggesting that it was
“time for some traffic problems in Fort Lee,” not long after Sokolich announced he
would not back Christie’s reelection. While some may argue that the implications were
vague, it seems as though Wildstein knew exactly what to do when he gave Kelly a
simple two-word response: “Got it.” Once this exchange was discovered, it was clear that
Christie’s administration had fabricated an exigency for a “traffic study” and that the
traffic jam was intentionally caused in retaliation to Sokolich. Upon being notified of this
discovery, Christie issued a press release stating:
What I’ve seen today for the first time is unacceptable. I am outraged and deeply
saddened to learn that not only was I misled by a member of my staff, but this
completely inappropriate and unsanctioned conduct was made without my
knowledge. One thing is clear: this type of behavior is unacceptable and I will not
tolerate it because the people of New Jersey deserve better. This behavior is not
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representative of me or my administration in any way and people will be held
responsible for their actions. (Christie, 2014a)
Christie, who was previously lauded and championed for investigations into political
corruption, now appeared to be implicated within political corruption as well. The only
question that remained unanswered was: How far up did this level of corruption reach
within Christie’s administration?
A Bully Who Has Gone Too Far
Since the closure of the lanes on the George Washington Bridge, Christie had
used a plethora of rhetorical strategies that have been identified using Benoit’s Image
Repair Theory (Benoit, 2015a; Christie, 2014a). Before the discovery of the email
correspondence, Christie denied his involvement in the “traffic study” as well as the
involvement of any member of his administration. At one point, Christie even made light
of the so-called “scandal” at the time as previously mentioned in this chapter (“Timeline:
New Jersey's George Washington Bridge Scandal,” 2015). Previously in his
administration, Christie was given the nickname “Bully” for his rough personality and
approach. The discovery of individuals within Christie’s administration orchestrating the
traffic jam, combined with Christie’s previous statements and lack of action, to reinforce
and potentially cement the characterizations of Christie as a “bully.”
This chapter examines Christie’s apologetic address and his use of victimage,
atonement and behaviors he has exhibited since the discovery of the nature behind the
lane closures. It asks how Christie attempts to purge his previous “bullying image” and
reconstruct his identity to demonstrate leadership and simultaneously atone for the
mistakes of his leadership. I argue that Christie reconstructed his identity by rhetorically
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using apologetic imagery that conveyed an emotional reaction to the scandal that was
penitent in nature yet could maintain his innocence through describing himself as a
victim of his colleagues’ actions. While the speech itself could be divided into apologetic
strategies, taken as a whole, Christie’s address transcends our previous understanding of
apologia as he attempts to become a “new” Chris Christie.
In what follows, I provide first an analysis of Christie’s “Bridge-Gate” address in
New Jersey on January 9, 2014. This address is the foundation of Christie’s attempt at
reconstructing his identity. Following this examination, I analyze texts that responded to
this address. I then examine how Christie has attempted to address this scandal and his
identity as time has passed. Taken together, these examinations depict how Christie
attempts to reconstruct his identity rhetorically and how some reacted to the initial
scandal and Christie’s attempts to address it. Christie could not simply “repair” his image
as he could not reconcile the “bully” persona he had been previously been labeled with
by the actions of his administration. Instead, Christie chose to reconstruct his identity,
potentially holding himself to a level of accountability in a manner that was both
apologetic and yet not. However, in order to fully understand the weight of the apologetic
situation and its complexities, we must first provide a brief background and overview of
Chris Christie.
Who is Chris Christie?
Chris Christie’s brash attitude has been a trademark of his persona throughout his
political career. A New Jersey native, Christie began his journey in American politics at a
young age. During his high school career, Christie developed an interest in politics. This
interest was piqued when former Governor Tom Kean, delivered a lecture to Christie’s
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class (“Chris Christie Biography,” n.d.). Upon his graduation from high school Christie
attended the University of Delaware, receiving a Bachelors in Political Science. While
attending the University of Delaware, Christie was elected student body president in
1984. It was during this time he met Mary Pat Foster. Foster would eventually succeed
Christie as student body president the following year in 1985 (Editors, n.d.). That same
year Christie and Foster would marry. Together they would have four children.
After graduation, Christie enrolled at the Seton Hall University School of Law.
Christie would later complete his Juris Doctorate and in 1987 would officially be
admitted to the New Jersey State Bar Association. One of Christie’s first jobs in politics
after college was as a freeholder or commissioner in, Morris County. During this time, he
aligned himself as a moderate republican but regularly supported pro-choice positions
(Editors, n.d.). Early in his career, Christie had planned to run for a state assembly, and
this meant challenging well-established party regulars. Due to his inexperience and
traditional support for seasoned politicians, Christie suffered a “crushing” defeat in a
1995 assembly race (Editors, n.d.). It seemed as though Christie had not yet received the
support of the party and constituents. Because of the lack of support, Christie would not
run for public office again until 2009, but this setback would not deter his political
ambitions.
In 1998, Christie became a lobbyist for multiple energy companies. This
positioned himself to become a highly sought after fundraiser. Seeing Christie’s success
as a lobbyist, Christie became enlisted as a campaign fundraiser for George W. Bush’s
first presidential campaign where he would become one of the top fundraisers (Editors,
n.d.). Because of Christie’s hard work and dedication to the campaign, newly elected
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President Bush nominated Christie to serve as Attorney General for the district of New
Jersey. This nomination was not without controversy, as Christie had no prior history as a
prosecutor. However, Christie would put these concerns at ease as he would spearhead
aggressive investigations into the corruption of public officials of both parties, garnering
an impressive record of 130 convictions and zero acquittals (Editors, n.d.).
After six years of building up his political reputation in the United States
Attorney’s office, Christie would again attempt to be an elected politician. In December
of 2008, he resigned from office and in January of 2009, he filed his paperwork to run for
Governor of New Jersey. Christie won the primary election against his traditionally
conservative Republican rivals, eventually defeating the unpopular Democratic
incumbent Jon Corzine.
As the Governor of New Jersey, Christie had become nationally recognized for
his ability to move legislation forward with bipartisan efforts (“Chris Christie
Biography,” n.d.). His tone and attitude were unapologetic and at times, this made
Christie’s persona appear as a “political bully,” a nickname that would come to haunt him
later in his career. Although sharp and direct, Christie would also sometimes succeed in
showing a “softer” side. In October of 2012, the New Jersey shore was badly damaged by
Hurricane Sandy. He gave his immediate attention and time to this state-emergency and
pledged his support in assisting the community (“Chris Christie Biography,” n.d.).
A Gallup Poll was conducted in June of 2013 in an attempt to survey the political
landscape for potential candidates for the Republican Party. The results of the poll
indicated that Chris Christie was the most popular potential candidate, receiving 52
percent of support from those surveyed (Elliott, 2013). With these poll results, public
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speculation turned into expectation as the American media would anoint Christie as
frontrunner for the Republican Nomination. Support for Christie continued to grow and it
seemed as though his potential candidacy and career was unstoppable. However, the
circumstances behind a mysterious traffic jam one evening would rock his potential
candidacy leading many to question his policies, his administration and even Christie
himself.
Guilty and Innocent
While it is not uncommon for a superior to be accountable for the actions of those
he or she supervises, Christie’s Bridge-Gate scandal is a unique rhetorical situation that
would require Christie to apologize for actions he did not directly initiate. Furthermore,
Christie claims that he had no knowledge of the actions of David Wildstein and Bridgette
Kelly and claimed that he was never involved as evidenced by Christie’s press release
(Christie, 2014a). This places Christie in a “rhetorical dilemma” so to speak, as he would
need to accept a level of responsibility without actually taking full responsibility.
Like all politicians, Christie has his fair share of critics and supporters. One of the
most common criticisms Christie has received is the perception of him being a bully.
Christie had previously dismissed these as character attacks, although he would admit to
a direct and blunt personality. However, this scandal added legitimacy to these character
attacks. Faced with these allegations and the knowledge of being publicly labeled a
“bully” Christie would need to “reinvent” himself if he wanted the public to perceive that
his apology was authentic.
After the nature of the lane closures were made public, Christie scheduled a press
conference on the morning of January 9, 2014, to address these new revelations and to
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provide his account of what had happened, his knowledge of the incident and what his
involvement was at the time. Prior to the press conference, sensing the magnitude of the
scandal, media representatives and reporters deliberated about the significance of his
address as there was consistent speculation that Christie hoped to become the GOP 2016
presidential nominee. If these speculations were accurate, the challenge for Christie was
also to defend his claim to the nomination. Successfully addressing the scandal would
also become more of a “key pivot point” to his administration and its legacy than
originally thought.
A Softie, not a Bully
Prior to the analysis, it should be acknowledged that Christie’s rhetorical address
is unique. While most politicians hold brief press conferences or deliver succinct
addresses, Christie delivered a short address followed by a question and answer session
with the press that totaled 108 min, the majority of which was televised nationally. I
derived three central rhetorical themes from Christie’s address. These three themes
include: statements that reflect his leadership and its tone, testimony of him being a
victim of this scandal, and statements that place emphasis on the actions he has taken.
While it may be useful to identify and separate these rhetorical themes into categories,
the themes are easily entangled one with another, building upon each other in a nonsequential manner. This analysis will attempt to demonstrate these rhetorical
complexities by examining the speech in a linear approach, beginning with Christie’s
statement and ending in his press conference.
Christie begins his address by defining the tone of his discourse that sharply
contrasts with his “bullying” image: “I’ve come out here to this office where I’ve been
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many times before…I’ve come out here today to apologize to the people of New Jersey. I
apologize to the people of Fort Lee and I apologize to the members of the state
legislature” (Christie, 2014c).3 The first sentence of his opening statement is interesting.
Rather than simply addressing the audience and providing a summary of the accusations
that have been levied against his administration, Christie chose to lead his statement with
a seemingly obvious assumption: Christie has spoken in this office multiple times prior to
this situation. Why would Christie call such attention to his previous history especially in
an apologetic address? It would appear as though Christie was attempting to “set the
stage” for his audience for the latter part of his address as he then turned his focus briefly
onto his feelings of “embarrassment and humiliation” before discussing the conduct of
his personnel. During these initial moments, Christie was speaking with low vocal tones
and in a slower than usual manner. It would appear as though Christie did not want his
words to be misinterpreted and his decision to speak in such a method would emphasize
the gravity of the situation as well as his statements.
He would reiterate his apologetic tone by justifying his apology: “I believe that all
of the people who were affected by this conduct deserve this apology and that is why I
am giving it to them.” This portion of his address, like his opening statement, was
delivered in a manner that is consistent with a penitent and apologetic attitude. Christie’s
low vocal tones, with shoulders slumped forward and an upsetting look on his face
characterized by his furrowed brow, provided nonverbal reinforcement for his statement.
It would appear, as Christie did not want to be characterized in any other way than
apologetic. Christie then turned the attention briefly to himself, admitting a level of
3

For this section of the chapter, I will not be labeling Christie’s quotes with their accompanying citations.
This is to reduce redundancy as these statements are derived from a singular transcript. When a new source
is introduced or needed I will return to properly citing its associated reference.
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responsibility for the situation: “I also need to apologize to them for my failure as the
governor of this state to understand the true nature of this problem sooner than I did.”
Although brief, this statement acknowledges Christie’s level of responsibility and lack of
oversight in the situation which subsequently continues to reinforce and reflect the
demeanor and tone of this apologetic address as he states, “I believe I have an
understanding now of the true nature of the problem…”
How Christie finished the sentence above marks the temporary end of the
“penitent Christie” as he begins to address who was responsible and what actions he has
taken through the simple of transition of, “I’ve taken the following action as a result.”
As Christie shifted his demeanor and tone to accurately reflect his condemnation
of the actions of the members of his administration who were responsible for this abuse
of power, it would appear he would shift the rhetorical perception from being viewed as
an individual who is guilty to an individual with leadership qualities and capability.
Christie began this portion of his address with stern vocal tones, an upright and
intimidating posture and diction that was designed to be pointed and clear: “This morning
I’ve terminated the employment of Bridget Kelly. I’ve terminated her employment
because she lied to me.” Christie then provided an account of his actions in the past
month and how he attempted to seek the truth about the traffic jam by delegating
members of his senior staff to interview other members of his staff, saying, “[O’Dowd
and Mckenna]4 interviewed each member of my senior staff, came back and reported to
me that they had reported that there was no information other than what we already
knew.” This language mixes the appearance of transparency into a context of why
Christie had not known that members of his administration had been behind the lane
4

Christie’s chief of staff at the time was Kevin O’Dowd and his chief counsel was Charlie Mckenna.
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closures. He would state that the findings of his in-house inquiry were an “obvious lie”
and would further reinforce this judgment by stating, “There is no justification for ever
lying to a governor, or a person in authority in this government.” This statement is an
interesting approach for Christie. At first glance, the audience may judge this statement
as overkill in an already relevant situation: individuals should not lie to their superiors, as
it is perceived as morally or politically unacceptable. Christie’s condemnation on his
staffers lying to him can be seen as an attempt to appear or demonstrate leadership-like
qualities. While these observations may seem evident and true, after a closer analysis I
believe Christie is attempting to construct these statements as a rhetorical device designed
to create an overarching narrative or theme to this rhetorical situation: Christie is a
victim. I argue that this is the inception of Christie attempting to appear as a victim. I will
present more evidence within this chapter, but before I do so, I must offer commentary on
Christie’s rhetorical attempt at becoming a victim of this scandal.
An act of lying requires at least two parties, one to be the perpetrator/offender and
the other to be the victim/offended. In this case, Christie presents the audience with a
brief history of him attempting to discover if anyone within his administration was
involved in the lane closures. This can be traced back to when Christie had asked two
close members of his staff to interview each staffer to see if anyone had any involvement
or knowledge of the supposed “traffic study.” When his close staffers (Kevin and
Charlie) returned empty-handed, Christie had believed that there was no involvement by
his administration and therefore no need to investigate further. As we can see here, this
was not true. The results of Kelly’s alleged lie influenced Christie’s subsequent decisions
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until the initial discovery of his administration’s involvement. This can be seen in his
following claim:
I would never have come out here four or five weeks ago and made a joke about
these lane closures if I had ever had an inkling that anyone on my staff would
have been so stupid to be involved and then so deceitful as to just—just to not
disclose the information of their involvement to me when directly asked by their
superior.
Here we can see Christie is attempting to mitigate the perception that he was
callous towards lane closure and the inconvenience that it had caused by justifying and
defending that he was operating with the information at the time. Hence, why he chose to
use the words “stupid and deceitful” when he described those involved. This distances
Christie from the accused while portraying Christie as the victim. This perception is
reinforced in the last line of his statement when Christie refers to the fact that these
individuals did not disclose the information to their superior (emphasis added). The word
“superior” appears to have been used as a rhetorical maneuver to reflect on Christie’s
status and position of power within this rhetorical situation. This not only emphasizes
Christie as a leader but also contextualizes his feelings, allowing him to fluidly move and
describe his feelings on the situation between anger, hurt, and disappointment. This
enable’s Christie to stress his leadership qualities and tenure as he further acknowledges
that he and his staff “fell short of the expectations that [were] created over the last four
years.” Furthermore, the ability to stress his leadership qualities and capability allowed
Christie to continue to emphasize the actions he had taken as well as his personal
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reactions to the scandal. This empowers Christie to appear as a leader who has been
victimized and thus has taken action.
As previously discussed, three rhetorical themes are intertwined and continue to
build upon each other, resulting in Christie reconstructing his identity in a manner that
holds him accountable, identifies him as a victim and endows him with the ability to take
action. These themes echo throughout this address and begin to crystalize more at the
closing of Christie’s statement.
First, Christie shares details of his future plans in the investigation of this scandal,
“If there’s more information that I uncover, I’ll act accordingly in terms of releasing it to
the public and taking whatever action may be necessary, if any is, for any other issues.”
This particular point is intriguing as Christie provides the audience with a framework and
a set of expectations as he begins to investigate the details of the scandal. While it is not
uncommon for those who admit guilt to provide such a statement, Christie’s is interesting
to observe given the context of his perceived “bullying persona.” Rather than just
providing a simple statement such as “we will continue to investigate,” Christie specified
that he would release his findings to the public as well as any associated actions or
consequences. This provides both a level of accountability and transparency that
personifies leadership qualities. By promising transparency, Christie is allowing himself
to appear vulnerable, which cuts against the perception and accusations that Christie is a
bully. This vulnerability is reinforced as Christie explains that he will be making a
personal appearance in Fort Lee:
I am going to be going to Fort Lee, asked to meet with the mayor to apologize to
him personally, face to face, and also apologize to the people of Fort Lee in their
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town. I think they need to see me do that personally, and I intend to do that later
on today. People of those communities for four days were impacted in a
completely callous and indifferent way, and I’m going to go and apologize for
that.
This statement is atypical of the genre for three reasons. First, while many public
figures have apologized publicly and listed the names of those whom they are
apologizing to, Christie is choosing to deliver a formal apology in person. This is not to
say that previous accused individuals have not formally apologized to those they have
offended, rather Christie is attempting to make his intentions publicly known. This leads
me to my second point, that by choosing to make his intentions known to the public that
he will be delivering an apology to the mayor and citizens of Fort Lee in person, Christie
desires to publicize his formal apology. This not only provides his audience with context
of what he is planning to do, but also emphasizes the appearance of Christie’s desire to
obtain forgiveness. Lastly, by portraying his intentions in this way, Christie is inviting the
press and the public to witness and follow Christie’s “apologetic journey” which focuses
on Christie’s attempts to atone for the sins of his administration. Strategically, this
statement and its actions provide the public with the perception of a humbled Christie,
which contradicts “Christie as a bully.” This challenges Christie’s audience and critics, as
they need to resolve the actions of the penitent man before them alongside the
perceptions of a vindictive bully.
As Christie transitions to the closing statement of his address he acknowledges
that “actions have consequences” and that he is living proof of that today. Taken at face
value, this statement seems to imply that Christie is guilty. However, he qualifies this by
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reiterating that he had “no knowledge or involvement in this issue, its planning or its
execution, and I am stunned by the stupidity that was shown here.” What Christie is
conveying here mirrors the level of complexity of this apologetic situation. The actions of
state-level employees reflect upon their supervisor: the governor of the state.
Simultaneously the attitude and agenda of the governor is emulated and portrayed
through the actions of the state-level employees. This understanding allows us to see that
Christie is presumed guilty on multiple levels: guilty of the lack of oversight or control he
had over his staff and guilty that members of his staff felt that the lane closures were an
appropriate action for this administration. Christie recognizes this level of guilt and its
associated consequences as he takes ownership of it, yet he also refers to the “abject
stupidity” that was shown in this situation and that it was handled in a “callous and
indifferent” way. At first glance, we can only assume that Christie is referring to the staff
members who schemed and enacted the lane closures. With a closer examination
however, it is not explicitly stated that he is talking about his staff but rather it is implicit.
This ambiguity leaves me to believe that Christie may also be talking about himself. This
level of ambiguity allows Christie to further negotiate his status as both “guilty” and
“victim.”
As Christie concludes here, we can see his use of the three rhetorical themes
(leader, victim and action) peppered throughout his opening statement. Each theme is
dependent on one another and continues to build and support a narrative provided by
Christie: that he is not a bully but rather a victim of the actions of others that in turn
requires him to take action to show what true leadership is. These themes, along with the
persona they are juxtaposed with, provide a level of dissonance. They strive to
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renegotiate judgment and belief of who Chris Christie is: a bully, a leader or a victim.
This is a clear example of Identity Reconstruction. Christie is attempting to create an
altered identity that the audience can believe while distancing himself from the bully
persona that is arguably linked to the vindictive overtones within the bridge scandal. This
is key to Christie’s appeal, especially in a time of a political crisis. Christie could not just
say that he was innocent and he could not engage in “image repair.” The scandal and
Christie’s known “bullying character” complicated and arguably nullified Christie’s
ability to “repair his image.” As such, a new image was needed and in order to shape a
new image Christie needed a new identity. However, a simple statement delivered to its
intended audience would not be enough to fulfill the requisites of a reconstructed identity.
Christie now needed to engage his audience with action that reinforced his rhetoric,
allowing the apology to resonate and potentially provide Christie with redemption
through atonement: the new Chris Christie.
Questions and Accusations
After his initial address, Christie opened the immediate rhetorical sphere between
himself and the press for discourse, inviting them to inquire, probe and criticize him. Of
the 108 min televised, just 15 of those min were of Christie delivering his address. This
will be discussed towards the latter end of this portion of the analysis but is mentioned
here to give context to the rhetorical situation. While there were multiple questions asked
of Governor Christie during this time, I am only focusing on the responses that clarify,
illustrate, and reinforce what Christie stated in his initial address.
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As his opening statement and initial address ended, Christie marked the beginning
of the briefing by fielding questions.5 The first question Christie had fielded was in
regards to what “concrete steps” Christie has planned in order to “change the perception
of what happened here” and will Christie work cooperatively with investigators as
previously he had said “nasty words” towards them. This question is interesting and
pointed. It immediately places Christie in a situation that requires him to present further
details to his plan while simultaneously attempting to address the infamous “bullying”
persona. It challenges the character Christie is attempting to convey. This immediately
put Christie in a defensive posture as he immediately defended his behavior prior to the
scandal “I apologized for [the lane closures] this morning […] because I was being led to
believe by folks around me that there was no basis for this.” Christie’s tone was defensive
and frustrated; however, he qualifies this attitude by saying “having been proven wrong,
of course we’ll work cooperatively with the investigations.” This opening statement is
key to Christie’s reconstructed identity as it was challenged both implicitly and explicitly.
Stating that he was wrong showed a level of contrition. No one likes to admit he or she
was wrong but stating they were on national television in response to a pointed question
reinforce Christie’s attempt to dismantle the “bullying persona.” To reinforce this
symbolic dismantlement, Christie further engaged in describing his administration and
his behavior by saying, “I’ve had a tight-knit group of people who I trust implicitly. I
have no reason to believe they weren’t telling me the truth. It is heartbreaking to me that I

5

While there are several transcripts that do exist of Christie’s televised address, none of them provide the
full name of the journalists next to their associated questions nor the news organizations that they represent.
As a result, I have chosen to omit the names (if one was provided) and have chosen to use the format of
which I cite Chris Christie as mentioned in the previous footnote.
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wasn’t told the truth. I am a very loyal guy and I expect loyalty in return. And lying to me
is not an exhibition of loyalty.”
In this statement, Christie departs from answering the question and instead
attempts to describe his administration and his character. By placing focus on how he
structures his administration and the tone he engenders, Christie is demonstrating that he
is not a bully but rather is “family-oriented” in regards to how he runs his administration
with an emphasis on self-reliance and trust. Additionally his stance on lying, which is
implicitly linked to the actions he had taken against those who perpetrated the lane
closures, reiterates his leadership skills and simultaneously frames Christie as a victim as
well. This rhetorical maneuver provides Christie with rhetorical power, allowing him to
disassemble the “bully” accusations and reinforce the positive characteristics of the
identity he wants his audience to accept. While it may seem that Christie successfully
navigated the “bullying persona” accusations, the next question was even more candid as
a reporter stated that Christie’s critics believed that this scandal reveals that he is a
“political bully” and that his style is “payback.” Having just addressed a question of
similar tone and nature, Christie responded in a defensive and rather aggressive tone
stating:
No, I’m not. Hey, listen…politics ain’t bean bag, OK? And everybody in the
country who engages in politics knows that. On the other hand that’s very
different than saying that, you know, someone’s a bully. I have very heated
discussions and arguments with people in my own party and on the other side of
the aisle. I feel passionately about issues. And I don’t hide my emotions from
people. I am not a focus-group tested, blow-dried candidate or governor.
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Christie’s remark rhetorically challenges the accusation in a style he had not
previously used on this occasion. First, Christie chooses to focus on the difficulties and
challenges of his job by using the phrase “Politics ain’t bean bag.” This phrase is
significant and unique to political discourse as it is commonly used as an aphorism, also
known as a pithy observation of a general truth. This aphorism was used coined in 1895
by American humorist and writer Finley Peter Dunne and was used by “Mr. Dooley,” a
character he had created which said: “Sure, politics ain’t bean-bag. ‘Tis a man’s game,
an’ women, childer, cripples an’ prohybitioinists ‘d do well to keep out iv it,” (Amira,
2012). Although archaic, the saying alludes to Christie’s attitude and belief about the
political arena: life is rough, get over it. The saying’s intended use is as a response to
critics and politicians who claim unfair or rough treatment from one another. Christie is
implying that politics is not always polite or fair. To reinforce the use of his aphorism,
Christie attempts to differentiate for his audience how he differs from other politicians, “I
have very heated discussions…” and “I feel passionately about my issues.” As
representatives of their constituents, politicians attempt to do all that is necessary to win
debates and pass legislation. At times, it gets heated and aggressive. This is evident in
Christie’s admission that he does not hide his emotions. However, Christie does not
apologize for this. He admits that he has faults and is imperfect as evident by his
references to not being “focus-tested” or “blow-dried.” Christie remarks that this is
common knowledge but that it is different from saying that someone is a bully.
It is evident from the first two questions that the “bullying persona” is a primary
concern of the audience. This perception reinforces my argument: Christie cannot simply
apologize as his identity is inextricably linked to the scandal even though he claims he
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was not part of it. This requires Christie to seek an altered identity while distancing
himself from his previous one. However, Christie may be attempting to construct a new
identity for a reason I have not yet stated. In his statement, Christie referenced to himself
as a “candidate or governor.” When the lane closures originally occurred, Christie was in
the midst of campaigning for reelection as the Governor of New Jersey. The election was
held on November 5, 2013, in which Christie had won by a wide margin. Now Christie
could be referring to his attitude, personality or identity when he was a candidate for
reelection. However, in his statement, Christie does not make any explicit references of
the past during his first term. Even more peculiar, Christie had secured the reelection two
months prior to this address, meaning that it is well-known and/or common knowledge
that he will continue serving as Governor. Christie implies a candidacy of a different
type, one that is “presidential” in nature.
As I have mentioned previously, various types of polling and speculative remarks
had been made on Chris Christie’s interest in running for candidacy on the Republican
platform for the 2016 presidential election. It is evident that Christie had known of these
speculations during the time of this scandal. Christie’s remark on being a “candidate” can
be construed to have different meanings, but one meaning could not be ruled out and that
is his eventual candidacy presidential run. With this understanding, I believe Christie had
an additional motive in reconstructing his identity; he was preparing to run a national
campaign and announce his presidential candidacy.
Christie’s Role/Knowledge
After Christie had responded to this particular inquiry, other questions were
fielded that covered differing topics including: protocols Christie would use while vetting
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staff members of his administration, his knowledge of particular staffers’ responsibilities
and his knowledge of the tactics used in this particular scandal that were not used
elsewhere. However, the topic of inquiry turned back to Christie himself. This time,
Christie was asked if he authorized this kind of retribution. “Oh, absolutely not. No,”
Christie responded, “I knew nothing about this. And until it started to be reported in the
papers about the closure, but even then I was told this was a traffic study.” This statement
is the first time Christie begins to address his understanding, or rather misunderstanding,
of the supposed traffic study as he refers to Senator Baroni who had previously testified
that the actions on the bridge that day were a legitimate traffic study. Christie said,
“There still may have been a traffic study that has political overtones to it as well. We’re
going to find out, but I don’t know, because Senator Baroni presented all types of
information that day to the legislature…so why would I believe that anybody would not
be telling the truth.” Christie is attempting to convey his understanding and negotiate his
status in the scandal in two different ways in this statement. First, Christie clearly
proclaims that he did not direct his staffers to enact this form of “political retribution.” He
again states his innocence by citing his lack of knowledge in the matter. Second, Christie
then continues to illustrate this level of ignorance by continually citing that it was a
traffic study. However, how Christie rhetorically attempts to accomplish this in the
statement is to call attention to another individual: Senator Bill Baroni. According to
Christie, Baroni had testified before the legislature that the lane closures were part of a
traffic study, complete with “statistics, maps and otherwise.” In this statement, Christie is
attempting to shift a level of accountability or blame to Baroni as Christie is citing the
evidence of his knowledge of this “traffic study” was presented and advocated by the
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senator. Christie is attempting to mitigate the accusations and the “spotlight.” By bringing
up Baroni’s informative presentation of the traffic study, Christie is downplaying his
level of responsibility and knowledge. In a way, Christie is feigning ignorance. However,
Christie immediately brings the scrutiny back upon himself, stating:
It appeared that there was [a traffic study] based on what I saw in the testimony,
but regardless of whether there was or there wasn’t, there clearly were also
political overtones evidenced in that—in those emails and other messages that
were never, ever brought to my attention until yesterday.
Throughout this portion of the press briefing, Christie was clearly on the
defensive. He was nonverbally defensive in his posture and vocal tones. His choice in
bringing up Senator Baroni’s testimony was a rhetorical maneuver to minimize or
mitigate a level or perception of the blame. However, before Christie could be accused of
“passing the buck,” Christie acknowledged that there were punitive and political
overtones within emails exchanged for the staffers that were accused of orchestrating the
lane closures. This brought attention back towards Christie and his level of responsibility
within the scandal while still blaming his staff. The rhetorical devices used within these
statements seem to contrast against the themes that were previously identified. A closer
examination however provides a different level of understanding of what Christie was
attempting to accomplish.
Previous apologia scholarship would have simply assumed that Christie was
attempting to deny his involvement, shift the blame or claim a level of defeasibility.
While we can see evidence of these strategies in this statement, it does not exactly
explain what Christie is attempting to do or why, rather it just explains how Christie is
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strategically attempting to defend himself. To understand what Christie is attempting to
do rhetorically, we need to broaden our scope and examine what he has done thus far.
As I previously stated, there are three central themes that occur within Christie’s
address and press briefing: leader, victim and action. In the statement we are currently
examining, Christie is not explicitly using these themes but rather is choosing to use one
of them implicitly. The theme of victim can be seen in Christie’s attempt to shift the
attention of his audience to the “facts at hand” when asked if he authorized the lane
closures. For Christie, the facts are that he was informed that his administration had
nothing to do with the lane closures and that the traffic study was legitimate according to
his knowledge at the time due to Senator Baroni’s presentation. From these statements, I
gather that Christie is attempting to persuade his audience that he should not be culpable
to his previous actions and statements prior to the discovery of evidence. Rather he asks
his audience to feel a level of empathy for him as a victim. Christie further reinforced this
perception when asked about how he felt about himself in regards to his employees
thinking the lane closures would be an appropriate act for his administration:
I’m heartbroken about it, and I’m incredibly disappointed. I don’t think I’ve
gotten to the angry stage yet, but I’m sure I’ll get there. But I’m just stunned…it
makes me ask about me what did I do wrong to have these folks think it was OK
to lie to me? There’s a lot of soul-searching that goes with this.
This statement illustrates Christie calling attention to his personal plight: that his
trust had been betrayed and that he was given a lie instead of the truth. This is truly
something that Christie takes issue with and believes the public should know. He wants
to convey that his audience is not the only one who is hurting, but he is as well. This can
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be seen within the statement itself as it is rich in victim verbiage including: being
heartbroken, disappointed, stunned, what did I do wrong, and soul-searching. Clearly,
Christie did not want to be perceived as the leader whose influences lead to bullying
behavior but rather as a leader who has been humbled by trusted colleagues who had
gone “rogue.” Christie continues to call attention to his victimage stating that he’s lost
sleep and is “sick over this.” However, he begins to transition from the role of victim to
leader as he stated, “I’ve worked for the last 12 years in public life developing a
reputation for honesty and directness and blunt talk, one that I think is well-deserved.” He
then calls for the attention of the audience, the residents of New Jersey, saying, “I want
the people of New Jersey to know that this is the exception, not the rule. They’ve seen
that over the last four years with the way I’ve worked and what I’ve done.” By calling
attention to his previous history and record as the state’s governor, Christie is attempting
to accentuate his leadership skills and how what has happened does not represent who he
is or how he operates as a leader. This also exemplifies him as a victim as again he cites
his history and role as the leader of the state and that this “abuse of power” does not fit
the narrative of his leadership. These few statements deomnstrate the complexity of
Christie’s rhetoric. He maneuvers between the themes of victim and leader, at times even
blending the two, in an attempt to illustrate who he is and what he believes to his
audience. While he is not explicitly in a direct manner asking his audience to believe him,
he is implicitly requesting that they compare the narrative of the “bully persona” to the
one that stands before them this day.
This desire to have the audience compare these personas occurred again in
Christie’s response to a question a reporter posed that alluded to Christie reconsidering
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his hiring practices as he obviously hired untrustworthy people. Christie’s response to
this was simply, “Obviously.” He reiterated this by saying those he hired that created the
faux traffic study was “a mistake.” Christie continued his response, briefly mentioning
that he attempts to hire “outstanding people with great ethical standards” but then began
to focus on the theme of mistake. “There are going to be times when mistakes are made.
Mistakes were made and I remediated those mistakes today by the actions that I have
taken.” Although subtle, the shift and reframing of the phrase “mistakes” from Christie
himself to his admission of guilt and finally to the actions Christie had taken provide a
sense of fidelity to Christie’s narrative.
Up to this point, Christie has attempted to persuade his audience to view him in a
different light using three rhetorical themes implicitly. However, Christie then becomes
explicit as he continues, “There are times when people that you put in those positions
make mistakes, they disappoint to you…you lose their confidence in them, or they lie to
you. And when you find that out, the test of leadership is what you do?” (emphasis
added). As Christie spoke the end of the last line, he did it in an assertive tone,
emphasizing each word, almost as if he wanted the audience to remember this if they
could not recall anything else from this briefing. Christie then answered this question,
stating, “I found this out at 8:50 yesterday morning. By 9:00 this morning, Bridget Kelly
was fired. By 7:00 yesterday evening, Bill Stepien was asked to leave my organization.
That is pretty swift action for a day’s work, and that’s exactly the way I’ll continue to
conduct myself.” Dissecting this portion of the statement, I want to call attention to three
things: the question, the details of action, and the answer/action/response and its
accompanying evaluation.
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First, Christie poses a question to his audience but for what reason? He is not
looking for them to answer his question, but rather he wants the audience to ask
themselves the question. In essence, to question how they would evaluate what a leader
would properly do in this situation. This rhetorically opens the minds of the audience and
simultaneously requires them to push aside their initial reactions to the scandal to seek an
answer. Yet, Christie does not want them to answer the question themselves, but rather he
wants to give them the answer. This leads me to my second point, that Christie then
begins providing a brief outline, where he systematically reconstructed his steps of
action, from the moment he was first informed to where he was 24 hrs later. He does not
provide in-depth details; instead he provides the actions he has taken. This is significant
to note as you can see in his statement the actions he had taken were only the firings of
the two individuals. This leads me to my third point, that by focusing only on the actions
of firing two individuals, Christie frames his response and evaluates it as “pretty swift
action for a day’s work.” He does not provide any further details of what transpired in the
previous 24 hrs. The framing of his actions and response is the answer to the rhetorical
question he had posed just previously. Christie reinforces this by saying that his attitude
and actions are “exactly the way I’ll continue to conduct myself,” giving his audience a
taste of what he believes is “true leadership.”
From this evidence, it appears that Christie is attempting to use his response of the
scandal as a “mark of true leadership.” His ability to “swiftly act” at a time of crisis is
what we can expect from not only his leadership as a governor, but also as a potential
leader of the free world. Christie further reinforces the framing of these actions by
providing a set of statements that affirms his leadership’s abilities:
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I think the people of New Jersey are looking to see, when mistakes are made, how
their leader is going to react. And I believe that when they see me take the action
I’m taking today, that they’ll say, mistakes were made, the governor had nothing
to do with that, but he’s taking responsibility for it, and he’s made the decisions
that need to be made and has promised he’ll continue to make those decisions if
necessary going forward.
By acting as a symbolic voice of expectations in behalf of the people of New
Jersey, Christie is further reinforcing the persona he wants his audience to believe: in a
leader, and not a bully. Christie’s attempts to frame his leadership skills through asking a
rhetorical question and providing a narrative to fit that response. It must be noted that this
was not the only time Christie framed his leadership abilities in this manner. Christie
used this same formula two additional times in his press briefing where he provided a
brief overview of actions he had taken followed by his personal evaluation of the actions.
Fired for Lying or for Lane Closures?
While it may appear as though the majority of the press corps was primarily
concerned if Christie was responsible directly or indirectly behind the lane closures, some
members of the corps were intrigued by Christie’s statements and the actions he had
taken. At one point, they even inquired if Christie himself had been victimized by the
actions of his staffers, asking, “Throughout this entire press conference, you’ve said that
you’re a loyal person, you expect loyalty, and you fired this person on your staff because
she lied. Are you the victim here or is—are the people of Fort Lee the victim?” This
statement appears to have been perceived as an attack on Christie’s character as he
responded emphatically, “I’m telling you that when I ask for an answer from a member of
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my staff and they lie, regardless of what the conduct is they lied about, they’re gone.”
Christie would continue saying, “I never had to get to…the underlying conduct. If you lie
when I ask you a question, you’re fired. That’s it.” As mentioned earlier, Christie was
emotionally charged during this exchange. Whether Christie did not appreciate the
associated accusatory tone or nature of the question will remain unknown; however,
Christie appeared to double-down on his belief that the firing was justified based on the
fact that his staffer had lied, stating:
If I had to have gotten to the underlying conduct, there was plenty underlying
conduct to fire her on too. But I didn’t need to get there, because question one
was, do you know anything about this, did you have any involvement in it? The
answer was no. The email’s evidence that the answer should have been yes. I
needed to go no further than that in terms of making a determination about her
future employment with me.
This exchange is important to note as it is the first time Christie had deviated from
the three rhetorical themes that we have been analyzing thus far. For the first time,
Christie is fully defending himself in an aggressive manner. Previously, if he was
aggressive or defensive in tone, he would qualify it with one of the three rhetorical
themes. In this current exchange, he does not and even appears to double-down on his
actions. The question posed by the reporter is intriguing as well. The reporter observed
the same rhetorical theme of victim as this analysis has. As a result, the reporter had
sought clarification and attempted to understand two things: does Christie view himself
as a victim and was the primary reason for the firing of Bridget Kelly due to lying or to
her involvement in the lane closures? Both questions are valid, as Christie has repeatedly
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stated he fired Kelly due to her lying and condemned her and Stepien’s actions. Not once
has Christie ever mentioned these two facts together within the same statement. He may
have implicitly alluded to this correlation but not explicitly stated it. This is rhetorically
significant as Christie appears to frame his action of firing around the fact that a staffer
had lied to him and not the fact that this was an abuse of power that may or may not have
been illegal. This invites the question: what would have occurred to Kelly and Stepien
had they told the truth?
Christie states that he would have still taken the same action of firing them due to
their underlying conduct but unfortunately, this is only speculation. We can only take
Christie at his word. Furthermore, it is troubling that Christie did not attempt to
investigate or interrogate his staffers who were behind the lane closures. This fact did not
go unnoticed by the original reporter who started the exchange as he inquired as to why
Christie did not attempt to extract any information from these staffers. Christie’s
nonverbal communication starkly contrasted from his previous statement, as he was firm
but confident. He was not defensive nonverbally and attempted to appear professional.
His statement illuminates why his tone changed, saying that “[if] I did [question them for
more information], then you’d have the legislature complaining that I’m talking to
someone who the chairmen has said yesterday publicly he intends to call as a witness.”
Christie then went into further detail explaining why such an interview would not be
beneficial, stating, “I think the higher priority is for me not to interfere with what the
legislature is in the process of doing…the political nature of this would lead charge—to
charges of interference. I'm not going to do that.” This response is an attempt for Christie
to validate his decision to not conduct his own personal investigation. By claiming that
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legal ramifications may incur if he had chosen to question the staffers behind the lane
closures, Christie is attempting to absolve himself of any claims of that he had “lack of
oversight” which in turn provides him with a form of immunity. While the statement
appears logical in the moment, further investigations are needed in order to validate this
statement.
Before we depart from this portion of the briefing, there are two aspects of this
exchange that I believe are significant to note: first, Christie never answered the first
question from the reporter, which was “are you a victim here?” This question is
significant as it illustrates the immediate audience’s knowledge and awareness of
Christie’s use of rhetorical strategies. The motives of the question itself, whether it was
posed as a real inquiry or a challenge/attack of Christie’s character or rhetoric, are
unclear. However, its acknowledgement is symbolically powerful as it influenced the
rhetorical sphere in that immediate moment it was asked. The evidence to reinforce this
assertion can be seen in Christie’s choice of responding in an aggressive manner or that
he chose to ignore the question of his proclaimed “victimage.” Why Christie chose to
ignore the question is an aspect of this briefing that we may never know. Regardless, the
question itself and the lack of response illustrate the complexities of the apologetic
situation of this examination. Second, this response marks a significant departure from a
rhetorical theme Christie had primarily used earlier in the briefing. After this statement,
Christie will only use the theme of victim in one more response for the remainder of the
briefing. This is true for the future as well as Christie does not employ the “victimage”
theme in future addresses and statements. The absence of this theme in future addresses is
telling and will be discussed in more detail later on in this analysis.
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Credibility as a Leader
Although Christie had been reelected just months prior to the discovery of the
emails, his reputation and ability to govern were being scrutinized. The lack of oversight
that allowed such a scandal to proliferate was disturbing for audiences. However, Christie
did not believe this was a poor reflection of him or his ability to serve and lead his
community. When pressed if he believed his credibility was on the line, Christie quickly
said “No” but then reinforced why he believes it is not at risk saying, “If I didn’t stand up
and take responsibility and apologize directly to the people of New Jersey as I’ve done
today, then I think that would be a risk.” This statement reaffirms Christie’s earlier
attempts to frame himself as a leader. The acknowledgements of his mishandling or
misjudging the situation coupled with the acts of contrition and firings seem to be worthy
characterizations of a leader. Christie continued to describe his knowledge of leadership:
“I understand the responsibility of this job. I’ve had it for four years now. There’s plenty
of times I get credit for things that I had little to do with, as governor and sometimes I get
blamed for things I have little to do with.” While Christie seems eager to share lessons he
has learned in his position of leadership, what is interesting to observe is that he again
cites that he has continually held this position and has an intimate knowledge of the
mantle of being governor. While this fact is obvious to his audience, Christie seems to
persistently let this fact be known. He resumes by saying, “I’m the governor, and the
things that happen on my watch are my responsibility, both good and bad.” Christie
continues to champion his position and history as a leader. The scandal coupled with the
image of being a bully has brought him severe criticism. However, he does not believe
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that this mistake should overshadow his success and ability to lead, not just the people of
New Jersey but potentially America as well.
Christie then finishes his response with reiterating with his responsibility with an
apologetic tone:
The person who needs to apologize for [this] is me, and I have. And I’m sorry to
all the people of the state that they have to be […] occupied with this matter. It’s
embarrassing. But all you can do as a person when you know this is to stand up
and be genuine and sincerely apologize and hope that people accept your apology.
I think I’ve built up enough good will over time with the people of New Jersey
that I’m very hopeful they will accept my apology.
Christie’s closing statement to the reporter’s question is risky. While he mentions his
responsibility and apology within the context of an apologetic tone, he also charges the
audience that it is their task to forgive him in an indirect manner not once but twice. The
first time he states that he “hopes” the audience will forgive him. While this comment
initially appears to be an innocent request or observation of life, the word “hope” conveys
what Christie strongly expects: forgiveness. To qualify for this forgiveness, Christie
provided a series of steps that one should take to obtain redemption: stand up and be
genuine while sincerely apologizing. Again, while these steps seem like common
knowledge, Christie’s choice in mentioning them is possibly an attempt to urge or
influence the audience so he can garner the level of forgiveness that he desires. The
second time occurs in the last line of the statement where he says, “I think I’ve built up
enough good will over time with the people of New Jersey that I’m very hopeful they will
accept my apology.” Again, Christie is attempting to persuade his audience, this time
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however in a more direct manner. While he does say that he is hopeful that the audience
will accept his apology, he cites his relationship as one of the primary reasons why they
should consider doing so, stating, “I’ve built up enough good will over time with the
people of New Jersey.” Clearly, Christie believes he is in good standing with the
audience and his constituents as he recently had been reelected. However, this is just an
assumption and not necessarily a fact. What is clear is that Christie is hedging his
forgiveness on his reputation and is hoping that his audience will remember this as they
judge him.
As Christie continued to receive questions he was again inquired if there is any
level of political retribution that is acceptable to him Christie would quip “No” but
quickly add that political fighting does take place as, “We can fight but then we enter into
a room and more times than not we’re able to reach common ground with the other side
to be able to move progress forward.” According to Christie, his administration engages
political fighting over ideas and legislation that move towards compromise with
bipartisan support.
Christie continues to frame this political fighting by championing his
administration:
What makes us different…is this is an administration that has never shutdown
government over a budget dispute. This is an administration that has reached
bipartisan consensus on issues that have been problems for New Jersey for
decades that no one else has been able to reach consensus on…This is an
administration that’s gotten big things done with a legislature of the other party.
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This statement is interesting as Christie is symbolically bolstering his credibility
as a leader through championing the achievements of his administration. He is attempting
to differentiate himself and his administration. But from whom? I argue that it is against
two individuals and their associated administrations: previous Governor of New Jersey
Jon Corzine and President Barack Obama. Two pieces of evidence support this assertion:
first, the first time in the history of New Jersey that the state’s government had shutdown
occurred under Corzine’s leadership as the governor (NBC News, 2006). Subsequently
two years later, Christie succeeded Corzine in 2008. Second, in 2013 the government of
the United States shutdown for 16 days under President Obama’s administration due to
the failed passage of a substantial funding bill. Although Christie was not involved during
this process, he openly criticized Obama and Congress numerous times during this period
and even said that if he were President, the shutdown would be resolved (Vigdor, 2013).
In both of these examples, we can see how Christie is attempting to differentiate himself
by attacking Democratic leaders in their budget failures. By alluding to the fact that under
his administration, the state of New Jersey has never had an economic shutdown, Christie
is hoping to demonstrate to his audience that he is a successful and capable leader. This
in turn helps bolster Christie’s achievements by declaring that the state has made great
strides in progress. Additionally, the statement could be perceived as an attack against
Obama, which could reinforce the rumors of Christie eyeing a presidential campaign for
the 2016 election. Nevertheless, Christie continued to use his theme of leadership to
promote an identity he feels his audience can connect with and support.
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It’s the Right Thing to do
As Christie began to wrap up the briefing, reporters began asking a new question.
As it was previously noted, Christie’s address and press briefing was 108 min in length
and broadcasted live and uninterrupted. This meant that people could react in real time to
Christie’s statements. As a result, a reporter related to Christie that the mayor of Fort Lee
expressed that he did not want Christie to make an appearance in the city as it would be
“premature and disruptive” (Demarco, 2014). Rhetorically, Sokolich’s statement in
asking the governor to change his plans and not come to Fort Lee can be viewed as a
challenge and outright rejection to Christie’s apology. While Sokolich acknowledges the
apology he not once alluded or said he accepted it and rather emphasized that the city had
“been through a lot” and even hinted at Christie’s implication by saying, “I think he
oughta wait for this investigation to conclude,” (Demarco, 2014). While Christie did not
receive Sokolich’s full remarks during the briefing, Sokolich’s intentions were read loud
and clear by the press: stay away. This put Christie’s credibility on the line as Sokolich’s
desire to not see Christie rhetorically belittles Christie’s symbolic atoning attitude and its
accompanying message. In a manner of speaking, Sokolich had rhetorically shut down
Christie’s apology, putting Christie in an awkward situation on live television. After
being informed of Sokolich’s wishes Christie provided a frank but apologetic response:
I mean, I wish he would see me, but if—I’m certainly not going to, like, barge
into his office. If he doesn’t want to see, then I’ll go some place else in Fort Lee
and talk to people in Fort Lee. I wish the mayor would reconsider, because I’d
come to genuinely apologize to him for the conduct of people who were in my
employ…I don’t know how a meeting between two elected officials could be
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premature and disruptive. But if he doesn’t want to meet with me, that’s his
choice.
Christie’s response strategically put the rhetorical ball back into Sokolich’s court.
By doubling-down on his apologetic intentions, Christie placed emphasis on the
apology’s symbolic meaning and purpose while reinforcing the atoning and penitent
behavior of someone who seeks forgiveness. Additionally, Christie was able to turn the
perception of his visit from political to personal by expressing that he will acknowledge
and respect Sokolich’s wishes but that Christie would still like to meet with the people of
New Jersey. This again reinforces Christie’s apologetic persona that he is attempting to
demonstrate through symbolically acknowledging that this is more than mere political
spectacle but rather a moral duty and obligation. By honoring Sokolich’s request and
choosing to still meet with the people of New Jersey, Christie was able to subvert
Sokolich’s attempt at rhetorically shutting down Christie’s apology. Furthermore, we can
again see two of the themes in play during this response as Christie emphasized on the
“action” of apologizing, which in turn exemplifies his leadership qualities. Providing the
perception that he will continue to act rather than react to Sokolich’s attempted
“rejection” of the apology, Christie shows a sense of duty and ownership to the scandal.
Christie’s response, however, did not satisfy the reporters as they started inquiring why
he would continue to go to Fort Lee even if the mayor expressed he did not want Christie
there. At one point, a reporter even asked if this offended Christie. Reinforcing his
previous statement, Christie responded:
I’m going to go up to Fort Lee today, because I think it’s important for me to do
that. Now if the mayor doesn’t want me to meet with him, that’s certainly his
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choice…I don’t know him, OK? So I can’t be offended and I’m not offended. If
he wants to meet with me today, I’m happy to meet with him. If he doesn’t want
to meet with me today, I’m still going to go up to Fort Lee today because I think
it’s important for me to be on the ground there today and to apologize to folks.
And so I’m going to do that.
While Christie’s response does not deviate from his earlier statement, he again
reiterates why he believes he needs to be there. By using the saying “it’s important for me
to be on the ground there today,” Christie is providing a sense of urgency to the
apologetic sphere. Reinforcing his belief that it is important he meets with the people of
Fort Lee portrays Christie’s belief and tone with the scandal. This adds a sense of fidelity
to Christie’s apology and again, reinforces the identity of the leader and not the “bully.”
Additionally, this was Christie’s last statement of the briefing. By ending it with a sense
of gravitas, Christie has attempted to effectively set the tone for his administration and
what the public can expect moving forward and beyond.
Throughout this entire address, Christie has had to battle against the “bully” label.
The scandal itself reinforced the “bully” perception and fanned the flames of criticism,
resulting in Christie not only having to answer in behalf of his administration and his
leadership but more importantly, his character. As a result, Christie realized he needed to
distance himself from previous perceptions or iterations of this character and could only
be accomplished through a reconstructed identity. We can see Christie attempting to
portray this identity through the three themes of leader, victim and action. These themes
lend credence to the idea that Christie worked to reconstruct himself into someone
audiences can forgive and support. However, portraying a new identity is only part of the
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journey. Christie needs his audience to accept this reconstructed identity. To accomplish
this, Christie needs to continue to demonstrate the characteristics and qualities of his new
identity. This will be a difficult part of the journey. The next section illustrates this as it
provides audience reactions to his address and briefing and brief analysis that attempts to
understand why they chose to react in this manner.
Initial Reactions
While this is certainly not the first scandal to have affected American politics, it
was the first to ever involve thousands of citizens for a week using a “traffic jam” to send
a message of political retribution. A columnist for The New York Times quickly quipped,
“Could you ever trust a politician who was implicated in a deliberate effort to ruin rush
hour?” (Collins, 2014a). Even Mayor Mark Sokolich of Fort Lee called the lane closures
“the lowest level of political venom that you could possibly even make up” (Collins,
2014a). Recognizing the gravity of the scandal and Christie’s potential as a presidential
candidate, the USA Today remarked that the “Governor must salvage [his] reputation to
pursue political aspirations” (Moore, 2014). Such a scandal has vast implications for
Christie’s administration and his future. The rhetorical situation was charged with
emotion and accusations. While evidence was needed to reinforce his claims of
innocence, unfortunately he did not have that information to present at the time. All he
had was his word and Christie needed to convince his audience that this was not who he
was. He attempted to convey this image through a reconstructed identity in his address
and briefing. While he appeared to use highly persuasive appeals, critics were not buying
it.
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Days after Christie’s speech, evidence of rejection and disgust could be seen in
the headlines around the nation. Most of which were critical titles such as: “Chris Christie
is Not the Victim”; “Christies’ Apology for the Sins of His Aides and Appointees Leaves
Out His Own”; “Saying Sorry His Own Way”; and “Bridge over Troubled Politics”
(Barbaro, 2014; Collins, 2014a; Dwyer, 2014; Robinson, 2014). The media rejected
Christie’s apology. In an attempt to explicate the reasons behind the criticism, I examine
multiple news reports from various news organizations. To appropriately document the
criticisms, I have created a set of categories in which I will attempt to explain the primary
criticism and the associated evaluations of Christie’s apology.
Meaningless Content
As previously discussed in this analysis, one of the factors that was unique to
Christie’s apology was his juxtaposition of an apologetic statement and a press briefing
that lasted 108 min in length. Traditionally, political apologies “generally follow a
robotic sequence [where] the public figure caught doing wrong offers a terse, often
grudging, sometimes distant and always uncomfortable expression of remorse,” (Barbaro,
2014). While Christie could be lauded for his choice in having a briefing and allowing the
press to ask questions, some felt like the briefing did not yield anymore details than the
audience had already been aware of or even that it was used as an extension for Christie’s
apologetic persona as “he said ‘sorry’ the Christie way: excessively, vaingloriously and
in large, vivid and personal terms” where he would follow by “divulging oddly intimate
details” and “late-night chats with his wife about the episode” (Barbaro, 2014). While
these details provided levels of context to Christie’s persona, they did not provide details
surrounding the scandal that the reporters and audience members alike craved. It is true
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the Christie was not able to provide these details as an investigation had not fully begun
and events were still unfolding in real-time. Yet, Christie chose to provide an opportunity
to clarify and discuss with his audience on any questions or information presented at that
time. An attempt at transparency was seemingly overshadowed by his efforts to provide
context of his vindication.
Lack of Accountability
At the time, it was discovered that members of Christie’s administration were
responsible for the lane closures, there was no direct evidence to implicate Christie.
However, the audience may have possibly felt that Christie’s bold and brash behavior
fostered an environment that would allow such a scandal let alone the idea of which to
proliferate. One columnist pointed out this out in her evaluation, stating that, “Christie’s
operation’s penchant for settling the scores is legendary. This charge fits the existing
narrative about the guy so well that Christie had to say the words, ‘I am not a bully’”
(Dionne, 2014). While Christie attempted to mitigate this persona through his apology, it
appears that his audience was able to see through its symbolic attempt as one reporter
columnist that, “[the] Governor accepted full responsibility but not an ounce of blame”
(Robinson, 2014) and another echoed that Christie “offered an extended act of contrition,
though it was entirely for the sins of others in nearly two hours” (Dwyer, 2014).
This claim was reinforced by small conglomerate of journalists who provided data
of their observations of Christie’s address finding that he said the words “apologize” or
“apologized” 24 times and the word “mistake” 19 times which was closely followed by
the words “sad” or “saddened” which was used a total of 17 times in the address
(Sandoval, Nolan, McShane, Fermino, & Marzulli, 2014). These journalists seem to
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imply that the address and briefing was not just lacking in apologetic tone but in text as
well. While the word apology and its variations were used two-dozen times during the
address, the reporter seems to imply that the apology was not the focus of the address.
Additionally, the audience took issue with the way the apology was formatted or
addressed. One reporter felt that this was strategic in nature as Christie used similar
verbiage and phrasing. Drawing from President Ronald Reagan and Harry Truman,
Christie took the more modern approach of apology “which is to make it clear that while
you’re responsible, you are totally not at fault” (Collins, 2014b).
While such criticism took issue with the wording of Christie’s apology, I believe
it was also attempting to portray Christie in an “unpresidential” manner through such a
comparison as it problematizes his ability to govern and take ownership simultaneously.
While Christie did apologize in his address, the audience did not seem to view it as an act
of contrition. Whether it was due to the format of the apology itself and its wording, it
would appear as though the audience believed more could be done for Christie to hold
himself both accountable and apologetic.
Firings for Lying versus for the Act itself
While Christie did attempt to elucidate his actions, his initial rhetorical framing of
his actions did not go unnoticed. Surprisingly, one columnist observed and expounded on
his frustration of Christie’s framing of his actions, stating, “Christie announced that he
has fired Kelly—not because she helped created a maddening and dangerous
situation…but because she lied when Christie asked all the members of his senior staff
whether they had any involvement in the affair” (Robinson, 2014). This focus is on how
Christie describes the reasons behind Kelly’s firing and not the action of firing itself
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problematizes Christie’s apologetic behavior. By stating that he had fired Kelly for lying
to him, Christie appears as though he approved of her actions. This reinforces the
perception of the “bully” persona and attempts to portray Christie as such. This rhetorical
nuance was mentioned in only one news article. While scholars may point out that such a
nuance is miniscule compared to others, I believe this is worth mentioning as even
though Christie sought to clarify his actions, his initial framing of his firing was relevant
as it revealed his primary belief of his actions and as such had an impact on the
perception of his apology.
Victim
One of the most scrutinized areas of Christie’s address and briefing was his
talking about himself and his feelings on the scandal. While reporters did ask Christie
how he thought or felt about the discovery of his administration’s involvement in the lane
closures, it seems as though Christie provided more detail or focus on his feelings than
people thought that what was appropriate. One columnist heralded Christie’s address and
briefing as an “epic news conference [of] Christie offering his tremulous, grandiose, selfpitying apologia” (Dowd, 2014). This same sentiment was echoed by others, stating that
“Christie poured on the self-serving apologies” (Sandoval et al., 2014) and “At this epic
new conference…he focused again and again on how loyal staff members had ‘lied’ to
him and how he felt personally victimized” (Dionne, 2014) and “…the central message of
Christie’s nearly two-hour performance before reporters: I was betrayed by people I
trusted. I’m the victim here” (Robinson, 2014).
It appears as though Christie’s efforts in attempting to empathize with those who
were affected by the lane closures had backfired as his apology was dismissed or deemed
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inauthentic. “His apologies would have sounded more sincere if he hadn’t portrayed
himself as the real victim” (Robinson, 2014). Christie’s continual attempts at seeking
vindication through proclaiming his innocent and providing its “proof” through his staff’s
betrayal was weighed heavily against the apologetic tone of his address. This resulted in
Christie appearing as a victim and that, “He, rather than the people of Fort Lee, whose
town was traffic jammed into paralysis, was the real victim, lied to by his ‘deceitful’
staff” (“How politicians burn bridges,” 2014). However, Christie’s willingness to discuss
being “victimized” by his staff does not align with the “bullying persona.” This allows
Christie to illustrate a sense of grief combined with remorse and sorrow. However, it
appears that Christie may have discussed his grief too much within the context of the
apology. One reporter quipped on Christie’s “performance” that, “If voters see Christie’s
pugnacious, in-your-face political persona as refreshing, he has a big future” (Robinson,
2014). While the reporter seems to discredit Christie’s new “persona,” his recognition of
the persona’s existence adds a level of credibility to Christie’s attempts at reconstructing
his identity.
As demonstrated here, Christie endured numerous criticisms. The evaluations of
his apology were deemed both inadequate and inappropriate. This in turn reflected poorly
upon his attempt at reconstructing an identity as Christie was not seen as “apologetic” in
nature but was rather seeking a level of “victimage” to potentially garner sorrow,
sympathy and perhaps a level of forgiveness. The audience clearly caught the theme of
victim within Christie’s address and rightfully attributed to him but not in the manner he
was hoping. As such, an individual who is seeking Identity Reconstruction will always
have his/her words scrutinized as words are merely rhetoric and not action. In order to
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further reinforce the Christie’s reconstructed identity, Christie had to demonstrate its
qualities and attributes. This next section illustrates various attempts by Christie to
reinforce his rhetoric with action over the course of the next two years.
Demonstrating A Reconstructed Identity
Immediately following the address, Christie’s staff posted a blurb of his remarks
on the Governor’s website. While his staff had the ability to publish the transcript, their
decision not to do so potentially reveals a strategy to rhetorically control what audience
members could observe. The blurb included quotes of Christie’s acknowledgement of his
responsibility and the magnitude of the scandal itself (Christie, 2014b). However, the
blurb mostly focused on Christie making statements that take “ownership” of the
situation and taking action. This small blurb shows Christie’s staff and administration
attempting to direct the narrative of scandal and accusations to follow Christie’s feelings
of guilt and remorse, which lead to action and leadership. Two of the three themes that
were previously identified earlier in this analysis are present in this blurb. The one that is
missing though is intriguing: victim. At no point in the blurb does it mention that
Christie’s staff had lied to him. This was only implicitly mentioned, as the blurb
referenced Christie’s expectations of honesty with his fellow workers. It appears as
though Christie or his staffers have chosen to not draw attention to his “feelings” but
rather to his leadership and actions. The absence of any explicit mention of Christie and
his feelings of victimage or explanations of being lied to lend support to the argument
that Christie and his staff are attempting to reconstruct his identity.
Additionally, it should be mentioned that Christie did visit the city of Fort Lee as
he promised that day; however, the manner in which he would apologize did not occur as
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he said it would. Previously, Christie mentioned the desire for him to meet with the
people of Fort Lee to talk and apologize for the inconvenience of the lane closures and
the abuses of power by his staff. However, upon his arrival in Fort Lee, Christie went into
the mayor’s office for a short time where he delivered a personal apology to Sokolich.
Sokolich would remark on the meeting, “I'm glad he came…I take him for his word,
which is he has nothing to do with it…I accepted his apology” (Sandoval et al., 2014).
Yet, after the apology was delivered, Christie walked out of Mayor’s office and straight
into his car, ignoring a growing crowd that had come to meet him. The crowd observed
that Christie had ignored them and became visibly upset. “‘How can we Trust you?’
shouted one man,” while another woman voiced, “It’s kind of disappointing, it really
is…he was here, and he said nothing. I definitely was expecting more” (Sandoval et al.,
2014). While we do not know why Christie left Fort Lee without meeting with its citizens
as he said he would, the people who had gathered to meet with him were upset by his
decision to break his word which in turn may have limited the persuasive impact of his
reconstructed identity he had presented earlier that day. This would not be the only time
Christie would meet with Fort Lee citizens, but his decision to not follow through on his
word limited the persuasive appeals of his reconstructed identity.
About a month later, Christie appeared on a popular radio show in New Jersey.
Christie’s administration published portions of the transcript in multiple separate press
releases, each under a different title or “theme.” Like the first press release, these were
calculated and designed. Each press release had a portion of the interview with a
corresponding theme as the title of the press release. The first of which was entitled
“Governor Christie: They Know Me” wherein the host implied that Christie was still in
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the midst of an ongoing investigation, calling it a “big distraction.” Christie responded
rather candidly saying that he understands that it is a big distraction but that this is
something he has to handle with immediacy and directness, “I don’t need a few months
off to deal with this, because they know the truth. They know me. They just re-elected me
resoundingly…and anybody who tries to distract me from doing this job is going to be
disappointed” (Christie, 2014g). As we can see in interview, the host insinuates that there
are individuals who believe Christie should step aside until the investigation is complete.
Not necessarily resign, but rather stepping down from his role as Governor so this
“distraction” will not interfere with his judgments when governing. Christie refutes such
implications and reinforces that he is more than able to do so. Rhetorically, however, we
can yet again see Christie using the theme of leadership by citing his re-election.
Furthermore, Christie implies that there is a level of trust between him and the people of
New Jersey as a result through his simple statements that “they know me,” and “they
know the truth.” Using these perceptions, Christie is attempting to persuade audiences
using his previous experience and re-election as qualifications as to why he should
continue his duties as governor. He believes the people know and trust him.
In the next press release, this portion of the interview inquires what Christie is
doing to ensure the integrity of administration in his investigations of his staff. Christie
provides a lengthy response but mentions that he had “hired a national law firm…led by a
former Assistant United States Attorney who is leading an internal investigation,” the
results in which will dictate whereupon “If there’s anybody else that needs to be held to
account, I’ll hold them to account and then make changes so I can assure…something
like this won’t happen again” (Christie, 2014f). We can again see Christie using themes
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of leadership and action. Christie’s mentioning of hiring a firm was strategic as he does
not just state that they hired a “firm” but rather one that is led by a prestigious individual.
This fact was mentioned for two reasons: first, Christie may have been motivated to hire
a prestigious firm to provide the appearance that the investigations are legitimate; second,
by hiring a prestigious firm and if Christie is found innocent, charges and accusations of
corruption may be dropped and Christie’s continual stance on his innocence is given
greater validity. It must be noted that Christie may have been motivated by wanting to
appear humble as hiring a prestigious firm provides the appearance that Christie is
willing to be transparent. Furthermore, Christie mentioned that if any other individuals
are found guilty that they will be dealt with, and upon completion of the investigation
there will be a system in place to prevent future abuses of power. We can again see the
themes of leadership and action in not only the statements but the construction of the
press release as well. Christie’s symbolic actions of hiring a firm portrays him as an
individual who takes this scandal seriously while his statements of holding individuals
accountable, putting a system in place and recruiting a prestigious team illustrate his
leadership skills through action. The press release itself is an attempt to focus on these
themes.
The last press release centered around the inquiry that the scandal may have taken
a toll on Christie and his family personally, the host himself asking Christie how his
family is coping with the scrutiny. Christie’s response is rather lengthy but he again
reiterates what he had said a month previously, but this time with a different tone:
I’m so disappointed that this happened. But I’m also determined to get to the
bottom of it and to fix it once and for all if I haven’t already fixed it by the actions
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I have taken…the fact is that things happen like this in public life. You get
disappointed by people. There are down moments…But [my family] knows I
have a job to do. And my job is to be the governor of the state of New Jersey for
the next four years. And I am going to do that job. And I’m back to work.
(Christie, 2014d)
This portion of the transcript is interesting. Christie is acknowledging that he has
feelings of disappointment and that “life is not always easy” so to speak, but he chose yet
again not to acknowledge that he was a victim, that his feelings were hurt by the actions
of others, and that staffers had lied to him. Rather instead, he mentions disappointment
but then transitions to the duties of his job as Governor of the state of New Jersey for the
next four years. Why would Christie not once mention any of the feelings that he had
shared previously in his apologetic address and briefing? In fact, for the remainder of the
scandal and its associated investigations and inquires Christie will never again mention
the feelings of being a victim. I can only postulate that Christie and his staff were aware
of the criticisms of his address and briefing and decided to drop the persuasive appeal of
victim, opting to focus on leader and action instead. We can even see Christie attempting
to veer the conversation to his job as Governor of New Jersey. Clearly, Christie wants to
be known for his leadership its symbolic action and not as a victim.
As time continued to pass, rumors of Christie’s potential presidential candidacy
increased. One of the things that fueled this fire of speculation was Christie’s decision to
hold a series of town hall meetings. During a particular town hall meeting, an audience
member took issue with Christie’s wording of his action of firing Bridget Kelly during
his apologetic address and briefing that occurred two months earlier. The audience
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member argued that Christie had “made the firing contingent on the lie…The firing
should be contingent on the involvement in an illegal act.” This individual’s statement is
the first time Christie had been questioned on firing Bridget Kelly since his original
apologetic statement and briefing back in January. Faced with more criticism on the
manner of his actions in firing Kelly, Christie responded firmly:
Do not take from my silence, on the act that the act was countless, in fact the
whole press conference was about the fact that what happened was absolutely
unacceptable and that I didn’t know anything about it and if I had, I wouldn’t
have permitted it. So my view was that, inherent in what I was saying, was that I
disapproved of the act also. And I did, and do. But don’t take from the fact that I
said I fired her because she lied, that that means if she had told me the truth—if
she had told me the truth she would have gotten fired too because of what she did.
(Christie, 2014a)
What the gentleman originally took issue with was Christie’s rhetoric describing
his actions in the firing of Kelly. This criticism is valid, as Christie had originally
described the reason for firing Kelly was due to her decision to lie to Christie. At no point
in his original description of reasons for firing Kelly did he explain that it was due to her
abuse of power, but rather that it the decision was made based upon the fact that she had
lied. When the press observed this rhetorical description in January they had attempted to
clarify Christie’s actions. While Christie did concede that Kelly had done wrong in her
abuse of power and would be terminated for her actions as such, he continued to center
the discussion of his decision on her lying to him. Hence, this is why I believe that
Christie was creating the rhetorical theme of “victim” to appear as a victim to his
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audience. However, Christie’s response to this individual in the town hall meeting
contrasts greatly against his original description to Kelly’s firing. Rather than use a
somber tone, Christie was firm and while not yelling, was emphatic in an almost
condescending or annoyed voice. I believe he is not attempting to clarify his previous
comments but is rather attempting to correct the individual who is questioning him. To
“clarify”, is to make a statement less confusing and more comprehensible. To “correct” to
align an audience with what is true and free from error. Christie wants to “correct” this
interpretation. He does not want the firing to be misperceived and ambiguous. As such,
he chooses to take a direct and stern tone to correct this individual’s perception of his
actions. This can be seen in Christie’s words, as he seems to imply that the audience
member was taking Christie’s perceived silence on Kelly’s actions as “acceptable.”
Christie attempts to correct this perception by shifting the audience’s attention to the
entire rhetorical act of his apologetic address and briefing.
By shifting their gaze from one particular statement he had said to the whole
address and briefing, Christie attempts to symbolically double-down on his actions and
defend himself by saying that his disapproval was implicit and can be seen as such. He
again corrects the audience member’s misperception that his choice in placing emphasis
on the firing did not mean to imply that if Kelly had told the truth she would have been
absolved, but rather that this was the first issued Christie was attempting to address.
While this is not the first time Christie has addressed the criticism on his firing of Kelly,
his approach and response had changed. I argue that this is due to Christie’s ongoing
attempts to distance himself from appearing as the victim. While he initially used this
rhetorical theme in his efforts to reconstruct his identity in his apologetic statement and
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briefing, his subsequent discussions and appearances have been found void of any
reference to his appearance as “victim.” Furthermore, in this latest response, he continues
to focus on correcting the perception of his actions. Not once did he say that she lied to
him. He only implies this by referring to the “lie” and the idea of “if she told me the
truth.” It is clear in my opinion that Christie is attempting to avoid the appearance of
being a victim and focus on the rhetorical themes of leader and action. This too can be
seen in his statement as he again made a decision based upon the knowledge at hand
(leader) and acted to resolve the situation (action). Additionally, Christie’s staff believed
this was needed to be seen by the public as they released only this portion of the
transcript of town hall in a press release. This adds legitimacy to Christie’s rhetorical
strategies of using “leader and action” as a persuasive means to reconstruct his identity.
Before the first investigation’s conclusions, Christie held a press conference in
which a portion was shared by his staff. While we do not know the question that was
posed to Christie, we can only speculate that it centered on the bridge scandal and
Christie’s leadership. Christie delivered a short response during this press conference:
In the end, what it’s resolved me to do is to get better….I never promised that I’d
have a perfect administration. There’re going to be mistakes that are made by
human beings, myself included…I’ll continue to cooperate in the places where
it’s appropriate for me to do. But most importantly, I’ll continue to do my job.
And hopefully over the course of time some of that confidence lost will be
restored and will be based upon the work that you do and the results that you
produce. And that’s what’s most important. (Christie, 2014e)
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This is Christie’s last statement on his administration and the lane closures before
the conclusions of the first investigation of the event and his administration’s
involvement are made public. The statement recycles responses from previous addresses.
Christie had previously stated that his administration was never going to be prefect,
mistakes will be made and he intends to fully cooperate. What is unique is the latter half
of Christie’s statement. In this portion of the statement, he attempts to convey a sense of
remorse and shame. He reiterates that he will continue to do his job but then opens up,
sharing that he hopes that with the passage of time that confidence and faith in him will
be restored based upon his work. Christie attempts to atone for his perceived “sins” by
signifying that he acknowledges that the public has lost confidence in him. Christie
symbolically enters into atonement, acknowledging that it will take time and proof before
he can gain redemption. This is a key element within Identity Reconstruction theory as a
perceived lack of atonement can result in the public’s rejection of the reconstructed
identity. By choosing to end his last statement on the scandal, Christie is attempting to
convey to his audience that he is not a bully, but rather a man who has been humbled due
to the actions of others. As a result, he is attempting to sincerely ask for a chance of
redemption and be evaluated by his actions provided by his reconstructed identity.
Investigations Conclude…
In the same month of Christie’s last statement on the scandal, the conclusions of
an internal investigation led by Manhattan law firm Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher, found
Christie innocent of any wrongdoing. Critics decried the results of the first investigation
as it was conducted internally and by Christie’s administration itself as previously
discussed in this examination. In June of 2014, Christie announced his candidacy for the
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GOP nomination for president. Over the next six months, critics would use the scandal as
proof of Christie’s lack of ability to lead. However, in December of 2014, a second
investigation conducted by New Jersey lawmakers yielded the same conclusions as the
previous had: Christie was innocent. Now it would appear that Christie was beginning to
become annoyed with being asked about the scandal as a spokesperson proclaimed in his
stead, “There is not a shred of evidence Gov. Christie knew anything about the GWB
lane realignment beforehand…the governor and his office can now focus on doing what
they do best—serving the public interest,” (Sit & Adams Otis, 2014). Again, Christie and
his administration continued to push the themes of leadership and action, but this time
they had “proof” of Christie’s innocence, which only further reinforced the validity of
Christie’s reconstructed identity and ethos. Republicans began defending him with these
new revelations as he became an even “more formidable candidate.” Ryan Williams, a
republican strategist for Mitt Romney’s 2012 presidential campaign, even quipped, “If a
partisan panel of Democrats couldn’t find any cause for concern, the it’s clear this is a
nonissue” (Easley, 2014). Others joined in the fray including Monmouth University
pollster Patrick Murray who said that “Bridge-gate” was a non-issue amongst voters
outside of New Jersey. Murray stated, “It’s too local…all of the national polling right
now shows that the bridge is nothing more than a minor blip,” leading to the concluding
statement that the Governor had successfully rehabilitated his image, (emphasis mine)
(Easley, 2014). Christie’s new identity seemed to be accepted, but that did not deter his
critics.
In July of 2015, the conclusions of a third investigation lead by U.S. Attorney for
the District of New Jersey yielded the same evidence that the previous two had: Christie
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was innocent. “Nobody cares,” Christie responded when asked if voters were inquiring
about the scandal, “They don’t care because…three independent investigations all of
which have said exactly the same thing I said” (Carroll, 2015). Two years after Christie
addressed the revelations, he attempted to retire the issue once and for all:
It’s been investigated by three different agencies, two of them led by Democrats,
they all concluded the same thing: That I had nothing to do with. Knew nothing
about. And then when I did find out about it I did what strong leaders do. I fired
the people who were responsible. And then I fully cooperated with every
investigation, turned over my cell phone, turned over my email accounts – both
private and public – and said, ‘Look at whatever you want to look at because I
have absolutely nothing to hide.’ (Brodesser-Akner, 2016)
After two-long years of headlines and inquiries about his implication in the lane
closures, this is one of the last official statements Christie makes on “Bridge-gate.”
Whether it is because he is tired from the hardships of the journey, or frustrated from the
continued inquiries, Christie decides to make a firm but symbolic “last stand” on the
topic for the last time. Christie again maintains his innocence, but this time cites the
investigation’s conclusions. However, he chooses to qualify this by citing that some of
these investigations were led by some of his greatest critics: the Democrats. “It’s been
investigated by three different agencies, two of them by Democrats, they all conclude the
same thing,” (Brodesser-Akner, 2016). By citing that the majority of the investigations
were led by Democrats, Christie is able to provide a level of credence to not only the first
investigation he helped conduct, but also more importantly, to his original statement of
his innocence. Additionally, by citing that two of the three investigations were led by
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Democrats, Christie insinuates a “Salemesque” feel to the investigations. This provides a
perception that Christie himself is being bullied by the very people calling him a bully.
Christie also provides a brief overview. He proclaims his innocence. He says that when
he was informed that the allegations were true he acted, and fully cooperated. This again
reinforces the persuasive themes that Christie is a capable, honest and trustworthy leader
who acts appropriately. Christie even provides an evaluation of this by stating, “I did
what strong leaders do.” Christie ended this statement by attempting to convey
transparency, “Look at whatever you want to look at because I have absolutely nothing to
hide,” (emphasis mine). Christie’s last statement is sending a strong message to all who
are observing: that his identity is not that of a bully, but rather of a strong and capable
leader who can be trusted.
Identity Repair vs. Identity Reconstruction
At this point, I want to draw attention to a recent publication the prominent
apologia scholar William Benoit entitled “Bully or Dupe?: Governor Chris Christie’s
image Repair on the Bridge Lane Closure Scandal” (Benoit, 2015b). In his publication,
Benoit attempts to analyze Christie’s apologia using Benoit’s theory of Image Repair.
Using a typology of fifteen different rhetorical strategies, Benoit attempts to evaluate
whether or not Christie’s used image repair appropriately. According to Benoit, Christie’s
“image repair effort used well-chosen and well-implemented strategies…and his
strategies worked well together” (Benoit, 2015b, p. 64). Benoit argued that Christie was
successful in his strategies and concluded that, “As long as additional damaging evidence
does not emerge, his image could improve after [its] initial decline” (Benoit, 2015b, p.
64). While Benoit’s analysis of Christie’s apology provides insight into the use of
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apologetic strategies, it does not attempt to explain nor fully understand the complexities
of the apology. The rhetorical act of an apology is not to be treated as a “recipe” for
image repair. Rather apology is a symbolic journey, one of which many attempt and yet
few are successful in accomplishing. Using simple strategies such as “mortification” or
“compensation” alone cannot obtain forgiveness or redemption. Rather apology is an
outward rhetorical act that is symbolic of an internal commitment. Benoit does not
demonstrate this in his analysis. He evaluates the successes and failures of apology
according to the audience’s reaction. Image Repair Theory does have value, but it does
not attempt to fully explain the complexities of this sacred rhetorical act. Thereby
Benoit’s theory and his evaluation of Christie’s apology is superficial at best as it only
focuses on apologetic strategies but does not attempt to expand the scope of analysis to
consider other rhetorical factors that influenced the apologetic situation.
The theory of Identity Reconstruction attempts to understand how an individual
approaches apology. For Benoit, the success of an apology is contingent upon whether or
not the immediate audience has accepted it and the apologist’s image is restored. This
assumption however is not universally true as apologies can transcend the sphere that
they were presented in. Identity Reconstruction illustrates this complexity.
In this chapter, we have not analyzed just one apology but rather many. We have
been witness to Christie’s apologetic journey from the moment his administration was
discovered as the perpetrator to statements he has made regarding the scandal two years
later. Over this time, Christie’s apology was not stagnant, but rather ever-changing and
even evolving. The perception and narrative that he was a bully had worn away, revealing
a man who was embarrassed by implications, but humbled. This chapter documented this
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process. The focus of this chapter validates the need for a reconceptualization of apologia
and our understanding of apology. Simply saying, “I am sorry” will never do as Christie
has demonstrated. Christie recognized this and resolved to not be the “bully” that he was
accused of being. Although not everyone may accept his reconstructed identity, his
attempts in demonstrating a “new” Chris Christie were witnessed and scrutinized in this
analysis. Furthermore, the audience’s recognition of which I have mentioned, has
validated Identity Reconstruction’s place within the genre of apologia.
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Chapter 3
The Surprise Confession: Mark Sanford’s Apology
“Oh my gosh. This is going to be worse than Eliot Spitzer!”
--Bolton Sanford, (son of then Governor Mark Sanford),
2009.1
On June 18, 2009, Governor of South Carolina, Mark Sanford decided to take
some personal time for himself. Over the course of the next six days, Sanford’s
whereabouts were unknown to the public and those close to him. Sanford’s absence did
not go unnoticed. Members of the press began inquiring and speculating as to where
Sanford was and what he was doing. According to his staff, the Governor was hiking the
Appalachian Trail but was out of reach for the past few days (Rutenberg, 2009a). This
information greatly contrasted against what Sanford’s wife, Jenny, had said, that she did
not know where Mark was the past few days either. Speculation quickly turned to frenzy
once an all-points bulletin (APB) was broadcasted by the State Law Enforcement
Division (SLED) (Swaim, 2015). Not even the Governor’s own security detail knew
where Sanford was or what he was doing. For six days, no one could answer the question:
“Where is Mark Sanford?”
One reporter, Gina Smith representing The Slate, received an anonymous tip that
Sanford would be arriving at the Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in Atlanta
Georgia on the morning of June 24. Before his arrival, Smith had canvassed the various
parking garages surrounding the airport and found a SLED issued SUV that the Governor
typically drives, buttressing the tip that Sanford would indeed show up at the airport.
When Sanford stepped off the plane Smith confronted him and inquired as to where he
had been. Sanford, surprised that a reporter had found him, responded that he had just
1

See Jenny Sanford, Staying True (New York: Ballantine Books, 2010), 196.
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finished a trip to Buenos Aires, Argentina, not the Appalachian Trail. When pressed as to
why he was in Argentina, Sanford responded, “I decided to at the last minute to go to the
South American country to recharge” (G. Smith, 2009).
Sanford elaborated on his love for the Appalachian Trail but said “I wanted to do
something exotic…It’s a great city” (G. Smith, 2009). Although the interview was short,
Sanford made a foreshadowing statement regarding his personal trip, saying, “I don’t
know how this thing got blown out of proportion” (G. Smith, 2009). Even though
Sanford had been found, this did not pacify journalists or critics as one editorial had
stated, “We don’t blame Mark Sanford for wanting to get away. We just don’t agree with
how he did it…to have simply disappeared last Thursday and to remain missing until
being ‘discovered’…exceeds what the public should be expected to abide” (“Wanna get
away? Say so!; South Carolin's governor planned his vanishing act poorly,” 2009). The
editorial further acknowledges that Sanford has an independent and quirky persona but
alludes to the fact that the situation was “beyond quirky. It was irresponsible and more
than a little bizarre” (“Wanna get away? Say so!; South Carolin's governor planned his
vanishing act poorly,” 2009). Faced with mounting pressure from reporters, critics and
constituents, Sanford decided to hold a press conference later that day that would
incarnate the words “quirky and bizarre,” forever changing how people perceived and
respected Sanford as politician and an individual. To persuade his audience, Sanford
would need to demonstrate that he is a different individual than he was before the
apologetic address. His personal journey will be to authenticate his persuasive appeals of
sorrow and penitence in his attempts at reconstructing his identity.
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Rambling and Tears
Sanford’s press conference at its be best can be described as “unconventional and
brutally honest,” and at worst “incoherent and rambling.” While Sanford did not believe
that his weeklong absence and dereliction of his duties was cause for concern, the public
and his constituents believed otherwise. This left Sanford with no choice but to provide a
press conference in which he provided the truth to his whereabouts and attempts to
provide a level of accountability. Sanford’s press conference would attempt to alleviate
fears and concerns and bring a level of closure to the situation.
Building upon the approach of Identity Reconstruction, this chapter examines
Sanford’s nontraditional apologetic address. In this chapter, I pose a series of questions to
address how Sanford negotiates a new identity through the rhetorical performance of
honesty and transparency. In his attempts to negotiate this identity, Sanford asks for
forgiveness and yet acknowledges that the path for redemption will not be easy, requiring
time and proof of his penitent behavior. Whereas findings of previous examinations of
political apologetic addresses suggest that politicians attempt to share partial truths,
Sanford opts to fully confess. Coupled with this address is Sanford’s emotional and
distressed state alongside nonverbal stammers and incoherency, providing an appropriate
level of validity to Sanford’s perceived repentant actions. While the speech itself, the
audience’s reaction, and Sanford’s actions can be systematically categorized within an
apologetic typology, viewing the situation through the lens of a “journey” allows us to
understand Sanford’s rhetoric and actions as more than “just” an apology but rather as a
man seeking forgiveness through atonement.
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In this chapter, I will first provide a brief biography of Sanford. This will afford
us an appropriate level of knowledge so that we may adequately understand whom
Sanford was in order to properly differentiate the “old” Mark Sanford from the “new.”
Once we have become more acquainted with Sanford, I will then examine his rhetorical
address, expounding not only on the verbal portions of his apology but his nonverbal
behaviors as well. I will then provide texts that illustrate criticisms and reactions of
Sanford’s apology as well as follow up statements and actions implemented by Sanford
himself. The goal of this analysis is to illustrate that apologies are not simple “one and
done” statements but instead need time to develop. When an apology is supplemented
over time, and reinforced with action, audience perceptions of the apologist have the
potential to evolve alongside the apologist himself/herself.
Brief Biography of Mark Sanford
Marshall Clement Sanford was a stranger to the American Political system. Born
in Florida, Sanford moved to South Carolina as a teenager and worked on the family
farm. Upon completion of high school, Sanford attended Furman University working
towards a degree in business. During his undergraduate career, Sanford first met Jenny
Sullivan at a company beach party. According to Jenny, “It wasn’t exactly love at first
sight…it was more like friendship at first sight” (Davey, 2009). Sanford would complete
his degree and would continue his education, attending the University of Virginia where
he would earn an MBA from Darden Graduate School of Business in 1988. The next
year, Sanford would marry Jenny and over the course of their marriage would have four
sons. In 1992, Sanford founded his first firm called Norton and Sanford Real Estate
Investment, a leasing and brokerage and company which continues to operate to this day.
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Two year later, Sanford chose to depart from business and real estate and pursue new
career ambitions.
With no prior experience or family history in U.S. politics, Sanford financed his
own campaign in 1994 for a seat in the House of Representatives. His wife Jenny
managed the campaign and together they won the seat. He served three terms and was
known for his fiscally conservative campaigns against pork-barrel spending. Stanford
fought many budget battles even against his own party. His administration would become
known for attempting to improve the lives of South Carolinians by creating economic
opportunity, government reform and opening up the state’s political system. Sanford was
also known for his personality quirks, at one point during his tenure Sanford once
brought in two piglets into the State Capital, one was named “Pork” and the other
“Barrel.” Sanford used them as representations to assist him in his endeavors in calling
for an end to the state’s excessive spending. Sanford’s direct approach can be seen in
other areas of his term as well. During his tenure as a representative, Sanford advocated
for Clinton’s resignation during the Lewinsky scandal, calling the situation “very
damaging stuff” and claiming that it would be better for America’s interest for Clinton to
resign (S. Stein, 2009). Furthermore, Sanford backed Clinton’s impeachment saying that
he believed Clinton’s behavior “in this matter was reprehensible…I feel very comfortable
with my vote” (S. Stein, 2009). Although controversial, Sanford was popular in South
Carolina, running unopposed by Democratic candidates in two of his three elections.
Upon the completion of his third term, Sanford chose to not run for reelection, but rather
opted for a new political seat: Governor of South Carolina. Sanford’s election would give
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Republican’s full control of the South Carolina government for the first time in its history
since its “reconstruction.”
During Sanford’s second term, many conservative organizations urged Sanford to
run for president in the 2012 election. Despite the amount of support, a scandal would
challenge his political ideology and his standing as Governor of South Carolina.
Skeletons in the Closet
This spectacle surrounding Sanford’s disappearance continued for six days and
was beginning to captivate not only the attention of the State of Carolina, but America as
well. Sanford attempted to quell questions by admitting that he did not go to the
Appalachian Trail but instead opted to go somewhere new: Buenos Aires. Sanford’s
answers had the opposite effect. Instead of satisfying journalists with his answer, they
became even more inquisitive. Becoming desperate, Sanford called his wife Jenny
seeking her advice on holding a press conference that same day. “Should I tell
everything?” Sanford asked, to which Jenny replied “Whatever you think is right” (J.
Sanford, 2010, p. xv). Mark then relayed what his advisor suggested, “He says not to get
into too much detail.” Jenny agreed but qualified this statement by saying, “You have to
be honest about where you were and why” (J. Sanford, 2010, pp. xv-xvi).
Before we venture any further, two factors need consideration. First, Sanford’s
press conference is a mixture between an address and a press briefing. Sanford would
deliver a short statement and then field questions from reporters. Although this format
was similar to Christie’s approach, Sanford’s press briefing is significantly shorter, 18
min compared to Christie’s 108 min. Second, the transcripts are void of rhetorical
nuances. Examples of this include subtle rhetorical nuances such as disfluencies, eye
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contact and vocal tones. While these aspects are small parts of a rhetorical address, they
can greatly affect the persuasiveness of the message. To account for these differences, I
will not only examine the texts of the speech but when available/necessary I will also
discuss these rhetorical devices and how they affect Sanford’s message. Additionally,
Sanford’s format for his address differs greatly from traditional apologetic statements.
Rather than state the nature of the press briefing and begin discussing the issue(s) at hand,
Sanford chooses to provide a series of short statements or stories that are almost
biographical in nature. This is rhetorically significant as it symbolically affects the
structure of his apology and briefing.
As Sanford approached the lectern to begin the press briefing he was visibly
different. His jovial voice and bright complexion had been replaced by somber tones and
a sense of sadness, as he did not greet the crowd in a typical manner but rather said,
“Okay…You all ready? Everybody ready” (M. Sanford, 2009).2 Instead of traditionally
greeting individuals and the audience, Sanford instead inquires if everyone is ready
thereby setting a tone that is simultaneously somber and irritated.
As Sanford began his press briefing, he immediately qualified his address by
saying he “won’t begin in any particular spot.” This again is a rhetorically unique
statement and is atypical of formal apologetic addresses. Sanford continues by inquiring
if Gina Smith is present. Smith was the original reporter who had found Sanford and was
the first to interview him. Seeing she was absent, Sanford then began to share what he
had articulated Smith earlier that day, “I told her about my love of the Appalachian Trail
and I used to organize hiking trips, actually when I was in high school.” Sanford would
2

I will only be citing this source once since the majority of this analysis will be derived from this source.
This will reduce a sense of redundancy and provide a sense of cleanliness to the chapter. When a new
source is introduced, I will return to citing the sources as required.
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continue describing his love for the outdoors, saying, “I was a campus representative for
Eastern Airlines and could fly free, which I meant I’d fly different places around the
world; get myself a job; carry a hundred dollars emergency money, and either find a job
there with the locals and come back, or come home.” Sanford is choosing to not address
the rhetorical situation at hand, but is instead recalling what had already stated previously
with Smith.
Sanford’s retelling of this interview seems irrelevant. Nonetheless, Sanford
continued to discuss the details shared of the interview, stating, “Told her about my years
in congress and early years in the governorship, of different adventure trips, of leaving
and traveling different places.” Again, we see Sanford is continuing to walk his audience
down “memory lane” so to speak, but he continues to do so without indicating to his
audience why he is doing so. Yet he does provide a small piece of evidence that may
explain his sudden disappearance, stating, “I have found in this job that one desperately
needs a break from the bubble wherein every word, every moment is recorded—just to
completely break.” Sanford is divulging what can be perceived as a level of frustration or
negative consequence to being in the public eye. He reinforces this assertion by saying he
has “found that to be true in trips to the farm or in trips to other places further afield.”
Using this theme of “escape” Sanford begins to expound upon the reasons why he desires
freedom: “I talked about the profound frustrations that I felt over this last legislative
session in the battle that was in place with regard to the stimulus package…and how at an
emotional level I found it exhausting.” This statement validates the audience’s knowledge
of Sanford as it was well known to the public that Sanford was combatting the federal
government by attempting to reject stimulus funds for the state; a fight that he publicly
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lost. The statement itself is persuasive as it implies a level of implicit empathy. Sanford
had recently lost a legislative fight and in his defeat, sought an opportunity to “get away
from it all” so to speak. It is safe to assume that every person who has ever “lost” has
sought solace in some aspect or form. Thus, Sanford’s trip to Buenos Aires and his
justifications for it are relatable to the audience. As Sanford finished explaining his
feelings on his legislative loss and subsequent travels he seemingly ended the retelling of
the interview with the following statement, “So all those things we talked about this
morning were true, but they’re not the whole story. And that’s obviously why
everybody’s gathered here right now.”
This statement is significant for two reasons. First, by admitting that he had
omitted information from the interview, Sanford is insinuating that he is about to provide
a form of confession. While he has not provided details, his decision to confess that he
had misled or omitted information frames the context of the address thus far. Before this
statement, Sanford’s comments and retelling of the interview, Sanford’s statements thus
far may have been generalized as incoherent ramblings. This perception is fueled by the
substantial amount of disfluencies Sanford uses throughout his address. However, since
Sanford has told his audience of his intent to confess, the perception of the address thus
far changes from “random ramblings” to a nervous “confessor.” Second, this change in
the rhetorical perspective potentially primes the audience for the forthcoming confession.
We can see that Sanford is not simply “rambling” or “retelling” the interview but rather
reflecting. Sanford is choosing to reflect on parts of his life. The announcement of a
forthcoming confession leads me to believe that Sanford is about to engage in a form of
identity reconstruction. He is reflecting on the “old” Mark Sanford as he is about to
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venture into the unknown “new” Mark Sanford. With this in mind, it may be perceived
that Sanford’s decision to reflect on his life before confessing is his attempt to reminisce,
remember and question what he had become. We can see evidence of this as Sanford
simply states, “I’ll lay it out. It’s going to hurt. And we’ll let the chips fall where they
may.”
Generally, a confession begins with a statement that acknowledges what
happened and what was wrong about it. Instead, Sanford chooses to begin apologizing,
“Let me first apologize to my wife Jenny and our four great boys…for letting them
down…in a profound way. And I apologize to them.” Sanford is apologizing to his wife
and kids, admits he had let them down but chooses to omit a key portion of the apology:
what he had done wrong. This is a significant omission, as the crux of what an apology
relies on the apologist’s ability to not only admit fault but more importantly to admit
what he or she had done wrong. With the absence of this key element, Sanford’s apology
can be perceived as hollow or ineffective. However, he temporarily deviates from this
pattern of apology when he addresses his staff:
I would also apologize to my staff, because as much as I did talk about going to
the Appalachian Trail, that was one of the original scenarios that I’d thrown out to
Mary Neil, that isn’t what—where I ended up. And so I let them down by creating
a fiction with regard to where I was going, which means that I had then, in turn,
given as much as they relied on that information, let down people that I represent
across this state. And so I want to apologize to my staff.
Sanford’s apology to his staff contrasts starkly against the apology he has given to
his family. Unlike his apology to his family and Sanford acknowledges his wrongdoings
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in his apology to his staff. Furthermore, the acknowledgement also provides context
behind the lack of knowledge surrounding Sanford’s whereabouts. He simply misled his
staff where he had been. By admitting what he had done wrong, Sanford’s apology was
more “apologetic” than the apology he provided to his family. Sanford then began this
process for others by stating he “want[s] to apologize to good friends.” However, Sanford
begins to draw from reflection portion of his address by talking about Tom Davis, a
member of the South Carolina legislature, whom the next apology is directed towards:
In my first race for governor, [Tom Davis] moved up and he lived in the basement
of our house for six months. We called it Jurassic park…and he gave of his time
and talent and his effort for ideas that he believed in, to try and make a difference
in those ideas. And so I, in a very profound way, have let down the Tom Davises
of the world.
While Sanford met the requisites of apology in his address to the staff he omits
again the offenses committed that would warrant an apology to Davis. Even more
peculiar, Sanford admits he had failed or “let down” the “Tom Davises” of the world. He
does not explicitly describe who or what qualifies as a “Tom Davis.” Instead, he
describes the actions of Tom Davis. We can only assume that by doing so, Sanford is
implicitly describing the characteristics or qualities one must have to be considered a
“Tom Davis” and as such he has failed those who are likened unto “Tom Davis.”
Additionally, Sanford begins to cry during this portion of his address. Whether it is the
rhetorical situation or this topic that moved him to tears we do not know, but Sanford’s
crying is indicative of his emotional state and mindset. This may also aide Sanford in his
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address as crying can be culturally perceived as genuine when accompanied by an
apology and at times may consequently elicit empathy.
Sanford continues to address his apology to others but returns to apologizing to
his family which now includes his parents-in-law, stating:
On the ride over here, I called the house …I could hear my parents-in-laws…I’ve
let them down. I had the most…surreal of conversations a number of weeks ago
with my father-in-law. [T]here were some things that I was struggling with—
regard to where my heart was, where I was in life, those kind of things. And I let
him down.
While his apology is similar to the one he had provided his immediate family,
Sanford had still omitted the details of his offense except for a short sentence in which he
states, “I was struggling within—regard to where my heart was…” What is clear is
Sanford had committed an offense that hurt a multitude of people. Rhetorically Sanford is
hedging his confession by providing short and direct apologies. While he appears to be
rambling and continuing to use disfluencies, it appears as though Sanford is not yet ready
to fully confess to what he has done. Sanford then chooses to generalize whom his
apology is towards by admitting, “I’ve let down a lot of people. That’s the bottom line.”
However, Sanford begins to change his tone saying not only has he let the people down,
but he also asks for their forgiveness. Sanford follows up this request with an admission
that, “Forgiveness is not an immediate process; it is, in fact, a process that takes time.
And I’ll be in that process for quite some weeks and months and, I suspect, years ahead.”
This is an interesting departure from Sanford’s apologetic process as he is now alluding
to the process of forgiveness. While Sanford does not mention explicitly what needs to be
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accomplished in order to obtain forgiveness nor does he mention what he has done that
would warrant trust to be withdrawn, his acknowledgement that forgiveness is not
immediate is a trait that potentially holds validity within his audience. His motivation to
mention this process remains unknown, but I speculate that due to the rhetorical nature of
the press conference coupled with his mentioning of a confession and apologizing to
various individuals he is priming is audience. Yet, Sanford still does not deliver his
confession of wrongdoing but instead uses his moral understanding of forgiveness as a
frame for a transition to a discussion on God’s Law. He states:
I’m here because if you were to look at God’s laws, they’re in every instance
designed to protect people from themselves. I think that that is the bottom line of
God’s law. That it’s not a moral, rigid list of do’s and don’ts just for the heck of
do’s and don’ts. It is indeed to protect us from ourselves. And the biggest self of
self is, indeed self; that sin is in fact, grounded in this notion of what is it that I
want as opposed to somebody else?
Sanford’s transition to this topic is rhetorically interesting and yet complicates the
situation at hand. Before this press briefing, Sanford was known as a religious individual
as he made his personal beliefs in God part of his campaign platform. Additionally, he
had publicly engaged in religious discourses and used religious allegory in his capacity as
governor. Sanford’s decision to discuss God’s law is not new. Yet, the discussion of
“God’s Laws” is confusing. Biblical and theology scholars have acknowledged that God
has many laws, but Sanford’s lack of specificity leaves his audience speculating if
Sanford is talking about the overall purpose/creation of “God’s Laws” or a specific law
that has been violated. Furthermore, Sanford’s choice in syntax reinforces the perception
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or belief that Sanford may be “rambling.” For example: “And the biggest self of self is,
indeed self; that sin is, in fact grounded in this notion of what is that I want as opposed to
somebody else?” The structure of the sentence hinders the audience’s ability to
understand what Sanford is stating. Whether it was his nerves, guilt or fear that
influenced him, Sanford misspoke. If we substitute the first use of “self” with the word
“sin” in this sentence, we can see that Sanford is saying “…the biggest [sin] of self is,
indeed self; that sin is in fact, grounded in this notion of what it is that I want…” The
sentence now implies that sin is grounded in selfishness, which correlates with the overall
message/theme of Sanford’s address. While the purpose of this evaluation is not to edit
Sanford’s rhetoric, this exercise potentially helps us not only understand what Sanford
was attempting to convey but also how that understanding was lost due to Sanford’s error
in syntax.
As Sanford approaches the pinnacle of his address he makes one last statement in
an attempt to clarify: “I guess where I’m trying to go with this is that there are moral
absolutes and that God’s law indeed is there to protect you from yourself and there are
consequences if you breach that. This press conference is a consequence.” Sanford
attempts to tie together his discussion of the journey of forgiveness, the purpose of sin
within “God’s Laws,” and consequences. Taken together, we can see that Sanford is
alluding to the idea that he has done something upsetting. Yet, we still do not know what
it is.
As Sanford began to explain the details and nature of his offenses, his nonverbal
communication became more sporadic. Visibly, it was evident that Sanford was
distraught. He had downward facial expressions and at times made eye contact
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downwards as well. Vocally, his use of disfluencies increased drastically which
interrupted the fluidity of this portion of his address. Sanford tried to maintain control of
these aspects of his speech but was unable to as he began his full confession:
The bottom line is this: I have been unfaithful to my wife. I developed a
relationship with a—what started out as a dear, dear friend from Argentina. It
began very innocently [and] it developed into something much more than that.
And as consequence, I hurt her. I hurt you all. I hurt my wife. I hurt my boys. I
hurt friends like Tom Davis. I hurt a lot of different folks. And all I can say is that
I apologize.
Before this admission, the audience had gathered to hear a statement or apology
as to why Sanford had disappeared. Sanford not only attempted to address these concerns
of his audience, but also provided more detail of the reason for his trip: that he had been
participating in an extramarital affair. Sanford had fundamentally changed the rhetorical
situation at hand by doing so. Additionally, Sanford’s statement may have been perceived
as honest as he not only volunteered to confess but also fully admitted what he had done
wrong, providing a short background on how the affair came to be and acknowledged
every person who had been affected by his decision to pursue this extramarital
relationship.
As Sanford continues he then directs his next statement towards the media,
requesting:
I would just ask for a zone of privacy, if not for me for [Jenny] and the boys. As
we go through this process…there are going to be dome hard decision to be
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made…and those are probably not best dealt with through the prism of television
cameras and media headlines.
Sanford’s request is not uncommon in apologetic discourse. Various other politicians and
public figures have made requests to the media to respect their privacy in their apologies.
Examples of this can be seen in Tiger Woods, David Vitter and Kwayme Kilpatrick’s
addresses in their respective scandals. This request brings a level of irony to the rhetorical
situation. While it is a stressful time for Sanford and his family, his decision to disguise
his whereabouts to his staff and others also fueled the public’s worry and speculation.
Sanford created the exigency that required him to provide a statement/address. However,
his request could be simultaneously perceived as genuine and authentic. Preceding this
request, Sanford gave an honest confession and acknowledged his wrongdoing and those
he had hurt. His request was in behalf of his family.
Moving back on topic, Sanford then discussed his commitment to his family,
saying, “I’m committed to that process of walking through with Jenny, the boys, with the
Tom Davises of the world; with the people of South Carolina, in—in saying where do we
go from here. I—[sic]—I would simply say I go back to that simple word of asking for
forgiveness.” Sanford again acknowledges what he has done wrong by making a
declarative statement of his plans of reconciliation. He wants to correct and fix the harm
he has caused his family. Additionally Sanford reiterated that he hopes that he can earn
and obtain forgiveness from his audiences. He does not request forgiveness but rather
states that he would “go back to that simple word of asking for forgiveness.” Sanford is
indirectly asking his audience to reflect on the word forgiveness. This is rhetorically
strategic, as it requires the audience to reflect on their personal definition of the word
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“forgiveness” and to use that as a framework in their judgment of Sanford. This implies
that Sanford is hoping his audiences would reconcile and negotiate their understanding of
forgiveness and see its characteristics in Sanford’s actions.
As Sanford begins to end his address and transition to the press briefing he
provides an outline of further actions that he will be taking in light of his recent
confession, stating:
One of the first steps is clearing out more time as we go through this process of
reconciliation, of figuring out what comes next. I am going to resign as Chairman
of the Republican Governors Association. I’m going to tender my resignation,
one, because I think it’s the appropriate thing to do, given other governors across
this nation and my role as chairman of the RGA; and two, frankly, just from the
standpoint of time.
The framing of his declaration of resigning from the position within the RGA is
noteworthy in two distinct ways. First, Sanford implicitly redirects the audience’s focus
to Sanford’s personal path of redemption. The opening sentence of his statement
illustrates this as he says, “one of the first steps is clearing out more time as we go
through this process of reconciliation.” While Sanford does explicitly say that he is
resigning as Chairman to free up time, his decision to share what he plans on doing with
that time is an attempt to convey his intentions and repentant behavior. Second, Sanford
does not explicitly say that he is unfit to be the Chairman of the RGA due to his affair.
This is interesting because Sanford has previously acknowledged both the seriousness of
his perceived sin and its associated ramifications. Yet, his description of reasons for
resigning as Chairman of the RGA is void of any explicit rhetorical acknowledgement to
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the offenses he has committed, of course Sanford’s mentioning of “freeing up time”
implicitly acknowledges these wrongdoings. Although this is true, Sanford’s entire
address has focused on becoming transparent and truthful and even providing details that
were nonessential to the rhetorical situation at hand. Nonetheless, his failure to
specifically acknowledge that his affair negatively affects his ability to serve as Chairman
may be perceived as Sanford attempting to mitigate the consequences of his affair. This
brings to question why Sanford would resign but choose not to acknowledge that the
consequences of his “sins” compel him to submit his resignation. Sanford cites
“appropriateness” as his reasoning behind his resignation. What exactly Sanford means
by “appropriate” is unknown to us but his decision not to cite his affair as the primary
reason and consequence of his resignation is rhetorically significant as it may provide a
glimpse as to how Sanford “truly feels.”
In his last statement, Sanford attempts to address those he has offended and
reiterates his plans on taking the necessary steps to obtaining forgiveness. He says, “This
process, not only does it begin at a family level, it begins with the family of South
Carolinians. That means me going one by one and town by town to talk to a lot of old
friends across this state in—in what I’ve done and, indeed asking for their forgiveness.”
Sanford’s acknowledgement of the people of South Carolina illustrates his ability to see
the far-reaching effects of his affair. Sanford’s acknowledgement of the unintended
consequences of his scandal may be perceived as an attempt to convey his apologetic
behavior and a persuasive attempt to garner a level of empathy for him.
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Question and Answer
Like Christie, Sanford transitioned to the press-briefing portion of the address.
One of the first questions Sanford fielded was on the status of his marriage to his wife
Jenny, “Are you separated from the first lady?” Sanford quickly responded, “I—I don’t
know how you want to define that. I mean I’m here and she’s there. I guess in a formal
sense we’re not. But you know what we’re—what we’re trying to do is work through
something that, you know we’ve been working through for a number of months now.”
Sanford’s response to this question is unique. A simple response of “yes” or “no” would
may have sufficed. Yet, Sanford complicates his response by choosing to respond in a
manner that attempts to differentiate the meaning of the word “separate.” This is seen in
his perceived attempt of clarifying the question by saying, “I don’t know how you want
to define that” and then providing an answer that assists in defining “separate”, “I mean,
I’m here and she’s there.” Sanford’s decision to feign ignorance in his response is
intriguing as the use of the word within the context of relationships and its associated
meaning is common in his culture’s lexicon. His follow up response that he and his wife
are not “formally separated” demonstrates his understanding of the word and its meaning.
Sanford seems uncomfortable taking inquiries on his marriage as the next
question attempts to probe Jenny’s level of knowledge of the extent of the affair, “did
your wife and your family know about the affair before the trip to Argentina?” Sanford
responded with a simple “Yeah,” but when he was pressed for details on how long his
family had known Sanford again attempts to shift the conversation, stating:
We—we—we’ve been—we’ve been working through this thing for about the last
five months. I’ve been to a lot of different—I was part of a group called C Street
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when I was in Washington. It was, believe it or not a Christian Bible study; some
folks that asked of members of Congress hard questions that I think were very,
very important. And I’ve been working with them.
Sanford’s response is rhetorically noteworthy in three varying aspects. First, Sanford
implicitly answers the question by stating that he and his wife have been working on this
“thing” for the last five months. The choice not to explicitly answer the question
potentially indicates that Sanford may be attempting to conceal the answer. This is
potentially harmful for Sanford as forgiveness will never be fully granted if he is
perceived in anyway as secretive. Honesty and transparency is key in atonement. Second,
Sanford refers to his illicit affair and its associated consequences as a “thing.” Sanford
labeling his affair and his efforts of reconciliation with his family as a “thing” rhetorically
downplays the significance of the offending act and its ensuing consequences. This
potentially negates Sanford’s attempts at conveying sorrow as failing to properly
acknowledge the offensive act may appear as form of denial. Third, Sanford spends the
majority of the statement discussing his participation in a Bible study group. While
Sanford does admit he has been “working with them,” he leaves out in what context.
Sanford then beings talking about someone he sees in the crowd: Cubby
Culbertson, calling him a spiritual giant as Sanford attempted to tie this individual back
to his original statement. He was interrupted by reporters attempting to inquire further
details of Sanford’s affair, but Sanford pressed on saying, “Hang on—[Cubby Culbertson
is] an incredibly dear friend. And he has been helping us work through this over these last
five months. And Cubby, I want to say thank you for being there as a friend.” During this
portion of the statement, Sanford begins crying again. This show of emotion may provide
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a small but important insight into how this affair and his address are affecting his
emotional state. Sanford appears to have little control over his ability to coherently
engage in discourse let alone control his emotional state.
As the press-briefing portion of Sanford’s address begins to conclude, several
reporters attempt to ask quick and simple questions that Sanford could easily reply with a
yes or no. Sanford interrupted the reporters and began volunteering a statement, saying:
The—and there’s a certain irony to this, but this person at the time was separated.
And we ended up in this incredibly serious conversation about why she ought to
get back with her husband for the sake of her two boys; and not only was it part of
God’s law, but ultimately those two boys would be better off for it.
Sanford’s decision to provide this statement was voluntary. No reporter had pressed for
these reasons or details behind Sanford’s affair, yet Sanford seems compelled to be as
transparent and honest as possible. Sanford even qualified his statement, saying that it
will be “ironic” in nature considering the context of the rhetorical situation at hand. The
statement itself is filled with intimate details that include the marital status of the woman,
her children and the topic of discussion that started the relationship between the two:
should she stay with her husband or leave? These “ironic” details add further damage to
Sanford’s public image as Sanford openly identifies himself as a Christian and yet not
only has he admitted to participating to an extramarital affair but became involved in this
affair in an attempt to provide marital advice.
Sanford therefore appears unfaithful both to his wife and to his faith. However,
this is not the end of the statement as it is the longest response he provides. Sanford
provides additional context surrounding the beginning of this relationship. He says that
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talking to her enabled a “zone of protectiveness” that allowed him to give frank and open
advice that would not be judged by the zone of politics he resides within in America. This
allowed Sanford and the woman to “develop a remarkable friendship over those eight
years,” that eventually “sparked into something more than that.” Sanford continued
saying, “And at that point [five months ago] we went into serious overdrive in trying to
say, ‘Where do you go from here,’ and that’s where the Cubby Culbertsons and others of
the world began to help with, you know, how do you get this all right? How do you,
again, be honest?” It would seem as though Sanford answered his rhetorical question of
honesty with honesty itself as he provided details of the previous days leading up to this
press briefing:
Oddly enough, I spent the last five days of my life crying in Argentina, so I could
repeat it when I came back here in saying, you know, while indeed from a heart
level, there was something real, it was a place based on the fiduciary relationship I
had, to the people of South Carolina, based on my boys, based on my wife, based
on where I was in life, based on where she was in life, a place I couldn’t go and
she couldn’t go.
What does Sanford exactly mean by the phrase “so I could repeat it when I came back
here”? It appears as though he is attempting to search for answers or justification for his
actions. Sanford seems to add authenticity to his actions and extramarital affair admitting
that it came from “a heart level” and therefore validated that “there was something real.”
However, Sanford would further qualify his assessment of his affair by stating his return
to South Carolina was based on his fiduciary (trust) relationships. Why would Sanford
emphasize that the affair and his actions were based on “trust” relationships? It can only
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be assumed that Sanford desired to stay with his mistress and continue to follow his heart,
but that he has returned to South Carolina out of “duty” or “respect” to the people of
South Carolina, his family, his mistress and himself. This is evidenced by a portion of the
last sentence wherein he says “a place I couldn’t go and she couldn’t go.” The “place”
Sanford references seems to imply the pursuit of a long-term relationship with his
mistress. Sanford’s honesty in this moment is straightforward and yet brutal depending
on the audience’s interpretation. One the one hand, Sanford has confessed to his sin of
infidelity and has returned out of duty and respect to his family and constituents, yet on
the other he is admitting that duty is holding him back from the pursuits of his heart.
Sanford continues asserting that he believes the situation he has placed himself
within is a “…continual process all through life, of getting one’s heart right in life. And
so I would never stand before you as one who just says, you know, I’m completely right
with regard to my heart on all things.” Sanford then ended his response:
I suspect if I’d really put this other person first, I wouldn’t have jeopardized her
life, as I have. I certainly wouldn’t have done it to my wife. I wouldn’t have done
it to my boys. I wouldn’t have done it to the Tom Davises of the world. This was
selfishness on my part. And for that, I’m most apologetic.
While Sanford’s admission of selfishness and recognition of pain he has caused to others
is significant, the manner in which he addresses his accountability is telling. Sanford
begins talking about this other person (Chapur) first, and he would not have jeopardized
her life if he wasn’t being selfish. Sanford chose to mention his Chapur’s life first, not his
family’s. While he does mention them after her, the decision to list her first may be
viewed as whom or what Sanford values the most. This observation is later reinforced by
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Sanford’s wife Jenny when she exclaimed to Sanford, “You cried for her and said little of
me or of the boys” (J. Sanford, 2010, p. xviii). To reiterate, Sanford did mention his wife
and children, but by choosing to mention his mistress first provides the perception of
Sanford placing a higher value on her than others due to her being addressed rhetorically
first. While this contrasts against Sanford’s “intentions” of attempting to seek
forgiveness, his willingness to admit his selfishness and acknowledge his role and
responsibility in this scandal is an important step in the apologetic process.
At this point in the briefing, members of the press began to act in a frenzied
manner, firing off questions to Sanford without letting him adequately respond. Examples
of these questions include clarification on if Sanford misled his staff on his whereabouts
and if his staff conspired to hide Sanford’s trip. Sanford was able to answer the questions
but only in brief statements. The last question he fielded was in regards to a statement by
the Lieutenant Governor who called Sanford’s decisions “irresponsible” and was
“disappointed in [his] decisions.” Sanford bleakly acknowledged the question by
responding, “At this point, it would be obvious that they and others would be
disappointed, and that I’ve disappointed them and others. And so –and so–…” During his
response, Sanford had been interrupted by two of his staff members. They did not allow
Sanford to finish but just stated clearly, “That’s all.” Sanford was then quickly ushered
out of the press briefing with one reporter who shouted clearly for all to hear, “Will you
resign as governor?” The question lingered in the air as Sanford disappeared from sight.
In this rhetorical situation, Sanford not only attempted to address questions on his
whereabouts and recent disappearance but also, in an effort to appear transparent,
confessed to an extramarital affair that was the cause for his disappearance. Sanford’s
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willingness to confess is commendable. It is the first step in a long process in which
individuals attempt to seek forgiveness and reconstruct their identity to become someone
honored and respected. Prior to Sanford’s address, he was well known for his Christian
values and conservative policies. Yet, the scandal adjusts the perception of Sanford’s
image from evangelical to hypocrite. Sanford’s address itself was convoluted and
difficult to follow. The format and flow of the address was atypical of apologetic
addresses and Sanford’s various nonverbal emotions provided evidence that Sanford was
in distress. We can only assume that the construction of Sanford’s address and delivery,
while convoluted in nature, was given willfully and extemporaneously. His attempts of
transparency led to moments that could be perceived as “cringe-worthy” and brutally
honest. Why Sanford would become so transparent is a question we may never have
answered, but his willingness to do so in conjunction with his confession and apology
lead me to believe that Sanford desired to be viewed as authentic and sorrowful. The next
sections of this analysis attempt to document reactions to Sanford’s personal journey and
provide additional context to the rhetorical situation as it occurs.
Initial Reactions
Could somebody explain to me why he couldn’t just admit what he’d done and
shut up? Why couldn’t he just say ‘Okay, so I was down in South America with
this girl…I’m sorry. I lied. I said I was going hiking, but I went to see her.’ Done.
Why couldn’t he just say that? Why couldn’t he just shut his hole?”
– Paul (staff member of Sanford’s administration), 2015.3
In the wake of Sanford’s apology and subsequent confession, members of the
public, reporters and columnists all over the world began to evaluate Sanford and his
address in the press. Once a scandal has “gone public,” the accused individual and
apologist is typically under scrutiny and can expect heavy criticism. This can be seen in
3
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various comments made by members of the public: “I think he should resign. He’s an
embarrassment to this state and to his wife and his family.” Another resident took issue
with his infidelity, stating, “If you’re married, you’re married. You shouldn’t be doing
stuff like that. And writing it down?...How stupid can he be?” and a few voiced a level of
support citing his record, saying, “I don’t think [the affair] changes the fact that he’s a
quality governor” (Rucker & Leonnig, 2009). However, Sanford faces a different level of
criticism than previous scandal-ridden politicians.
As previously, mentioned, the manner in which Sanford’s affair was discovered
and his delivery of an apology and voluntary confessions was atypical of political
apologies and scandals. As a result, the rhetorical situation was no longer a story about a
man who was neglecting his duties as Governor of the state, but rather had evolved into a
story about scandal based upon infidelity with potential implications of abuses of power
and finance. At best, Sanford could receive praise for his level of accountability and
honesty. At worst, Sanford’s honesty would be called “ramblings of incoherency” and his
apology overlooked as such. One reporter summarized it best saying, “It was impossible
not to laugh” (Norman, 2009).
In order for Sanford to obtain forgiveness and potentially keep the support of his
constituents, he needs to properly atone for his transgressions. Understanding the
magnitude of the situation, one newspaper remarked that “[if] the governor still seeks
political redemption...if Mark Sanford was half the man we thought he was, he will
eschew all political ambition and work on the personal. Get his heart straight…get
straight with his family” (“Everyone loses,” 2009). This quote implies that Sanford does
have the ability to be forgiven and regain the public’s trust. This is further evidenced in
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its acknowledgement that “the political dimensions [of this scandal] pale in comparison
to the governor’s personal crisis” (“Everyone loses,” 2009). However, while Sanford’s
personal life is seen as the central element within the address, his ability and willingness
to be open and honest about his whereabouts and extramarital affair was overshadowed
by the apology itself.
The majority of news agencies focused on Sanford’s handling of the rhetorical
situation. This can be seen in headlines around the world as The Augusta Chronicle
proclaimed that Sanford had “lost his heart and lost his head,” and a declaration by
reporters for The Guardian that “[Mark Sanford] is a hypocrite in the extreme”
(“Everyone loses,” 2009; McEwan, 2009). One Washington correspondent balked at
Sanford and his apology with the headline, “Don’t cry for me, I’m in Argentina”
(Norington, 2009). The address itself was perceived as a “rambling news conference”
where Sanford “admitted to just about everything he could admit to in a 20-minute press
conference,” with one reporter acknowledging that “while the admission of an
extramarital fling was damaging in itself, the teary, drawn out and detailed way in which
Sanford announced his affair with a mystery Argentine woman…was the real killer”
(Frias, Netter, & Ibanga, 2009).
The majority of criticisms were not necessarily about the fact that Sanford had an
affair but rather how he chose to approach the subject. Yet this was the “Mark Sanford”
he wanted everyone to see and know. He acknowledged the speculation behind his
disappearance, attempted to clarify where he was and then provided a confession.
However, some critics were not persuaded by Sanford’s rhetoric as many felt that
Sanford needed to apologize for neglecting his duties as governor. The critics stated,
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“The peculiar thing about the apology was that Sanford seemed to be under the
impression that his worst dereliction of duty involved womanizing” (Collins, 2009). One
columnist praised Sanford’s efforts but ultimately agreed with the vast majority of critics,
saying:
To his credit, Sanford acknowledged all of these failings, but he seemed less
interested in discussing his shirking of executive duty than in making rending
statements about the condition of his heart. Not only did we learn about Sanford’s
philosophy of moral absolutes, but we were led through the meaning and purpose
of God’s laws. The governor even lectured on the definition of sin. (Parker, 2009)
The majority of evaluations of Sanford’s address focused on two key components:
the substance of his apology (what Sanford was apologizing for) and the style of his
apology (the manner in which the apology was delivered/presented). Taken together, it
would appear as though Sanford’s apologies for his disappearance and associated affair
were rejected. A closer examination reveals that Sanford’s attempt to seek redemption
was based upon his ability to appear honest and provide a confession voluntarily.
However, his attempt to convey his remorse and sorrow potentially overshadowed this
address. As a result, most of Sanford’s criticisms were directed towards his “apologetic
persona” resulting in what many believe as his inability to properly apologize. One critic
stated: “Spiritually, Sanford may have succeeded in checking off several acts of
contrition. But politically, he did everything wrong” (Parker, 2009). While Sanford had
confessed and apologized, his journey was far from over. The upcoming sections of this
analysis illustrate various attempts by Sanford to project, reinforce and defend his
reconstructed identity.
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Jenny Sanford’s Absence and Statement
As previously mentioned, Sanford’s wife Jenny was absent during his address.
While Sanford addressed his infidelity and made references to his wife and family, he did
not once acknowledge his wife’s absence during the address. While this observation may
not come as a surprise, her absence was openly noted and acknowledged. Some reporters
that shared the following: “Sanford [was] –sans stoic wife standing loyally alongside, in a
refreshing change of pace.”; “At least we did not have the sight of Mrs. Sanford standing
behind him…that always kills me.”; and “Finally, we meet a politician’s wife who
refuses to play the hypocritical role of loyal spouse” (Ibbitson, 2009; McEwan, 2009).
Jenny’s absence from Sanford’s side is rhetorically relevant. Her absence during
his address is unique as previous scandalized-politicians have had their wives stand next
to them during their addresses. Examples of this include: former New York Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer who had been discovered as a client of an escort agency
subsequently apologized while his wife stood stoically beside him; former New Jersey
Governor Jim McGreevey who confessed to having an affair with a man, while his wife
appeared by his side, dazed and shocked; and Louisiana Senator David Vitter who was
implicated in a prostitution ring delivered an apology while his wife stood unhappily by
his side. The presence of the wives of these guilty men provided the perception that they
support or stand in solidarity with their husbands. Jenny Sanford however, was nowhere
to be seen.
Later that evening, Jenny had broken her silence and released a public statement,
“I would like to start by saying I love my husband and I believe I have put forth every
effort possible to be the best wife I can be during our almost twenty years of marriage” (J.
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Sanford, 2009a). While Jenny declares her love for her husband, she attempts to do so in
a rhetorically assertive and defensive manner. She begins with a declarative statement but
then transitions to an assertion that can be perceived as defensive by saying, “I believe I
have put forth every effort to be the best wife I can be…” The structure of this portion of
the statement is interesting. Jenny is choosing to emphasize her intentions and goals
within her marriage but why? By choosing to emphasize her intentions and defend herself
we can only assume Jenny does not want to be blamed for her husband’s infidelity. This
potentially shifts the blame from herself onto the shoulders of her husband. Jenny
continued her statement: “The greatest legacy I will leave in this world is the character of
the children I, or we, leave behind. It is for that reason that I deeply regret the recent
actions of my husband Mark and their potential damage to our children” (J. Sanford,
2009a). Jenny does not attempt to bolster her career nor her life’s achievements; instead,
she chooses to call attention to their children and family. Implicitly, Jenny is criticizing
her husband not only for his actions but also that his actions have consequences that not
only affect him but more importantly (according to Jenny) others such as their children.
Jenny continued, sharing details on how she approached her marriage, “I worked
immediately to first seek reconciliation through forgiveness, and then to work diligently
to repair our marriage.” However, this did not mean that progress was being made as
Jenny admitted, “I felt it was important to look my sons in the eyes and maintain my
dignity, self-respect…I therefore asked my husband to leave two weeks ago” (J. Sanford,
2009a). It was during this time that Sanford went to Argentina. Jenny’s admission to
asking Mark to leave not only provides the audience additional context surrounding her
husband’s actions. This again shifts the potential spotlight of blame from Jenny to her
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husband Mark. Jenny is making it clear for the audience that she intended to reconcile,
but it was Mark who did not have the same intentions. This potentially impacts the
viability of Sanford’s apology and the credibility of his attempt at reconstructing his
identity. Jenny provides evidence suggesting that Sanford’s behavior is anything but
apologetic. However, Jenny qualified this by expressing that she is “willing to forgive
Mark completely for his indiscretions and to welcome him back, in time, if he continues
to work toward reconciliation with a true spirit of humility and repentance.” She then
closed her statement by requesting respect and privacy from the media and public during
this “painful time.”
Jenny’s description of forgiving her husband is intriguing for two reasons: First,
Jenny rhetorically constructs a guide for Mark to follow which resembles the path of
atonement. To be forgiven, Mark is required to work towards reconciliation while
exhibiting humility and an attitude of repentance. Second, by presenting her guide for
forgiveness in the public sphere, Jenny is providing a set of standards by which they
could evaluate Mark’s progress. While the guide lacks specificity, the manner in which it
was constructed allows for individual interpretation. As such, Jenny is effectively letting
the audience know that Mark can be forgiven, but he must seek and earn that forgiveness.
This potentially persuades the audience to follow Jenny’s example and have an “open
mind.” Jenny’s remarks and statements have potential to greatly affect the audience’s
perception of her husband. While critics may argue that Jenny does not have an objective
viewpoint of the situation and consequently is biased towards the situation, this should
not discount her beliefs or affect her persuasive appeals. After all, of all the individuals
affected by Sanford’s affair, Jenny has had to endure the greatest embarrassment.
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Demonstrating a Reconstructed Identity within an Evolving Scandal
The concept of an evolving rhetorical situation is not entirely unique to the study
of the rhetoric of apology, the understanding that new details may or may not influence
the audience and persuasively change the rhetorical situation is understood by apologists.
In the initial stages of the discovery of a scandal, apologists may attempt to address the
scandal in a manner that allows them to seek a reconstructed identity. These identities are
not initially accepted, as audiences are not fully trusting of the apologist yet. For a
reconstructed identity to be accepted and adopted in the minds of audiences, apologists
must do more than talk about their newly formed identity; they must demonstrate and
enact it. However, when an apologist is in the midst of attempting to establish a new
relationship with its audience, new details of their scandal may conflict or counteract with
the reconstructed identity. This is a common situation that occurs within the realm of
apology and one of which that occurs for Sanford.
In less than 24 hrs after Sanford had confessed and his wife Jenny gave her
statement, new information was discovered on Sanford’s travels to Argentina. According
to documents, Sanford had “used a state-funded trade trip to Argentina…to have a secret
romantic rendezvous with his mistress,” costing tax payers of the state nearly $9,000
(Rucker & Leonnig, 2009). These new accusations begin to frame Sanford as not only
selfish but potentially corrupt and would likely damage the perception of Sanford’s
reconstructed identity. To combat this damage, Sanford provided a brief statement:
While the purpose of this trip was entirely professional and appropriate business
development trip, I made the mistake while I was there in meeting with the
woman who I was unfaithful to my wife with. That has raised some very
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legitimate concerns and questions and as such I am going to reimburse the state
for the full cost of the Argentina leg of this trip. (Rucker & Leonnig, 2009)
Sanford’s statement is an attempt to quell any additional criticism. He begins by
providing a brief framing of the trip in an attempt to legitimize its value. The remainder
of the short statement is his acknowledgement of also using the trip for personal reasons
as well and stating that he will reimburse the state for that portion of his international trip.
By acknowledging the purpose of the trip and his confession to meeting with Chapur
during his stay, Sanford is effectively legitimizing the evidence against him, yet he
chooses not to apologize or say “I am sorry” or even that he was wrong in doing so.
Instead, Sanford simply acknowledges that the concerns are valid and states his intention
with reimbursing the state.
Sanford’s decision to not provide an evaluation of his decision to abuse the trip
presents a rhetorical dilemma for both Sanford and his audience for two reasons. First,
Sanford’s decision to reimburse the funds illustrates a sense of guilt or remorse.
Reimbursing this portion of the trip is an attempt at reparation. Simultaneously, he does
not attempt to defend his actions. Rather he admits the charges against him and wants to
make things right. This reinforces the symbolic behavior of atonement and penitence that
in turn supports the persuasive appeals of his reconstructed identity. Second, Sanford’s
decision to omit an evaluation of his actions can be viewed as a flaw in his character.
Repentance requires apologists to acknowledge their wrongdoing, apologize and to make
restitution. By choosing to not provide a formal apology and move straight towards
restitution, Sanford’s act of contrition can be viewed as unapologetic and its symbolic
purpose becomes hollow.
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How the audience will choose to interpret the act is unknown, but this situation
briefly illustrates how a scandal has the potential to evolve and affect the rhetorical
situation. Additionally, the situation enabled Sanford to demonstrate his reconstructed
identity. Sanford’s decision to acknowledge the accusations and provide restitution
reinforces the apologetic tone he is attempting to convey. This potentially validates
Sanford’s claims of a having a reconstructed identity as he continues to persuade his
audience to forgive him.
A few days prior to the cabinet address, Sanford met exclusively with the
Associated Press for an interview. During his interview, an observation was made that
Sanford only had 18 months left in his term as Governor. The observation was then posed
as a question inquiring if Sanford had thought about stepping down. Sanford responded
saying, “Resigning would be the easiest thing to do” (Lush, 2009). When pressed for a
reason, given all the criticism and since his confession, Sanford explained, “Part of
walking humbly is you’ve got to listen to your critics out there. And all of us will have
critics, and the higher you go, I suppose the more critics you have.” Sanford was then
asked about one of the most notable individuals who has heavily criticized Sanford
himself, Republican state Senator Jake Knotts. Knotts had been actively advocating and
calling for Sanford to step down. Sanford responded: “I don’t begrudge the Jake Knottses
of the world. He’s going to do what he’s going to do. I got to do my part” (Lush, 2009).
Finally, when asked about the status of his marriage, Sanford simply responded, “If there
wasn’t healing going on, I wouldn’t be here” (Lush, 2009).
Although these statements are brief and succinct, they reinforce a perception that
Sanford is attempting to convey: a humbled and apologetic individual. His response to
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Knott was simple and respectable. Sanford acknowledged the individual’s opinion but
chose to focus on his own personal journey. His response is an important element within
his reconstructed identity. Had Sanford openly criticized this critic or others he would
face claims of immaturity or that he has a poor attitude. If Sanford had attempted to
defend himself, he would face attacks on the character of his reconstructed identity as
being defensive in nature. By choosing to acknowledge this critic and provide a statement
that was not aggressive or defensive but acknowledges the argument, Sanford appears as
though he acknowledges his current standing in the rhetorical gauntlet of criticism.
Altering the Rhetorical Situation
As mentioned previously, scandals have the ability to evolve should additional
information or details arise. These details may have the ability to affect the rhetorical
situation of the scandal itself and possibly vindicate or damn the apologist. Unfortunately
for Sanford, the latter occurred. During his interview with the Associated Press, the
question was posed to Sanford if he had any other relationships or encounters with other
women prior to this scandal. The following is his response:
What I would say is that I’ve never had sex with another woman. Have I done
stupid? I have. You know you meet someone. You dance with them. You got to a
place where you probably shouldn’t have gone. If you’re a married guy at the end
of the day you shouldn’t be dancing with somebody else. So anyway without
wandering into that field we’ll just say that I let my guard down in all senses of
the word without ever crossing the line that I crossed with this situation, (“Quotes
from SC gov's wide-ranging AP interview,” 2009).
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This statement is problematic as Sanford attempted to mitigate the question by providing
definitions of what he considers “crossing the line.” Has he had sex with other women
before this scandal? Sanford responds candidly with a “no” but then attempts to qualify
his response.
The following day, Sanford’s interview was published and members of the media
immediately scrutinized this portion of the interview. Sanford’s admission of
inappropriate contact with another woman had not only fueled the fires of criticism.
Worse yet, the Associated Press reporter, Tamara Lush, who had conducted the interview
appeared on the NPR television show All Things Considered. During the program the
Lush provided a lengthy response but multiple times she kept referring to Sanford’s
encounters with women (Watson, 2009). Although the use of this word is subtle, its
meaning is significant. Other news agencies began using the plural form of women in
their reports of the disclosure as well (Rutenberg, 2009b). Whether the use of the plural
word of women was accidental remains unknown; however, not a single organization
attempted to correct the record as Sanford is documented saying “woman” rather than
“women.” Even more interesting, Sanford himself did not correct the media. Why
Sanford chose not to correct the media on his statement remains unseen, but his decision
provided the media and audience with the perception that Sanford is complicit with this
claim. Whether these speculations are true is unknown, but the confession enabled the
possibility for his reconstructed identity to be rejected. Evidence of this can be seen in the
aforementioned television show as the host asserted that Sanford is “literally
compounding his problems” (Watson, 2009). This opinion is a legitimate concern for
Sanford as the media continues to focus on his affair(s) and his associated lifestyle.
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One aspect of the interview with NPR’s reporter is particularly interesting. While
many criticize Sanford’s continuation of apologizing and disclosing details, the question
remains as to why Sanford continued to do so. Lush attempted to provide an explanation
to this behavior, “I believe that he would really like to let the public know everything. I
have seen him on several occasions apologize to just various people. And that is the mode
he’s in right now” (Watson, 2009). Lush’s observation and interpretation of Sanford’s
apologetic tone is telling. Although her evaluation is based on her personal beliefs and
observations, her use of the word “mode” in describing Sanford’s actions potentially
describes Sanford’s rhetorical state-of-mind. If Sanford desires redemption and
forgiveness, he must acknowledge his wrongdoings and forsake his previous behaviors.
Choosing to continually apologize and disclose are characteristics of a reconstructed
identity and provides credence to Sanford’s desire for redemption.
Despite the negative attention from members of the press, Sanford has made it
clear he does not plan to resign. His intentions of his apologies and continual disclosures
may initially appear as form of self-sabotage, but a closer analysis reveals that since
Sanford’s initial confession/address his actions illustrate a continuation of penitent
behavior. Sanford’s decision to remain in this “mode” of his journey illustrates his
knowledge and understanding of the role of atonement in his journey of redemption.
Reinforcement and Support
The same day the Associated Press published its interview Sanford fulfilled a
promise he had made a week earlier: He reimbursed the state for the Argentina leg of his
state-sponsored trip. As previously mentioned, it was discovered that Sanford had met
with his mistress during a state-sponsored trip to Argentina (“S.C. goevrnor 'crossed
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lines' with more women,” 2009). Sanford’s reimbursement provides a significant
contribution to the ethos and validity of his reconstructed identity. Previously, when
politicians have been accused of abusing federal or state funds, investigations are
launched to determine what kinds of abuse occurred and if the politician is required to
reimburse the funds. Sanford’s actions in this situation departs from this tradition. Why
Sanford chose to do so again remains unknown. It could be speculated that if Sanford had
traditionally waited for a committee or a hearing on his trip and the allocation/use of
funds the potential for more details of his illicit affair would become public knowledge.
By choosing to admit fault and repay the funds, Sanford forgoes this additional
embarrassment. This potentially demonstrates the authenticity of his claims to a
reconstructed identity. By providing funds to reimburse the trip, Sanford potentially
legitimizes and reinforces the persuasive appeals of his reconstructed identity. While the
reimbursement was noted by the media, most chose to only mention it briefly or forego
the existence of it all together, opting to focus on the new revelations of Sanford having
been previously involved with other women prior to the affair. However, the media’s
focus on this admission did not last long as Sanford’s wife Jenny issued a new statement
in the wake of Sanford’s latest disclosures.
Jenny’s Call for Forgiveness
In the afternoon of July 1, 2009, Jenny Sanford released a new statement
following the recent revelations her husband divulged in his interview with the
Associated Press. Jenny acknowledged her husband’s behavior:
There is no question that Mark’s behavior is inexcusable. Actions have
consequences and he will be dealing with those consequences for a long while.
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Trust has been broken and will need to be rebuilt. Mark will need to earn back
that trust, first and foremost with his family and also with the people of South
Carolina. (J. Sanford, 2009b)
Jenny does not mince words describing Mark’s behavior. She appropriately
evaluates what Mark had done but chose not to continually expound upon or recount the
details. Instead, she asserts that her husband will have consequences due to his actions.
She does not specify in what form but alludes to their existence now and in the future.
Furthermore, Jenny’s declarations that trust had been broken not only between her and
Mark but also Mark and his constituents validate the audience’s frustrations and
concerns. This is rhetorically meaningful as Jenny’s acknowledgement is a symbolic
gesture of solidarity and support. To conclude this gesture, Jenny asserts that Mark will
need to earn and restore the trust between all parties:
The real issue now is one of forgiveness. I am willing to forgive Mark for his
actions. We have been deeply disappointed in and even angry at Mark. The Bible
says, ‘In your anger do not sin,’ (Psalm 4:4). In this situation, this speaks to the
essence of forgiveness and the critical need to channel one’s energy into positive
steps that uphold the dignity of marriage and the family, and lead to reconciliation
over time. (J. Sanford, 2009b)
Jenny’s discussion of forgiveness is symbolically calling for an end of the
“frustrations, anger and hurt” and a focus on a path of “healing.” In this part of the
statement, Jenny acknowledges that she is willing to forgive, yet she qualifies this
proclamation with the assertion that “We have been deeply disappointed in and even
angry at Mark” (J. Sanford, 2009b). In this qualification, she subtly transitioned from
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discussing about herself the inclusion of everyone in the word “we.” This begs the
question: why Jenny would rhetorical make such a distinction? She attempts to explain
the importance of forgiveness and its symbolic meaning within relationships, even stating
later that, “forgiveness is essential for us both to move on with our lives.” By using the
biblical passage Jenny is implicitly asserting that if everyone (herself included) continues
to focus on his or her anger then forgiveness will never happen. Speaking about the
audience and herself as a collective, Jenny is attempting to assist the audience in their
role in this process. Mark can attempt to persuade the audience to forgive him but cannot
do so if the audience is blinded by their anger. By using the collective instead of the
singular and citing the bible, Jenny is attempting to persuade and assist the audience to
move from anger to forgiveness.
Although we may never know the impact the address had on the audience,
members of the media lauded Jenny’s statement. Impressed by her demeanor and actions,
one reporter bestowed upon her the title of a “new role model for the wronged political
spouse,” as she portrayed an “improved version of the betrayed political spouse---neither
enabler nor victim” (Marcus, 2009). Jenny’s statement coupled with Mark’s
reimbursement of the travel funds signifies an important transition in this part of his
journey for redemption. After the events of the previous eight days, Sanford begins to
quietly return to his work as Governor. Although critics and members of the media will
continue to call for his resignation and some of his colleagues had begun efforts to
impeach him, the general public seems to lose interest as Sanford’s scandal becomes all
but forgotten.
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Reconstruction and Failure of Reconciliation
Over the course of the next five months, Sanford was rarely discussed or featured
in the media. When he was mentioned it was due to recent actions he had taken in his
capacity as governor. While Sanford shied away from the spotlight, Jenny seemed to
embrace it. In the wake of the scandal she was often seen by herself in public. She
subsequently announced a memoir she would be writing to assist those affected by
infidelity; it would later published in April of 2010. Jenny even endorsed a new candidate
for governor who would eventually succeed her husband’s office: Nikki Haley. Despite
all of this, it appeared as though Sanford and his wife Jenny were attempting to reconcile
their differences as they attended few public events together. However, a series of events
would alter this perception rather quickly.
On December 11 2009, Jenny Sanford released the following statement on the
status of her marriage with Mark:
The dissolution of any marriage is a sad and painful process. Because Mark and I
are public figures we have naturally had less privacy with which to deal with our
difficulties than do other couples. Indeed, I know it will soon become known, so I
choose to release this brief notice that I am now filing for divorce. (Brown, 2009)
Although no details were given, Jenny stated that multiple attempts of reconciliation had
failed. In her court filing though Jenny cited “adultery” as the primary reason for divorce
but chose not to cite “irreconcilable differences.” Not long after Jenny’s statement, Mark
released his own response, praising Jenny’s efforts as a “remarkable wife, mother and
first lady,” and would later acknowledge that although “our family structure will change,
I know that we will both work earnestly to be the best mom and dad we can be” (Brown,
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2009). Although Jenny and Mark did not specify in the reasons why they could not
reconcile, Mark did accept full responsibility for what he called “the moral” failure that
led to their divorce.
Early in 2010, advanced copies of Jenny’s manuscript were made available to
select members of the media for review and promotion. One in particular was provided
for columnist Ruth Marcus of The Washington Post. Previously, Marcus had championed
Jenny’s strong stance against her husband’s infidelity as Jenny chose to distance herself
rather than stand beside him as a form of symbolic support as many politicians’ wives
had done previously in similar scandals (Marcus, 2010). After reading the advanced copy
of the memoir, Marcus changed her opinion and concluded that “Jenny Sanford is the real
victim I had imagined her not to be” (Marcus, 2010). According to Marcus, the memoir
was “replete with instances of Jenny-as-doormat, from the start of their
relationship…continuing, excruciatingly, months after her discovery of the affair”
(Marcus, 2010). Many other members of the media were disappointed with Jenny’s
memoir because instead of it portraying the “strong, independent woman” they believed
she was during the scandal, her memoir conveyed a different Jenny: confused, angry and
duped. Although the reviews of the memoir and subsequent criticisms of Jenny and Mark
did not rekindle the public’s interest into the Sanford family and the affair, the memoir
provided additional insight into the Sanford family.
Sanford continued to fulfill his duties as Governor of South Carolina. Although he
had largely abstained from the public spotlight, his scandal was continually scrutinized
by the legislatures as Sanford faced charges of ethics violations, calls for resignation and
efforts of impeachment. In March of 2010, Sanford was formally charged and fined
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$74,000 as it was deemed Sanford had violated many state laws which included spending
taxpayer money on business class flights, use of state aircraft for personal travel and
improper use of campaign funds. Sanford had the opportunity to appeal the charges in a
hearing but instead chose to pay the fine. After the ruling and paying the fine, Sanford
released a brief statement saying, “It’s time to move on. While I believe I would be
vindicated on all these matters…the people of South Carolina have moved on from all
that unfolded last summer and this administration has moved on as well” (Brown, 2010).
Rather than appealing and attempting to seek vindication, Sanford chose to pay the fine.
If Sanford truly believed in his innocence, then why did he not appeal the fine? Portions
of his statement provide evidence to suggest that Sanford did not want to draw out the
sordid details of his choices, subsequently embarrassing himself and the state. This is
evidenced towards the end of his statement where he references that the people have
moved passed the scandal and so has he. Additionally, Sanford’s appeal would contrast
against his attempts at reconstructing his identity. If Sanford attempted to protest or
appeal, his ethos would not appear humble or penitent but rather proud. Instead, Sanford
opted to pay the fine. Though he did air a level of grievance to this, he alluded to doing
so out of respect for his State and himself.
Although Sanford was formally charged, impeaching Sanford proved to be futile
as his tenure as governor would come to a close before the impeachment proceedings
would conclude. With this understanding, the State’s House Judiciary Committee decided
to unanimously vote to censure Sanford for embarrassing the state.
Throughout the remainder of his term, Sanford continued to conduct his duties
quietly and answered questions when necessary about his personal life or the scandal.
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Although initially Sanford may have appeared to be defiant and defensive by choosing
not to resign, his decision to remain assisted him in his persuasive appeals, allowing
himself the opportunity to prove that the old Mark Sanford was no more.
Sanford Reborn
“I am climbing out of my cocoon. It’s pretty scary and I don’t want to get my
head chopped off again. I don’t know where my life goes next,”
–Mark Sanford (Simmons, 2011).
For over a year and a half, Sanford largely worked at his home in South Carolina
continuing to exercise some of his parent’s traditions such as farming and construction. It
appeared as though Sanford had “retired” from politics, but Sanford changed this
perception by choosing to be interviewed by political pundit Piers Morgan on CNN.
Sanford’s reasoning to do so was unclear as he had not been involved in politics for
almost two years. However, Sanford sought to make his intentions known in this
interview. Sanford began the interview by stating why he wanted to interviewed, saying,
“I care deeply. I’m very worried about the direction of our country. I think that if we
don’t watch out we could lose it” (Morgan, 2011). Following this opening statement,
Morgan and Sanford engage in a dialogue and discuss why Sanford believes the country
needs assistance.
After a lengthy discussion filled with political insights and concepts, Morgan
turns the discussion from the political to the personal by stating he wanted to “take you
back to the scandal that led to you being center stage now” (Morgan, 2011)4. Morgan
then asked Sanford to recall what it was like to confess to this scandal. Sanford
responded, “It is humbling. I will have to say, we were just speaking a moment ago…I
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have done thousands of interviews back through congress and through the governorship,
and I never one moment afraid. I have never been scared before…but [I was a little] bit
frightened inside.” Instead of providing a simple response, Sanford chose to qualify his
statement through citing his experiences in political offices before providing an answer.
This is rhetorically significant as he is directing the audience’s attention to not only his
previous experiences in his career but also who he was during these experiences. Before
his scandal, Sanford admitted that he had never been afraid to deliver a statement. This
raises the question as to why Sanford would want his focus on this turning point in his
career and life. It can be inferred that Sanford may have provided a façade or cover of
who he really was during his political career. The scandal subsequently exposed not only
who he was but also how he felt about it. Sanford is not just admitting that he was afraid
to admit to his sin, rather he was afraid on how people perceived him. This statement
provides evidence of Sanford’s desire to reconstruct his identity. His small but significant
admission of having been fearful provides potential insight into his mindset during this
process.
Morgan then asked Sanford what he had learned during this process about
himself. Sanford answered saying, “I have learned a lot…I never publicly judge, but
privately I judged. I think we’re all prone to do so.” Morgan then interrupted Sanford and
reminded him that he voted for former President Bill Clinton’s impeachment. Sanford
acknowledged this and said, “I think, now, you look at things and you sort of say by the
grace of God…I am going to worry about the log in my own eye before I worry about the
splinter in somebody else’s.” In his response, Sanford is attempting to convey that his
scandal had humbled him. Sanford clearly admits that before the scandal he privately
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judged others (including Clinton). The scandal accelerated Sanford’s humility and ability
to see his hypocrisy. Through acknowledging his faults and his immaturity, Sanford
moves to reinforce the integrity of his persuasive appeals of his reconstructed identity.
Sanford then transitioned to discussing his fall from grace as he responds to
speculations on how the public treated him in the wake of his confession, saying,
“They’re incredible. Again, people would come up and say look, you’re human. An old
timer took me aside, he says, you know, one of the keys is the only real mistake you
make in life is the one you don’t learn from.” In this statement, we can see that Sanford is
choosing to reflect on the positive values and traits of his audience. This is key in his
response. If Sanford had chosen to reflect on the negative experiences the public had
given, Sanford would be portraying himself as being bullied or undeserving of such
behavior. This would bring additional criticism in not only how Sanford is treating the
scandal but also his view of it as well. This potentially persuades audiences to look
fondly upon Sanford as positivity is socially equated with progress. Additionally, Sanford
provides an anecdote in which he learned a “life lesson.” While the lesson itself may
seem common enough or even expected, Sanford’s description of the individual who
shared it with him is where the persuasive appeal lies. Sanford refers to this individual as
an “old timer” in this particular experience. He could have described the gentleman as
“old” or even as a “senior citizen” but instead chose to use “old timer.” The phrase “old
timer” has a rhetorical meaning with the audience. The use of the phrase is not only used
to describe the individual’s age but also denotes their position within society as age is
equated with wisdom. With this understanding, the phrase “old timer” not only provides
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credence to the advice given, but the advice itself is validated by the symbolic worth of
the individual’s knowledge.
Becoming Comfortable with Himself
Sanford continued to “open up” in attempts to reacquaint himself with the public.
In early August of 2011 The New York Times inquired if Sanford continued to have
feelings for his mistress María Belén Chapur, citing that during the scandal Sanford
called her his “soul mate.” Sanford responded by reiterating what he had already
proclaimed:
I would say that I have more than well described all of my emotions and feelings
toward Maria. And out of fairness to my boys and to folks that I’ve hurt, I’m not
going to say more than this: any of those seemingly goofy feelings that I
described a couple years back have intensified, not dissipated, with time.
(Goldman, 2011)
While this statement is potentially surprising as it was assumed that Sanford had
cut ties with Chapur during the scandal, his declaration of love was not unexpected due to
the manner in which Sanford proclaimed his feelings years earlier. While the New York
Times Magazine focused on Sanford’s renewed declaration of love, the manner in which
Sanford shared this declaration is rhetorically intriguing. Sanford’s original statement on
Chapur being his “soul mate” at the time was perceived as honest and yet inappropriate.
Sanford had just admitted to engaging in an affair and was still married at the time. Thus,
we can see a level of dissonance the audience had with Sanford’s assertion of love to
Chapur. However, the rhetorical situation has vastly changed. Sanford’s marital status has
altered as his marriage to his wife Jenny had formally dissolved. This might enable his
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relationship to be more widely accepted by his audience. Another factor that influences
the persuasive nature of this statement is the manner in which he addressed the question.
Interestingly, Sanford chose to limit his statements “out of fairness to my boys and the
folks that I’ve hurt.” Since the initial revelations of his scandal, Sanford has made clear
his desire to be forgiven. In his journey for redemption, Sanford has illustrated this desire
through his commitment to reconstructing his identity. An important aspect of this is
conveying meekness. By exemplifying the qualities of being meek, Sanford is bringing
the appropriate scope of scrutiny onto his identity and character. This statement illustrates
such an act as he recognizes that although time has passed, the wounds of his actions may
still be fresh to others. As such, he chooses to answer the question in a manner that is still
respectful. This persuades audiences to see Sanford as a humbled and honest individual
and demonstrates the appropriate characteristics of a reconstructed identity.
In the coming months, Sanford continued to reemerge into the spotlight.
Although timid, he attempted to be honest and transparent, continually demonstrating he
was a different individual. In late August, during an interview, Sanford reflected on his
scandal, calling it “a Greek tragedy” (Simmons, 2011). Although common and simplistic,
this term is highly significant in Sanford’s reemergence. The term “Greek Tragedy”
refers to a form of theatre that occurred in Ancient Greece in which an individual, usually
the protagonist, who is of great importance, meets a form of demise due to his own
personal failings. However, our understanding of “Greek Tragedy” emphasizes “the fall”
and overlooks an important aspect.
According to literary scholar E. Beatrice Baston, “A tragic protagonist [who]
commits himself to an undertaking of great magnitude within a given situation and, as a
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result, comes to a spiritual suffering usually followed by perception and death and
possibly by ‘redemption,’” (emphasis added) (Baston, 1994 p. 214). With this
understanding and definition in mind, we can accurately understand and judge what
Sanford means by “Greek Tragedy.” The phrase becomes significant with Sanford’s
follow-up statement:
So much has been damaged and destroyed through what I did. My dad taught me
to never say never, but I can’t really see a way back as a candidate given my
warts. I think what I can do is have an influence on ideas, on the conversation.
Anyone who has ever failed, your prayer is for a second chance, for the ability to
use your talents even if it is in a more limited way. (Simmons, 2011)
This illustrates how and potentially why Sanford describes his life as a “Greek Tragedy.”
Sanford openly acknowledges and criticizes his failures and recognizes that he may never
be able to become a viable candidate for elected politics again. This is evident in his
statement in discussing his failures, but he provides a glimpse into what I believe is a
request he is making towards the audience. Sanford understands that he may never
become a legitimate candidate for politics but desires the ability to still have an influence
on informing and shaping the public’s opinion in regards to politics. This subtle request is
made in conjunction with an appeal to second chances. Sanford addresses this aspect of
the process by acknowledging that “anyone who has ever failed, your prayer is for a
second chance.” His journey has led him to this moment of him asking for a second
chance. For Sanford, the answer and results of his persuasive appeals as well as his
audience’s acceptance of his reconstructed identity will be evident in the months
following these statements.
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A Special Election
Sanford continued to make public appearances over the course of the next year.
However, a few personal events occurred that ensured he was brought back into the
spotlight. In October of 2011, Sanford was hired as a paid political contributor to Fox
News Channel. Sanford became a frequent guest on this network, providing political
insights and engaging in debates with various political pundits. His affair/scandal was
rarely mentioned, and Sanford himself was treated with respect. A more personal event
occurred for Sanford the following year. In August of 2012, Sanford announced his
engagement to his former mistress Chapur. Although the engagement sparked a level of
controversy, Sanford’s engagement and subsequent public appearances allowed the
public to see that Sanford was moving on after the dissolution of his marriage to his exwife Jenny. While these events seem like personal milestones, they would pale in
comparison to an unforeseen occurrence: the resignation of “then-current” South Carolina
Senator Jim DeMint. DeMint announced his resignation on December 2, 2012 to accept
the position as President of The Heritage Foundation, a well-known conservative think
tank in Washington D.C. Due to the state-laws of South Carolina, Governor Nikki Haley
appointed Congressman Tim Scott to fill DeMint’s position. This subsequently created a
vacancy in South Carolina’s first congressional district, which would need to be
appointed through a special election process. This is the same position that was
previously held by Sanford prior to his position as governor. With this knowledge, it did
not take long for members of the media and public to speculate that Sanford was
considering his reentry into politics. The speculations proved to be true as Sanford
emailed previous campaign donors and supporters in an effort to open lines of discourse
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to discuss a potential campaign run for the seat. Then on January 16, 2013, Sanford
announced his campaign for the congressional seat.
Over the next several months, Sanford would campaign across the state of South
Carolina. When asked why he is returning to politics Sanford would reply, “I am running
because our country’s future is at stake. Given our nation’s long-term financial problems,
we need more who have shown themselves to be leaders in standing up to big spenders,
regardless of party” (R. Weiner, 2013). Sanford’s platform centered on the theme of “A
return to a fiscally responsible government.” However, while Sanford campaigned and
primarily focused on politics, he would acknowledge and discuss his personal life and
scandal as well. This lead New York magazine reporter Jason Zengerie to remark:
Sanford has carried his confessional posture into his current campaign. In between
denunciations of the debt and pledges to reduce federal spending he peppers his
stump speech with New Agey self-help talk-digressing on ‘my failings as human
being’ chronicling his “journey,” and appealing to voters on the basis of ‘our
shared humanity.’ (Zengerie, 2013)5
Zengerie’s observations reveal insights on Sanford’s behavior during his campaign.
Although the primary platform of the campaign is centered on the country’s future and
providing potential solutions for its current economic instabilities, it seems as though
Sanford is not just campaigning for a congressional seat but rather for acceptance as well.
Additionally Zengerie observed that “whenever possible,” Sanford would direct his
statements and response to his own personal difficulties and failings. Zenegrie even
observed Sanford discussing the importance of empathy, stating, “Unless you’ve felt pain
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at some level of life, whether it’s self-imposed or otherwise, I don’t think you have the
same level of empathy for people who have gone through some level of suffering.”
Sanford would continue, saying, “I empathize with people at a level that I never did
before in my part because of some pain in my own life.” This leads to Zenegrie’s
proclamation that “Empathy is a dominant theme of Sanford’s campaign.”
These observations coupled with Sanford’s statements reinforce the assertions
made in this analysis: Sanford desires acceptance of his reconstructed identity. Even
though Sanford seems to have made what Zengerie declares a “comeback,” Sanford still
desires that his audience validate the authenticity of his reconstructed identity. While
some critics may perceive Sanford’s use of his scandal and personal life as “political tool
of persuasion,” Sanford does not demonstrate its use for political gain. This is
demonstrated within his discussion on empathy as Sanford shares his belief that empathy
cannot be shared but is experienced. Using this statement as his premise, Sanford
concludes by connecting his scandal to his personal ability to empathize, saying, “I
empathize with people at a level that I never did before in part because of some pain in
my own life.”
While critics may point out that Sanford is campaigning during these statements
and is attempting to bolster his status in an effort to garner further support, this assertion
limits our understanding of Sanford’s rhetoric to the use of rhetorical strategies.
Widening our scope of analysis to understand the context and sphere of Sanford’s
situation, I argue that Sanford is attempting to continually convey his reconstructed
identity. Although it may benefit Sanford to use his personal experiences for political
gain, rhetorically Sanford is attempting to quell concerns and speculations that Sanford
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has not “matured” from his scandal. Sanford is not persuading his audience to vote for
him because of his scandal; he is asking the audience to believe in him.
Although Sanford continually faces criticisms of his personal and political
choices, Sanford’s campaign(s) appeared to be working as Zengerie observed “Sanford
appears to be on track to winning-and enjoying himself for the first time in years.”
Sanford Stumbles
Just days after winning the GOP Party’s nomination for the election, new
accusations were levied towards Sanford, this time by his ex-wife Jenny. On April 17,
2013, Sanford’s ex-wife Jenny accused Mark of trespassing on her property and entering
her home on February 3 of that same year. The official complaint filed by Jenny, “alleges
that Sanford was using his cellphone as a flashlight as he left his ex-wife’s home. The
couple’s divorce settlement says that neither may enter the other’s home without
permission” (Rubin, 2013).
Members of the media immediately began to scrutinize Sanford’s “repentant
behavior.” One reporter pointedly stated, “If his hike on the ‘Appalachian Trail’ wasn’t
enough to creep out voters, how about allegedly sneaking around his ex-wife’s house in
violation of their divorce decree” leading her to claim “He’s not really repentant. He’s
untrustworthy” (Rubin, 2013). Other reporters speculated that the allegations may
provide a boost to Sanford’s democratic opponent Elizabeth Colbert Bush (Tumulty &
Blake, 2013). Later that day, Sanford released a statement that admitted his trespassing
and attempted to clarify the reasons for doing so. He stated:
I did indeed watch the second half of the Super Bowl at the beach house with our
14-year-old son because as a father I didn’t think he should watch it alone. Given
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she was out of town I tried to reach her beforehand to tell her of the situation that
had arisen and met her at the back steps under the light of my cellphone when she
returned and told her what happened. (Rubin, 2013)
Despite his poor choices, Sanford’s response was simple and straightforward. He did not
hide his actions/intentions, choosing to admit to the accusations instead. Interestingly,
Sanford did not apologize for his actions even though he knowingly admits and
acknowledges that he trespassed and violated the constructs of the divorce decree. Up to
this point, Sanford has exhibited apologetic behaviors including but not limited to:
shame, humility, and contrition. The absence of any formal apology has the potential to
contrast against his portrayal of a reconstructed identity. However, as Jenny said years
earlier, “actions have consequences.” As a result of the Jenny’s filing of a compliant,
Sanford was ordered to appear at a court hearing to discuss these violations to be held on
May 9, just two days after the election (Tmulty & Blake, 2013).
Sanford Wins
Despite recent revelations of Sanford trespassing on his wife’s property, the
campaign continued. Over the next few weeks, Sanford continued to meet with the
residents of South Carolina and answer questions on both his political stances and
personal life/beliefs. Then, in the general election on May 7, 2013, Sanford received
fifty-four percent of the vote, beating Elizabeth Colbert Bush and securing his seat in
congress. At his victory party, Sanford thanked his friends and family who assisted him
during his campaign and spoke of his newfound knowledge of human grace he found
through a higher power. He said, “I just want to acknowledged a God not of just of
second chances, but of third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth chances…because
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that’s the reality of our shared humanity” (Camia, 2013). Sanford’s victory speech
rhetorically summarizes his attempts at a reconstructed identity. The construction of this
statement mirrors Sanford’s endeavors for redemption and acceptance. As a result, the
creation of his reconstructed identity assisted him in these goals.
Even though Sanford had won the election, he was still required to appear at a
court hearing for the trespassing complaint filed by his wife. However, Sanford was able
to forego this hearing as Jenny and Mark reached a settlement. The settlement required
that Sanford pay for his ex-wife’s court fees, a total of $5,000 (Lee, 2013). Additionally,
should Sanford violate the decree again he will be required to appear in court. Although a
settlement had been reached, Sanford continued to abstain from providing a formal
apology let alone providing a public statement or comment on the settlement. The
absence of a formal apology departs from the rhetorical sphere Sanford has attempted to
construct. However, the lack of apologetic addresses may be attributed to the timing of
the election.
Sanford winning the election potentially alludes to the audience’s perception of
his character and identity. Just four years earlier, Sanford had found himself embroiled in
a scandal. Rather than lying or denying speculations of his disappearance, Sanford had
opted to tell the truth: he was having an affair. The results of which brought not only
embarrassment and shame to Sanford himself, but more importantly, to others including
his family, friends, constituents and the residents of South Carolina. Despite
embarrassment and setbacks in the forms of both formal and social consequences,
Sanford desired to be forgiven and accepted in society once again. Although Sanford won
the election with 54% of the vote (the lowest he has ever received when running for
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office), the majority of the public voted to put their trust into Mark Sanford again, giving
him a second chance and accepting his reconstructed identity.
Interview and Reflection
Despite the election results and showing of support, critics were skeptical of
calling this a “political comeback story.” Some wondered whether Sanford would be able
to appropriately conduct his duties (referencing his dereliction of duty as governor during
his affair). His constituents however quickly defended him as congressman Mick
Mulvaney said, “[Sanford] has focused on issues. He hasn’t made himself into a
spectacle. He’s working on his committees. He’s trying really hard to do something that
does not come naturally to him: putting time into relationships” (Rosen, 2014).
According to these statements, Sanford does not desire publicity, rather he shies away
from it. This may be attributed to the constant level of scrutiny he faced previously. By in
large, Sanford seemingly succeeded in keeping a low profile. Despite his personal
failures, somehow Sanford was able to garner enough support and faith from South
Carolinians. The only question remains: how?
During Sanford’s apologetic address in 2009, he mentioned an individual several
times by the name “Tom Davis.” At the time, Davis was a close friend who had
previously worked as Sanford’s chief of staff while Sanford served as governor for South
Carolina. During the address Sanford acknowledged that he had failed the “Tom
Davises” of the world and apologized to them. As mentioned previously in this
examination, I argue that Sanford was rhetorically framing Davis’s character and
provided a general apology to anyone who he believed was likened unto Davis. Despite
the scandal and the subsequent fallout, the two have remained close friends. According to
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Davis, Sanford’s election to congress was only made possible due to the apologetic and
penitent behaviors Sanford had exhibited. Davis said, “[Sanford’s] constituents believed
that he was deeply sorry for his past personal failings” (Rosen, 2014). This statement
evaluates Sanford’s persuasive apologetic appeals and suggests that Sanford had
successfully portrayed a penitent attitude and as a result, the audience accepted it. Davis
reinforced this assertion by stating, “The American people are forgiving people. They
want true contrition and true atonement” (Rosen, 2014). Davis’s statement implies that
Sanford’s redemption was contingent upon not only the exhibition of appropriate
apologetic and atoning behaviors, but also the audience’s evaluation of the behaviors and
subsequently Sanford’s authentic identity. This assertion therefore attempts to equate
Sanford’s electoral success with his ability to apologetically atone for his “sins” with the
public.
While Davis seems to evaluate and praise Sanford’s redemption and electoral
success, he leaves one qualifying statement on his thoughts of Mark Sanford’s future,
stating, “A lot of where Mark is able to go from here depends on whether the American
people believe that what he expresses is genuine. I don’t think anything’s impossible”
(Rosen, 2014). Davis’s statement is rhetorically intriguing as its construction is openended, allowing the audience to determine its assertions. The statement itself is direct and
openly acknowledges that Sanford’s forgiveness/redemption is not permanent but is
contingent upon his continual demonstration of his penitent behavior. However, given the
context in which the statement has been provided and Davis’s remarks previous to the
closing statement, Davis seems to insinuate that Sanford has unlimited potential and that
this is due to the public’s perception of Sanford’s genuine behavior. This is evident in the
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statement as he refers not only to his belief that the American public desire authenticity,
but also that when authenticity is evaluated positively, its possibilities are endless. As
previously mentioned, while this statement is open to interpretation, given the rhetorical
context it was provided within, it appears to be constructed in a “foreshadowing” manner.
I conclude that Davis believes that this is only the beginning of Sanford’s reentry into
politics and that his potential is limitless, possibly even presidential. As Davis said, “I
don’t think anything’s impossible.”
Additional Insights and Staying the Course
Despite winning the election and being reelected for congress, details of Sanford’s
past continue to pop up. Most recently, Barton Swaim, a former staff member of Mark
Sanford during his tenure as governor of South Carolina, published a new tell-all memoir.
Swaim’s book, The Speechwriter, recalls his experiences as a speechwriter and staffer for
Sanford. The text provides new details that occurred behind the scenes during Sanford’s
tenure and, most notably, when the affair was announced and the subsequent scandal
ensued. While the text itself was designed and written in a manner that borders on satire
and political commentary, the experiences and accounts are nonetheless worthwhile to
mention in this analysis as they provide intimate details that can only be provided by
individuals close to Sanford. For the purposes of this manuscript, I have primarily
focused on the chapters that discuss Sanford’s scandal and most importantly the areas
that provide insight into Sanford’s rhetoric and identity.
According to Swaim, Sanford’s confession and scandal had far-reaching effects.
For Swaim, the scandal had ruined the legacy of the administration and potentially
everyone who worked for Sanford. Swaim noted, “Everything we’d worked for was
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discredited; everything the administration aimed to achieve in its second term was at an
end. Now we were either out of a job or bound to spend the next year cleaning up the
dirty mess of an irrelevant politician” (Swaim, 2015, p. 159). Although obvious, Swaim’s
personal outlook on this validates the claims of Sanford’s ex-wife and others that Mark
Sanford’s decisions affected more than just his family, but everyone who worked for him
as well.
Swaim’s book also expounded on areas of Sanford’s life that were affected by the
scandal that would remain unknown to us unless we worked directly with or were
personal friends with Sanford. For example, Swaim recalled how Sanford’s use of
language, both written and spoken, would need to change. Swaim said, “The word
integrity is all over our letters. It’s everywhere. It’s not that I don’t think he has integrity.
It’s just that when most people get a letter from him right now they might find the word
‘integrity’ a little—off-putting and ironic” (Swaim, 2015, pp. 174-175). Other changes in
lexicon and syntax became necessary as well. Sanford could no longer say phrases such
as “You are in our prayers” out of fear of offending or upsetting religious individuals.
Additionally, Sanford could no longer use first-person terms in reference to himself and
his wife Jenny as this would call attention to his marriage. Yet, he did not want to use
words or phrases that called attention to his singularity. Letters, notes and literature all
had to be rewritten or carefully scrutinized. At one point Sanford commented on a draft
of a press release that had the phrase “an honest look at the numbers” within it. Sanford
requested to omit the term “honest” and when pressed why, his response was “I’m not
really in a position to lecture people about honesty” (Swaim, 2015, p. 176). As Swaim
recalled, “Scores of words, phrases and concepts, like the governor’s love story,
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forbidden. I couldn’t use the word ‘family,’ for example, or ‘faith’ or ‘cry’ or ‘love.’ Any
of these would have invited the ridicule of the naughtier commentators” (Swaim, 2015, p.
183). Although Swaim’s book is filled with his expressions of disapproval and even
distaste of Sanford, Swaim admitted that when the realization that Sanford had to alter his
lexicon to avoid the appearance of being hypocritical and calling attention to his scandal,
he admitted, “for a moment, I forgave him for everything” (Swaim, 2015, p. 176).
Although Swaim’s memoir ends on the last day Sanford held his position as
governor, the insights provided in his book provide invaluable evidence to Sanford’s
mindset and understanding of apologetic behavior and atonement. While critics may
claim that Sanford’s change in lexicon and language are subtle nuances within the
rhetorical situation, their very existence acknowledges and validates Sanford’s
understanding that his identity as he had known it was over. He could no longer use
words such as “commitment,” or “hiking,” or even the first-person pluralities such as
“we” and “us.” Instead, Sanford had to consciously choose how he was going to
accurately convey his messages that would also convey who he is. Swaim’s memoir is a
record of these facets of Identity Reconstruction that may have gone undocumented.
Although Swaim has since moved onto a different career, his recollection of memories of
Sanford provides insights into the former governor’s apologetic behavior.
Since the special election in 2013, Sanford has continued in his capacity as a
Representative of South Carolina. Although the term would expire in 2016 Sanford
campaigned and subsequently was reelected in the same capacity. His future plans
beyond his current elected position are unknown, but as for now, he has the trust and faith
of the people of South Carolina.
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Journey vs. Strategies
Surprisingly, few examinations of Sanford and his apologetic journey exist in
academia. This is not to say that Sanford has not been the subject of analysis but rather
that analyses on his rhetorical situation were rare. These examples include: an
examination aimed at over sharing when apologizing, a discussion centered on the
media’s role in framing the scandal and the observations of the lack of legal
consequences resulting from publicized knowledge of sexual transgressions, (Jirard,
2011; Sachelben, 2011; Sipes, 2011). However, some literature does exist with aims of
understanding apologetic discourse. Drawing from Rosenfield’s use of analog criticism
and Benoit’s typology of apologetic strategies, Knight attempted to compare and contrast
various apologetic addresses dealing with sexual scandals (Knight, 2011). Although
Knight’s analysis operates within the scope of rhetorical analysis, his findings (much like
Benoit’s) do not add anything that is already known to the genre of apologia (Knight,
2011). Similarly, Moran analyzed multiple political scandals involving sexual affairs,
including Sanford’s. Where Moran’s analysis departs is that her analysis is quantitatively
based and assigns value based on the amount an apologetic strategy is used. However,
Moran qualifies her analysis by admitting that “[it] cannot be concluded that one
restoration strategy is the most effective or can predict the outcome of a scandal” (Moran,
2012, p. 51). Although these analyses may provide some insight, their primary focus is
placed on evaluating the outcomes of apologies in terms of success and failures. This is
not the purpose of rhetorical criticism.
Interestingly, Sanford has not been the core subject of any of Benoit’s recent
examinations. This leads me to question why; as Sanford clearly provides multiple
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addresses and statements, that Benoit could apply his framework for analysis. Although
speculative, I conclude that Benoit chose to forgo an analysis on Sanford due to the factor
of time within Sanford’s rhetorical situation. The majority of individuals subjected to
Benoit’s examinations have apologetic situations that span a few weeks or months at
most. Sanford’s rhetorical situation is unique as it spans six years. I concede that such an
analysis cannot be conducted in real time as it occurs; yet, this does not provide enough
of a justification to not do so. Benoit has updated the findings and analysis of some of his
examinations after new revelations in these associated scandals became known that
provided Benoit with new evidence to analyze. As such, just using the factor of time, we
can understand how Benoit’s theory and application falls short of rhetorical criticism.
If rhetorical scholars examined Sanford’s apologetic situation like Benoit, the
stereotypical results would be found, which may include but is not limited to: acts of
mortification, transcendence, corrective action, etc. Although these strategies provide
insights into the apologist’s actions and the rhetorical sphere, the strategies do not attempt
to explain why such strategies are being used and to what end. Furthermore, if Sanford
was examined under the theory of “Image Restoration” he would only be evaluated on if
his attempts at “repairing” his image were successful. Benoit’s theory does not take into
account the public’s ability to remember and how this factor complicates the rhetorical
genre of apologia. As a result, Sanford would potentially be judged as unsuccessful and
various rhetorical facets that may be influential in his address be ignored and overlooked
as it would be treated as a “fixed rhetorical event,” unable to transcend or evolve.
The approach of Identity Reconstruction accounts for the limitations of “Image
Restoration.” Rather than treating Sanford’s rhetorical situation as a series of addresses
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and strategies, Identity Reconstruction analyzes these rhetorical situations as a journey.
Treating the situation as a journey widens the scope of analysis as it accounts for various
facets previously ignored such as time (for a rhetorical situation to evolve) and memory
(the public’s ability to remember the offending situation). This analysis demonstrates the
benefits of understanding apologetic situations through the theory of Identity
Reconstruction. Treating Sanford’s rhetorical situation as a journey instead of an event
allows us to closely examine his discourses, transforming our understanding of Sanford’s
rhetoric from strategies to behaviors. With this in mind, Sanford’s apologetic statements
and behavior (including his crying) cannot be dismissed as embarrassing and incoherent
ramblings. Rather they were the behaviors of someone who felt remorse and shame and
chose to voluntarily deliver a heart-felt apology. His subsequent actions attempted to
portray his penitent behaviors and represent his journey through atonement. This
validates our assertion that Sanford desired a reconstructed identity in hopes of attaining
redemption from his audiences. Future scholars may analyze, critique and debate whether
Sanford was successful in persuading his audience to accept his reconstructed identity.
As rhetorical critics; however, the endeavors of our analyses are not to be measured or
assumed in terms of success and failure. Rather the purpose of rhetorical criticism
attempts to understand through elucidation with rhetorical theory. The goal is to expand
our understandings of the rhetoric of apology and extrapolate its applications within the
genre. Sanford’s journey of redemption in conjunction with the theory of Identity
Reconstruction properly explains his rhetorical situation and represents the benefits of
rhetorical criticism.
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Chapter 4
“Look, I Don’t Quit.” – The Anthony Weiner Story
“I want it just to be viewed as the full person that I was. And I can’t believe
my entire everything is being engulfed by this—by this thing, and maybe
that’s what happens.” – Anthony Weiner.1
In America’s form of government, it is generally assumed that democratically
elected officials represent the voices of his or her constituents. In theory, the public’s
desires, complaints and support are considered and influential when the elected official
considers taking legislative or executive action. Yet, one of the greatest hurdles elected
officials face is the ability to keep in touch with their base. A single elected individual
may potentially represent millions of others. As a result, it is easy for one voice or
concern to be drowned out by countless others. In the past, in order to stay in touch with
the general public, elected officials used a variety of methods and tools including but not
limited to: letter writing, town hall meetings, and polling. However, thanks to society’s
entry into the digital age, technology has developed that has improved, expanded, and
expedited the process in which individuals are elected. One of the newest and most used
tools by elected officials is social media.
Examples of commonly used forms of social media include: Facebook (the largest
social network in the world), YouTube (a video sharing network) and Twitter (a social
network focused on the dissemination and reception of messages). As a result, elected
officials and politicians are able to connect with the public on a more intimate and
individual basis. When used appropriately and correctly, these tools can extend and
empower an elected official’s abilities to serve their constituents. They can also provide a
sense of intimacy between the public and politicians. At times, elected officials share
1

See Josh Kriegman and Elyse Steinberg. Weiner, Motion picture (2016, MPI Media Group), DVD.
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personal details of their lives in the form of anecdotes or photos with the general public.
While such a level of transparency may be lauded, it does not come without risk. Such is
the case for former representative of New York Anthony Weiner, who represented New
York’s ninth congressional district.
Weiner-gate
On the evening of May 27, 2011, a message was distributed on Twitter under
Anthony Weiner’s twitter username/handle @repweiner. The message was intended to be
privately shared with a college journalism student in Seattle but was accidentally
published publicly and was accessible to over forty thousand users who followed Weiner
and the general public. The message contained a photo, which showed a man from the
waist down wearing boxer briefs with an erect penis clearly outlined in the underwear.
Almost instantly after the post was published it was quickly deleted and a new message
was posted that stated, “Tivo Shot. FB Hacked. Is the blender gonna attack me next?
#TheToasterIsVeryLoyal,” (A. Weiner, 2011b). The new post insinuated that Weiner was
a victim of hacking or malfunctioning equipment. Despite the original tweets deletion
and the new message, the Internet had both witnessed and captured the offensive tweet,
which ensured that it would never be forgotten.
As Weiner returned to his duties at Capitol Hill he was met with numerous
reporters inquiring about the photo’s origins and why it was published to his account.
Attempting to put the tweet behind him, Weiner ignored the reporters initially. However,
when it became clear that they would not leave, he left the chambers of his office and met
with the reporters. Weiner continued to stand by his initial claim that he was hacked or
the Tweet was part of an elaborate hoax to discredit him, stating:
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This was a prank that I’ve now been talking about for a couple of days. I’m not
going to allow it to decide what I talk about for the next week or the next two
weeks. The objective of the person who is doing the mischief is trying to distract
me from what I’m doing. I’ve made a decision. I’m not going to let it happen
today. (Vieira & Curry, 2011).
This statement did not have its intended effect with the press as they instead
changed their focus and began inquiring why Weiner would be following a female
college student. Weiner continued to stand by his position that he did not want to
continue to discuss the issue. However, the questions began to irritate him to the point
that when a reporter requested that Weiner provide a direct answer, Weiner responded,
“You do the questions, I do the answers and this jackass interrupts me?” (Vieira & Curry,
2011). Weiner had not only become irritated with the issue but was beginning to verbally
lash out and attack reporters. If Weiner thought his statement and firm behavior would
quell the media’s interest, it had the opposite effect.
Weiner continued to receive pressure and criticism from the media. As the level
of scrutiny increased Weiner’s responses and explanation began to unravel. Initially,
Weiner denied being the subject within the illicit photo that was tweeted but later had
backtracked saying, “You know, I can’t say with certitude” (Miller, 2011). Weiner’s
story was changing in other aspects as well. At first, he stated that he had notified the
police of the hacking, but when the police were asked to comment on the case their only
response was that they were not notified of the hacking. Clearly, something was not right.
A few days later, the online newspaper Breitbart had obtained and published new images
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that proved Weiner had been sending sexual messages to multiple women. Weiner-gate
had now become a sex scandal.
On June 6, 2011, Weiner provided a brief address and press briefing in an effort
to set the record straight. In his address Weiner admitted responsibility and ownership to
the illicit message sent from Twitter. This message was one in a series of illicit exchanges
he had made with multiple women. He subsequently apologized to the individuals who
were involved and those affected by his actions. Although he admitted responsibility to
sending the message and lying, Weiner refused to resign. This quickly changed as ten
days later new photos were discovered and subsequently released that were more explicit.
Facing increasing calls to resign, Weiner held a press conference on June 16, 2011, and
announced his resignation.
The Sexting Scandal that Never Ends
Like most political scandals, Weiner’s fall from grace appears to be formulaic:
initially deny responsibility and allegations, rebuff accusations, and when the “smoking
gun” is found concede and apologize. Where Weiner departs from this tradition is he
attempted to seek redemption. Two years after Weiner had apologized for sending illicit
texts to multiple women, he believed he could return to a career in politics. In the summer
of June 2013, Weiner campaigned for the Democratic nomination to run for mayor of
New York City. Early on, he was the leading in the polls and was slated to win the
primary. Political pundits and members of the media called Weiner’s reentry into politics
a comeback with overtones of redemption. Despite his early support and success, his
campaign would become doomed. In the midst of his campaign it was discovered that
Weiner had continued to “sext” various women even after his resignation in 2011. This
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was contrary to Weiner’s previous statements that this form of behavior was behind him.
Despite his best efforts at attempting to move his campaign forward as well as the
spotlight, the people of New York City spoke disapprovingly with their votes as Weiner
lost his race and was again ostracized. The story still does not end here.
Again, three years later Weiner found himself in the midst of scrutiny and
scandal. Although Weiner did not hold a public position, his former career as
representative and his wife’s position as a close aide to Presidential Candidate Hillary
Clinton continued to make him a prominent figure in the political sphere. Rumors of new
allegations that Weiner was still sexting began to make headlines in early August of
2016. By the end of the month, the evidence had surfaced. Weiner was not only and
sharing illicit sexual messages, but at one point even sent a text of himself in his
underwear with his toddler son sleeping next to him. It was later discovered that he was
also sexting a 15-year-old girl as well. During the previous two scandals Weiner lost his
job as a representative and his mayoral campaign. This time, Weiner would lose his
marriage as his wife Huma Abedin announced that formal separation would occur.
In an attempt to continue the discussion on Identity Reconstruction, this chapter
examines Anthony Weiner’s reoccurring scandals and their associated apologetic
addresses. In this chapter, I argue that Weiner, much like Mark Sanford, desired
redemption and sought forgiveness through a reconstructed identity. Weiner’s approach
to the initial accusations and his subsequent quest for redemption differ from previous
examinations in this dissertation for three reasons. First, Weiner used primarily defensive
rhetorical strategies in an effort to distance and vindicate himself from the accusations of
impropriety. These defenses failed due to damning evidence that was contrary to
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Weiner’s defense. This leads me to my second argument, which is in his quest to return to
politics, Weiner approached his journey of redemption and forgiveness through a series
of marketing campaigns that portrayed a “new and improved” Anthony Weiner. Initially
these campaigns were successful, and Weiner’s return was lauded by many individuals as
a “comeback story.” However, new evidence surfaced that Weiner’s was both
manipulative and deceptive in his response/explanations of this new evidence in regards
to his previous behavior. As a result, the public used their power to vote and voted
Weiner out of the mayoral election. This leads me to my third main argument:
forgiveness is contingent upon proof of authentic behavior. While previous examinations
in this dissertation discuss the factor of authenticity within apologetic behavior and
discourse, this examination of Anthony Weiner is the first in which authenticity was
challenged, questioned and subsequently exposed. As such, the lack of authenticity
within Weiner’s reconstructed identity resulted in the rejection of his apology and in his
social exile.
This particular case has been subject to rhetorical criticism before. Particularly, in
Benoit’s second edition of Accounts, Excuses, and Apologies, Benoit examines Weiner’s
scandal and apologetic discourse using his typology and theory of image restoration,
(Benoit, 2015). While Benoit’s study provides insights into Weiner’s apologetic
strategies, his methodologies fall short of the purposes of rhetorical criticism. Given that
Weiner’s rhetorical situation has been examined before, this study will differ in two
primary means. First, this study will use rhetorical criticism to examine Weiner’s
rhetorical situation and discourse. A proper application of rhetorical criticism will
provide scholars with insights that explain the motivations within the rhetorical situation
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but also further our knowledge and understanding of apology as a genre. Second,
although Benoit’s text is timely, new resources and events are available that have altered
the rhetorical situation as we understand it. These resources and events will be analyzed
to provide additional knowledge and context that was previously unknown or that had not
occurred to this particular case. In turn, this will add value to our knowledge of Weiner’s
case and our understanding of apology.
In this chapter, I will first provide a brief biography of Anthony Weiner. This will
add further context and enhance our knowledge of his background, enabling us to discern
the differences in his rhetorical patterns and behaviors before his initial scandal and
subsequent redemptive efforts. I will then examine his responses regarding the initial
accusation and the subsequent rhetorical addresses made as the scandal developed and
evolved. This will be repeated for the second and third scandals as well. Throughout
these analyses, I will also include various texts that enhance and contextualize the
rhetorical sphere and Weiner’s attempts of forgiveness and redemption. The purpose of
this analysis is to illustrate that Weiner’s apology was not simply rejected due to the
apologetic strategies he may have used. In fact, the opposite initially occurred as the
American public and citizens of New York seemed to welcome him back into the
political sphere. Rather Weiner’s apology was rejected because it proved to be a farce,
and his reconstructed identity was consequently deemed inauthentic. When an apologetic
individual is not forthright or honest in regards to the offensive behavior, the apologist’s
identity is deemed generic, treated as inauthentic and as a result, the apologist loses the
ability to be forgiven.
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Brief Biography of Anthony Weiner
Born and raised in Brooklyn, Anthony Weiner had a love for New York City.
After graduating from Brooklyn Technical High School in 1981, Weiner attended State
University of New York with hopes of becoming a weatherman. During his career at
SUNY, Weiner altered his career path, opting for a political science degree so he could
be directly involved with his community. After graduating from SUNY, Weiner’s first
job was as an intern for Congressman Charles Schumer. Schumer was impressed with
Weiner’s work ethic so much that Schumer had Weiner move back to New York City
where he worked as a district director for Schumer. Not long after this, Weiner launched
his first political campaign in an attempt to earn a seat for City Council in 1991. Weiner
had won with a narrow victory but had made history as the youngest candidate to have
ever won a City Council seat in New York City.
In 1998, Schumer was retiring as a representative of New York to run for a seat in
the Senate. Weiner believed he was the man to replace Schumer and like his City Council
campaign, Weiner had narrowly attained a victory in the general election. As a
congressman, Weiner was viewed as an “old-fashioned Democrat.” He was loud,
boisterous, and not afraid to voice his support for pro-choice, pro-gun control, and progovernment positions. Weiner’s staunch advocacy made him a target in the increasingly
partisan political arena. This did not deter Weiner who was unafraid to attack his
attackers and even go after Republicans and their leader, President George W. Bush.
It was not until he first met former presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton
that Weiner became acquainted with a woman by the name of Huma Abedin, a close aide
of Hillary. After bumping into each other several times Weiner finally asked Abedin if
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she wanted to go out for a drink in August of 2001 while they were both in attendance at
a Democratic National Committee retreat. Abedin responded that she had to work.
Unsatisfied with this answer, Weiner turned to Abedin’s boss, Clinton and said, “I asked
Huma out for a drink, and she says she has to work. Can you give her the night off?”
During Weiner’s inquiry, Abedin was waving her arms frantically trying to signal to
Clinton that she was not interested in Weiner. Clinton, however, decided otherwise and
gave Weiner permission saying, “Of course all you young people should go out!” The
chairman of the D.N.C., Terry McAuliffe quipped, “Huma Weiner! Oh, my gosh! That’s
so funny.” Abedin recalled that she was mortified, (Van Meter, 2013a, p. 4). The first
date did not go well as Weiner recalled that she ditched him (Abedin disputes Weiner’s
account but admits she was not able to attend the date on time).
Over the next six years, they continued to bump into each other, but it was not
until President Bush’s 2007 State of the Union address that Abedin began to take a
romantic interest in Weiner. During the address, Weiner sat himself between democrat
political rivals Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, serving as buffer between the two.
Abedin sent a text to Weiner, thanking him for his noble actions. The two began to
regularly date and were married in the spring of 2011 with Hillary’s husband, former
President Bill Clinton officiating the wedding. Later that year, the couple announced they
were pregnant, and Abedin gave birth to their son Jordan.
At the time, even though Weiner was a representative and leader for his state at
the national level, a part of him belonged in New York City. In 2005, in the midst of
Weiner’s tenure as a congressman, Weiner attempted to run for the office of mayor of
New York City. Although he gained ground in the final weeks of his campaign he would
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eventually concede, placing second in the election. He considered doing so again in 2009
but chose to sit out the election in favor of staying in office. Despite the criticisms that
Weiner loved the attention brought on by his strong personality, he continued to
unapologetically represent the people of New York. However, this would all change in
May of 2011
The Tweet that Changed Everything
Two factors need to be considered before I discuss this analysis further. First,
Weiner’s handling of this rhetorical situation differs from the previous two examinations
in this dissertation. Unlike Christie or Sanford, Weiner vehemently and aggressively
denied his involvement in the illicit tweet. Additionally, Weiner never held a formal press
conference or provided a formal address to discuss and deny his involvement but rather
opted instead to explain himself in various interviews with multiple members of the
media. This means that the transcripts of Weiner’s statements are mostly in news
interviews and stories and are highly emotional compared to the previous analyses in this
dissertation. Second, Weiner’s rhetorical situation and attempts at Identity
Reconstruction, much like Sanford’s, spans multiple years. Where Weiner differs is that
his scandal became compounded as new evidence and events concerning the scandal
occur, affecting the context and audience’s perception of the scandal throughout this
period of time. These events and their impact on the rhetorical situation reinforce the
validity of Identity Reconstruction as it the texts will show both the audience’s
acceptance and rejection of Weiner based upon his apologetic behaviors.
On the evening of May 27, 2011, Weiner had taken to Twitter to share his
thoughts on various topics and events that were occurring. Most of the tweets during this
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time focused on a hockey game as Weiner is a well-known fan of the sport. In the midst
of the steady stream of tweets, one appeared that was unexpected and was like any other
that Weiner had shared before. The picture was of a man from the waist down who was
wearing boxer briefs with the outline of an erect penis that was clearly the focus of the
picture. The tweet was quickly deleted but not before being witnessed by thousands of
Weiner’s followers and various other twitter users. The post following the deletion of the
scandalous tweet was Weiner’s explanation which states, “Tivo shot. FB hacked. Is my
blender gonna attack me next? #TheToasterIsVeryLoyal,” (Weiner, 2011b). Weiner’s
explanation attempts to mitigate the sext that was shared on his Twitter feed in two
aspects. First, prior to the sext, Weiner had provided a series of tweets that described his
frustration with his television recording device (Tivo) as it had not properly recorded
various television shows and programs. In essence, Weiner’s audience had already
known that he had been having technological problems prior to the illicit tweet. Leading
his explanation of the sext with “Tivo shot. FB [Facebook] hacked” enables Weiner to
frame the tweet as just another technological problem he has encountered and provides a
level of probability for his audience to accept this as a reasonable excuse. Second, in
Weiner’s explanation of the illicit tweet he uses a level of humor by saying “Is my
blender gonna attack me next?” Weiner even follows this inquiry with a hashtag by
proclaiming that “#TheToasterIsVeryLoyal.” Using humor, Weiner seems merely to be
chronicling his evening struggles. He is minimizing the ordeal and asking his audience to
forget what they had seen and move beyond the offensive tweet.
The next morning the American media was frenzied with the illicit tweet. Despite
the attention and controversy, many of Weiner’s supporters came to his defense. Among
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these individuals included his mentor Senator Charles Schumer who said at a press
conference, “I would be virtually certain that he would have nothing to do with this”
(Morales, 2011). Members of the public also voiced their defenses calling it a “hoax” or
“prank.” Weiner attempted to reestablish normalcy in his life, even using Twitter by
sharing what he was doing as a congressman, however, Weiner was able to reinforce the
statements of those deceiving him by tweeting, “Touche Prof Moriarty. More Weiner
Jokes for all my guests! #Hacked!” (A. Weiner, 2011c). Weiner’s tweet makes reference
to the literary character from Sir Author Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes. In the series,
Professor Moriarty is the antagonist who attempts to disenfranchise and discredit
detective Sherlock Holmes, using any means necessary. By making reference to
Moriarty, Weiner implies two things. First, that he has a nemesis that seeks Weiner’s
demise. This allows Weiner to frame the illicit message as an attack against himself and
his character. Second, Weiner is also implying that he is the protagonist of the story, the
hero who has been victimized by another. The statement attempts to bolster Weiner’s
credibility and simultaneously shifts the spotlight to search for the culprit of the illicit
tweet. While many of Weiner’s supporters believed Weiner’s explanation and in his
innocence, members of the media still required answers before judgment could be cast.
On the morning of May 28, 2011, Weiner was back at work on Capitol Hill and,
as previously stated, was attempting to reestablish a level of normalcy in his life. A
crowd of reporters in the rotunda demanded an audience with Weiner to inquire of the
nature and responsibility behind the illicit tweet. Initially Weiner had ignored the
reporters but changed his mind later in the day when it was evident that the members of
the press would not leave. Weiner attempted to field questions, but the throng of reporters
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were speaking simultaneously making it difficult for him to respond appropriately. At
one point, Weiner attempted to establish order and set guidelines by saying, “I’m going to
have to ask that we follow some rules here, and one of those is going to be you ask, I give
the answer. Does that seem reasonable?” (Vieira & Curry, 2011). As a reporter was about
to affirm his answer, another quickly quipped saying, “A direct answer.” Weiner’s tone
of voice changed from steady and commanding to condescending and irritable when he
then responded angrily, “You do the question—that would be reasonable. You do the
questions, I do the answers and this jackass interrupts me? How about that as the new
rule of the game?” (Vieira & Curry, 2011). Initially, this response may be perceived as an
overreaction, Weiner’s reaction and verbal attack does not follow the perception of
appropriate decorum for a congressman. However, as mentioned previously, Weiner was
known to be sharp and passionate, so although it may be perceived as inappropriate, the
reporters were expecting such behavior.
As mentioned previously, when questioned on who was the author of the illicit
tweet Weiner would use various themes that provided attribution to an invisible or
unknown third party such as a hoax, hacking and pranking. Despite these attributions,
Weiner was receiving inquires on the authorship of the tweet and as a result decided to
provide a firm opinion or statement on the matter, saying:
This was a prank that I’ve now been talking about for a couple of days. I’m not
going to allow it to decide what I talk about for the next week or the next two
weeks. The objective of the person who is doing the mischief is to try to distract
me from what I’m doing. I’ve made a decision. I’m not going to let it happen
today. (Vieira & Curry, 2011)
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Weiner reiterates his previous statements by acknowledging that this topic and question
has taken center stage of his life for a number of days now. However, Weiner’s delivery
of this statement is firm as he follows his initial comment with the statement that he will
not allow this topic to control his life in the future. Weiner in fact repeats this twice more
saying, “I’ve made a decision. I’m not going to let it happen today.” While it is
understandable that Weiner does not want to be pestered with discussion and inquiries on
the illicit message, critics may argue against this mindset, referring to Weiner’s position
as a representative of the people, thereby implying that it is his duty to answer the queries
and calls of his supporters and constituents.
This would prove to be the case despite Weiner’s attempt to redirect the
discussion, reporters again (in the same briefing) asked him about the publisher and
subject of the tweet, Weiner responded, “If I were giving a speech to 45,000 people and
someone in the back threw a pie or yelled out an insult I would not spend the next two
hours of my speech responding to that pie or insult” (Vieira & Curry, 2011). When
questioned on if he had sought assistance from the police Weiner repeats his analogy, “If
I was giving a speech to 45,000 people and someone in the back of the room threw a pie
or yelled out an insult, would I spend the next two hours responding to that? No.” This
statement is a near replicate of the previous statement with one difference: it ended in a
question. By responding to the reporter’s question with a rhetorical question of his own,
Weiner is attempting to ask the audience and reporters to find it within their own
conscience to end the discussion on this topic. Weiner then ended the interview: “You
know, I have I think I said this a couple of ways and I’ll say it again. I’m not going to
permit myself to be distracted by this issue any longer.”
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Weiner’s attempt at ending discussions about the tweet is rhetorically interesting
for two reasons. First, Weiner does not attempt to provide a timeline or plan on how this
“scandal” is to be resolved. This begs the question as to why Weiner would so vigorously
defend himself but not attempt to provide any plans or discuss how he is going to resolve
the situation. He simply wants the public and media to move on to different topics of
discussion. This leads me to my second observation, Weiner wants to control the
narrative or discussion surrounding the tweet. As a victim, Weiner seeks to clarify that he
was not responsible for nor the subject of the illicit tweet. Yet, despite claiming to be the
victim, Weiner despises continued queries and discussions of the tweet. His justifications
are to normalize his life and move forward, but the entireties of his motivations remain
unknown. This leaves Weiner with few options except to continue to defend himself.
Interview with Wolf Blitzer
On June 1, 2011, Weiner accepted an invitation to be interviewed live on CNN by
news anchor Wolf Blitzer. The interview last approximately 16 min and was one of the
more extensive interviews Weiner had conducted in regards to the illicit tweet. Weiner’s
responses are quite lengthy. As such, this portion of the analysis will be edited for brevity
in an effort to provide a concise examination of Weiner’s defensive rhetoric.
During the beginning portion of the interview, Weiner would provide direct
answers but continued to deny responsibility for the tweet. However, when the question
was posed if Weiner was the subject of the photo (a photo of himself), Weiner’s direct
responses halted as he stated:
I can tell you this. We have a firm that we’ve hired—I’ve seen it, it’s—I’ve seen
it—a firm that we’ve hired to get to the bottom of it. I can tell you this, that
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photos can be manipulated. Photos can be of one thing changed to look like
something else. We’re going to try to get to the bottom of what happened. What it
really is was, I think, a prank. I’m treating it like a prank and trying to get back to
the work I am trying to do. I understand you want to pursue the story and we’re
going to try to help you the best we can. (Holmes et al., 2011)2
Weiner does not directly respond or answer Blitzer’s question. The question was asked if
the photo is of Weiner. Instead of simply saying “yes or no” Weiner chose to respond by
stating what actions he has taken to get to the bottom of the prank. This is not an
appropriate response and can be viewed by audiences as an attempt to dodge or move the
conversation to another area of inquiry. This is demonstrated in Weiner’s discussion of
the manipulation of photography. Again, this topic was not part of the initial question but
nonetheless is present in Weiner’s response. Weiner wants to cast a level of doubt or
ambiguity in regards to the nature of the photo. This presents a conflicting view for
audiences, as Weiner does not deny that the photo of is of himself but also does not
affirm its existence either. Such ambiguity can mislead or confuse the audience, which
contradicts the purpose of claiming victimization. Additionally, Weiner seems to make a
passive aggressive attack at Blitzer as he says, “I understand you want to pursue the
story.” This statement seems to insinuate that Blitzer, like other members of the media,
will not move on from this discussion. This rhetorical slight can be taken as an attack as
Weiner has stated multiple times previously that he wants to move on from the
conversation.
Dissatisfied with Weiner’s responses, Blitzer rephrased the question again, this
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In an effort to maintain uniformity, I will only cite the artifact once during this portion of the analysis. I
will resume citing when a new text or source is introduced.
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time asking if Weiner would recognize if the underwear in the photo were his own and
then showing him the photo again. Weiner initially begins to respond but then stops and
chooses to show a nonverbal level of disgust as he points out, “I appreciate you
continuing to flash that at me.” Weiner is referring to the photograph taken from the illicit
tweet that Blitzer has displayed to Weiner. Although the photo may be perceived as
inappropriate, Weiner’s reaction is interesting. Blitzer cautiously showed the photo, he
slid it out of a stack of notes or papers and kept it parallel to the ground only angling it
quickly for Weiner to see and then quickly covering it up with his papers. This may have
been done for two reasons. First, Blitzer is aware of FCC guidelines with displays of
nudity and sexuality on television. The second reason may be that Blitzer himself is
embarrassed or views the photograph as inappropriate. Blitzer’s motivations are
unknown, but it is clear that he is taking caution in displaying the photo to Weiner. This
makes Weiner’s reaction intriguing, as Blitzer was not continuously displaying the photo
or handing it to him. Rather than asking Blitzer to stop showing the photo or simply
ignoring it, Weiner calls attention to Blitzer. By calling attention to Blitzer’s actions in
showing Weiner the photo, Weiner is attempting to frame Blitzer’s actions as
inappropriate in an effort to discredit not only Blitzer but also the interview itself.
Weiner would move on, making references to his previous comment that
photographs can be manipulated and that he is attempting to get to the bottom of what
happened. However, he does begin to answer the question by saying, “It certainly doesn’t
look familiar to me, but I don’t want to say with certitude to you something that I don’t
know to be the certain truth.” Weiner’s statement does not answer the question with a
simple “yes” or “no” but rather attempts to cloud or mystify his knowledge on whether he
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has seen the photo. This complicates the audience’s interpretation of Weiner’s knowledge
or responsibility as no clear answer is provided. Recognizing this, Blitzer took a different
approach and asked a more direct question: has Weiner taken a photo like this? This time
Weiner responded saying, “I can tell you this, that there are—I have photographs. I don’t
know what photographs are out there in the world of me. I don’t know what things have
been manipulated and doctored, and we’re going to find out what happened.” This is
significant. Had Weiner continued to state that photographs of himself in underwear do
exist the audience would have derived at least two assumptions or speculations. First, that
Weiner had said these photos exist but that others have access to them. This would lead
to speculations that Weiner has sexted individuals in the past and have provided a greater
level of probability to the argument that Weiner was indeed the author of the tweet. This
would lead Weiner’s audience to my second point: who received these pictures?
As mentioned previously, Weiner had married his wife Huma earlier in 2011. It is
entirely possible that Huma may have received these photos, but this does not explain
how they made it to the public domain. This may lead the audience to conclude that
Weiner has shared these photographs with other individuals, furthering the speculation
that Weiner himself may have been the author and publisher of the illicit tweet. Weiner
was able to avoid this however by stating that he has photographs. Even though he does
not specify that, they are illicit or of the type, by responding that he has photographs not
only affirms their existence but also then frames Weiner as the owner of them. This
lessens the potential speculation that Weiner may encounter and strengthens the validity
behind his “hacking” claim as someone would need to access his personal files or enter
his digital domain to gain ownership of his photos.
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Despite acknowledging that photos exist that are similar in nature to the offensive
tweet, Weiner attempted to shift the conversation to his concerns, “The most important
reason I want to find out what happened is to make sure it doesn’t happen again.
Obviously somebody got access to my account; that’s bad.” Weiner is attempting to shift
the focus of the rhetorical situation by attempting to persuade his audience to see the
“greater sin” of hacking as center to the discussion, not the illicit message and its origins.
This is reinforced in Weiner’s follow up statement when Blitzer asks Weiner if he
has approached the police about the hacking. Weiner responded:
Have I called the cops or the FBI because someone sent spam? No. However I did
get a firm, a law firm who specializes in these things. Every day, Wolf, people
have stuff like this happen. It’s regrettable, but it’s true, every day. Every day it
doesn’t become a federal case.
Weiner again is attempting to frame the hacking and the rhetorical situation as a nonissue for the audiences. This is indicated in his response as he stated he has not contacted
local or federal law enforcement but is rather attempting to handle the situation and
investigation internally. He justifies his handling of this issue by explaining that cases
like these happen every day and that law enforcement should not be used on petty
grievances which in turn cost tax payers. By handling the alleged hacking internally,
Weiner is persuading the audience to see his actions as noble for wanting to downplay the
hacking. This reinforces his ethos as a credible individual and competent representative
of the people of New York City.
Despite Weiner’s objections to the significance of the tweet, Blitzer continued the
interview but transitioned asking why Weiner is engaging or following young women on
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Twitter. Weiner objected to this question saying:
Look, I’m not going to get into how I communicate with people on social media.
I’m not going to open the door to like, did I send someone a note that said, thank
you for following me. All I can say this. There was nothing […] inappropriate.
There is standard communication that people have on social media. I tweet all the
time. It’s a playful combative feed.
Weiner’s objecting to discussing who he follows on social media and how or why
he engages them should not come as a surprise to audiences by now. He justifies his
objections by voicing that the discourses he engages in are normal on social media. For
Weiner, this is a tool that enables him to connect and communicate with supporters and
critics on an individual level. He attempts to put speculation to rest that nothing was
exchanged between him and the woman whom the illicit tweet was originally directed at
that can be viewed as inappropriate.
Blitzer then pointedly asked Weiner if he was hiding or covering for anyone.
Weiner quipped quickly “yes” and expanded his response explaining that he was
protecting his wife, saying, “Every day [she] is waking up to these insane stories that are
getting so far from reality. I don’t think she imagined that it would be this, these bizarre
stories about people who are connected to me by eight or nine rings of connection on
social media. I’m protecting her the best I can.” Weiner’s statement adds a level of
“shock value” to the interview. Blitzer’s question was meant to inquire if Weiner was
either hiding the perpetrator of the illicit tweet or covering for an individual engaged in
other illicit behaviors. Weiner’s response initially catches Blitzer off guard as he did not
expect such a pointed retort. When Weiner states that he is protecting his wife Abedin
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from this debacle, Blitzer agrees with Weiner’s sentiment and even says, “I know your
wife. She’s a great lady and you’re a very lucky man to be married to her.” By bringing
his wife into the discussion, Weiner accomplishes two things. First, he shifts the spotlight
from himself and the discussion of the tweet to his wife. This shift moves the discussion
from speculation to empathy for a woman who has recently been married and is now
witness to a situation that she is related to but has no part of. This leads me to my second
point that Weiner humanizes himself and the situation through his wife. Bringing his wife
into the discussion is strategically persuasive as it has the potential to invoke compassion
in the audience. By bringing his relationship and his wife into the discussion, Weiner is
attempting to persuade the audience of the potential damage the media is causing to his
marriage and his wife with this story.
Blitzer closed the interview by asking the reasoning behind Weiner verbally
accosting a reporter at the Capitol building. Blitzer called Weiner’s engagement terrible
and defended the reporter citing his experience and character. Weiner acknowledged that
his performance was poor but also defended himself citing the media’s refusal to let the
discussion die. Weiner said, “I had made a decision, I’m drawing the line. I’m not going
to talk about this anymore. Did I draw it in too stern of a way? Was I too—was I too
taciturn? That’s why you and I are sitting here today. That I regret the way I handled it
yesterday, and I’m trying to deal with it better today.” This statement is interesting as
Weiner is admitting fault to overreacting with the reporter but does not apologize for his
actions. Instead of apologizing, Weiner defends himself referring to how he has
repeatedly addressed the media on this topic and yet still, they seek answers from him.
Weiner is framing his actions as an act of desperation. Having been cornered by the
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media and exhausted all options, Weiner conveyed that he had no other choice but to
emphatically express his disdain. The discussion of this event allows Weiner to provide
context to his actions, which in turn enables his ability to frame the situation as he sees
fit. By framing his actions as acts of desperation, Weiner provides a level of probability
and justification for his behavior whereas previously, audiences may have perceived his
actions as verbal attacks as “bullying” or disrespectful.
Despite agreeing to be interviewed, Weiner demonstrated his desire to control the
discourse. Examples of this include the multiple references he makes to “drawing a line.”
This “line” that Weiner refers to is a demarcation that is rhetorically constructed in an
effort to temper the discourse surrounding the illicit tweet. Weiner states this multiple
times in an effort to show both his attitude towards the rhetorical situation and his
intentions on how he expects to approach discussing it in the future. Additionally, Weiner
handled interviews and discussions that shifted the discussion from the rhetorical
situation to other nuanced topics such as taxpayer costs, his wife thrust into the spotlight
and the media’s approach to the topic.
Unraveling Excuses
Despite Weiner’s excuses, critics still argued that Weiner had not done enough to
answer questions. For example, Chris Lehane, a Democratic strategist, believed that
Weiner’s explanations came too late, saying, “You aren’t going to get by on a story of
this nature without giving a comprehensive explanation. The only way you can put out a
fire that has been ignited with bad information is to douse it with good information”
(Miller, 2011). Lehane insinuates that by becoming more forthright and addressing the
issue head on, Weiner may have had a chance to suppress the rising interest and its
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associated consequences. This principle resonates with our current knowledge and
understanding of apologia. Even Benoit has asserted that particular rhetorical strategies
when used immediately can lessen the consequences on one’s image, (Benoit, 2015a).
Unfortunately, we will never know the outcomes of such a notion in Weiner’s rhetorical
situation as he provided unverified excuses and took a dismissive approach to the illicit
tweet, an approach that would prove to be his demise.
Following his interview with Blitzer, Weiner seemed as though he could not
adhere to his original statements. The next day while fielding questions from reporters,
Weiner encountered a similar question about if the photo might be his own. Weiner
responded skeptically, “You know I can’t say with certitude,” (Miller, 2011). When
pressed if he could not identify if the photo was indeed of himself Weiner said, “There
are photographs of me in the world,” but would go on saying, “I can definitively say that
I did not send this,” (Miller, 2011). While this mirrors Weiner’s previous assertions that
he had been hacked and denies him of responsibility, his mentioning that similar photos
do exist of him and are “out there” run contrary against his previous statements. This
phrasing implies that they were distributed or given to someone. Critics may argue that
such a rhetorical shift is inconsequential; however, Weiner’s deviations from his previous
explanations have the potential to bring increase scrutiny to Weiner’s plight and
associated consequences.
Media coverage continued and speculations increased on the topic, and although
Weiner had provided statements it was not satisfactory to the media. Weiner’s snarky
attitude and brash approach soon came to an end as a news website posted evidence that
changed Weiner’s discourse of the situation and his standing with the public forever.
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I Tweeted a Photo of Myself
Up to this point Weiner had not only denied vehemently accusations that he had
sent the lewd tweet but at times even attacked those who questioned his moral standing
and character. This all would change. This portion of the analysis seeks to examine
Weiner’s apologetic discourse and behavior and how knowledge of Weiner’s lying and
denial affected perception of his apology.
On June 6, 2011, a conservative news website named Breitbart published photos
on its site of Weiner shirtless. The site reported they not only obtained this photo from
another woman who claimed Weiner was sending illicit messages to her but also had
obtained other photos that were sexually graphic in nature (Muñoz-Temple, 2011). After
the publication of this new information and photo, Weiner held a press conference. As
Weiner approached the podium that day he was visibly different: his shoulders slumped,
he looked down at the floor with a somber look on his face. As he began, his boisterous
voice was replaced with nervousness as he struggled to clear his throat, “I’d like to make
it clear that I have made terrible mistakes, that have hurt the people I care about the most,
and I am deeply sorry. I have not been honest with myself, my family, my constituents,
my friends, and supporters and the media” (Baldwin, Bolduan, Snow, & Blitzer, 2011).
Weiner immediately acknowledges his mistakes and the impact they have had on other
individuals. He then provides an apology in which he acknowledges numerous groups
and individuals including members of the press. Although Weiner does not explicitly at
this time does not acknowledge what he has done wrong, his willingness to admit fault
and apologize to those whom he has hurt are symbolic traits of atonement. Drawing from
his opening statement, it can be inferred that Weiner desires to be forgiven.
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Weiner continued his statement by sharing details of what occurred one week ago
on Twitter. He explained that he posted the tweet when he originally meant to send it as a
direct message. Realizing his mistake, Weiner began to panic and deleted the tweet
almost immediately and then claimed he was hacked. He even acknowledges that he
“continued with that story…which is a usually regrettable mistake” (Baldwin et al.,
2011).3 Although this provides further context behind Weiner’s mindset, he uses an
interesting phrase when describing how and why he chose to create the false narrative of
being hacked. Weiner explains that he “continued with that story” but then chose to
evaluate his decision by saying it is “usually a regrettable mistake.” Weiner
problematizes his evaluation through the use of the word “usually.” This word is typically
used as a qualifier, meaning that his evaluation is not universally applicable. This seems
to imply that Weiner believes that it may be appropriate to lie and that it works. As
previously discussed, apologetic rhetoric requires the offending individual to not only
admit their wrongdoing but also acknowledge it in such a way that illustrates remorse.
The offender must leave no doubt in the minds of the audience that he or she is sorrowful
for their actions. Weiner’s use of “usually” has the potential to evoke doubt in the minds
of his audience.
Weiner then transitioned to acknowledging the woman whom the tweet was
directed towards and apologize to her as well. He then went into further details of his
responsibility by making this admission. As he began this portion of his statement Weiner
began to become choked up, tearful and would eventually cry, particularly at the point
when he mentions his wife. He said, “To be clear, the picture was of me and I sent it. I
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am deeply sorry for the pain this has caused my wife Huma and our family and my
constituents, my friends, supporters and staff.” Again, Weiner demonstrates his
personalized level of sorrow through not only apologizing to various individuals but also
by displaying appropriate apologetic behavior in the form of crying. Although Weiner
has already apologized to these individuals earlier in his address, his decision to do so
again has the potential to increase the validity of his apology. An apology is not meant to
be a statement that provides a simplified acknowledgement and request for forgiveness.
Rather an apology is meant to demonstrate a level of empathy that can only be obtained
through true sorrow. With this understanding, individuals may apologize multiple times
to demonstrate their sorrow. Weiner expresses this in his statements but takes it a step
further by crying. This behavior is culturally associated with apology as crying is
perceived as an outward demonstration of sorrow. As such, crying provides audiences
with the perception of an apologist’s mindset and in turn increases the persuasive appeal
of the apology.
Weiner then explained in detail a secret life he had been living. According to
Weiner, he had been engaging in inappropriate conversations with several women using
various forms of media over the course of the last three years. Some of these messages
were explicit in nature and included pictures similar to that in the lewd tweet. Weiner
then contextualized these online relationships, saying, “For the most part, these
relations—these communications took place before my marriage, though some have
sadly took place after.” Weiner would further qualify these relationships by explaining,
“To be clear, I have not met any of these women or had physical relationships at any
time.” This statement provides a level of transparency that is indicative of sorrow and
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redemption. However, one aspect of the statement may prove troubling for Weiner. At
the beginning of the statement where Weiner starts to contextualize these interactions
with the women he says, “For the most part these relations—these communications.”
When examining the transcript, it appears as though Weiner is accounting for everything
he has done wrong. When examining the speech itself, Weiner actually made a verbal
mistake as he was reading from his prepared statement and corrected it quickly. While
both words and phrasing are appropriate and correct, I believe Weiner’s prepared
statement was constructed in a manner to frame these “relations” with these women as
mere messages of communication and not as formal relationships. This assertion is
further reinforced by the fact Weiner at no other time in his statement describes these
interactions as “relationships.” Additionally, it should be mentioned that this statement is
important in the apologetic process as it provides context and understanding for the
audience. This reinforces its significance within the apologetic process, as it will be used
to measure Weiner’s apologetic identity in its present and future form.
At the conclusion of his statement, Weiner again reiterated what he had done
wrong through acknowledging his actions and the harm and pain he has caused. He then
offered one last apology to his wife, family, and supporters before allowing the press to
ask questions. Weiner’s statement and apology is the shortest we have examined thus far
in this dissertation (totaling almost 3 min in length). It is important to note that Weiner’s
delivery differed as he read from a prepared statement and tried not to make eye contact
with the audience until the statement was finished. This acknowledgement, along with its
implications, will be discussed at greater length later in this chapter.
As Weiner opened the briefing to questions from reporters, the first and most
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requested question was if Weiner would resign. Weiner’s response is somewhat
problematic as he refers to why he has provided an apologetic statement: that he regrets
his behavior. While this is obvious to the audience, Weiner uses it in an attempt to
overshadow his answer of “I am not resigning.” Immediately after answering his
question, Weiner then provides a lengthy explanation citing his long history with the
community and career in politics. Weiner then ends by alluding to his hope that the
citizens of his district will forgive him, saying, “I hope that they see fit to see in the light
that it is, which is a deeply regrettable mistake.” Although Weiner answers the question,
his decision to not dwell on the question and provide a greater depth of understanding for
audiences implies that Weiner is not willing to engage in discourse that may enable his
ability to reconcile and be forgiven. This assertion is reinforced as another reporter
inquired on the appropriateness of a congressman engaging in such lewd behavior.
Weiner responded saying, “I think it’s more inappropriate that the things I have done
since I have been married. My primary sense of regret and my primary apology goes to
my wife.” Although Weiner’s response is correct, he frames his behavior as “more
appropriate” prior to marriage than after he was married. Rather than simply
acknowledge and say, “I was wrong,” Weiner chooses to place a greater emphasis on one
portion of his behavioral timeline than the other. It is plausible that Weiner is attempting
to appear more apologetic towards his wife, but this should not be accomplished through
downplaying his behavior prior to his marriage. This nullifies the purpose of atonement,
as Weiner needs to fully acknowledge his behavior, regardless of what time period it
occurred.
Weiner continued to field questions on numerous topics. Examples of these
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include questions about his sex life, if he would seek professional help, the age of the
women he exchanged messages with and if he has any history of substance abuse that
may have led to this behavior. Weiner fielded these questions, attempting to clarify or
reiterate what he had previously stated. However, one question caught Weiner off guard.
When asked if he had cheated or if this behavior was some kind of “frat boy antic,”
Weiner’s response was surprising. He responded:
I’ll leave it to someone else. I mean, all I can do is give you the facts that I laid
out in my statement. I know that I never met these women and I know never
really had much desire to and to me it was almost a frivolous exchange among
friends that I don’t think made an important enough distinction about how hurtful
it was and how inappropriate it was (emphasis added).
This particular comment demonstrates that Weiner is not apologetic for his behavior.
Rather than providing a “yes” or “no” answer, Weiner attempts to mitigate what he has
done through minimization. The use of minimization is a highly inappropriate approach
to an apologetic situation, especially if an apologist, like Weiner, desires forgiveness. By
minimizing his actions and mitigating their meaning with the reporter and symbolically
the audience, Weiner is providing all audiences a view of his true identity. Weiner is not
sorry for his behavior; he was sorry he was caught.
While Weiner is apologetic and transparent, his approach to discourse concerning
his behavior does not fulfill the requirements of atonement. Although my assertion is
strong, the evidence supporting it is unequivocal. Additional evidence of his unapologetic
behavior and mindset can be examined in one of his final statements of his press briefing
as Weiner was asked if his behavior violated the oath of his office. Weiner asserted:
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I am deeply sorry that I lied about this, but at the end of the day, I lied because I
was embarrassed. I lied because I was ashamed of what I had done and didn’t
want to get caught. But did I violate the constitution of the United States by lying
about posting a Twitter post? I certainly don’t think so and I haven’t spoke to
anyone who did, but if people want to say this is a violation of my oath because I
sent a Twitter that I regretted and I lied about it and obviously people are entitled
to their…[opinion].
Weiner may be correct in his response, as he may have very well not violated the oath of
his office. Yet, Weiner’s defense falls short of the question if his behavior was
unbecoming of a congressman. While Weiner’s defense may be lawfully correct, he does
not take into account the morals and ethics of his audience and potentially failing to
fulfill the symbolic requirements of atonement.
At the conclusion of Weiner’s briefing, he was quickly ushered out of the room
and attempted to forgo any discussion or meetings with the press in the coming days.
This would all change once again 10 days later as new photographs surfaced that
ultimately force Weiner to backtrack on his statement regarding his resignation.
Resignation
On the morning of June 16 2011, the news website Breitbart published another
illicit photograph of Weiner sent to yet another woman who contacted them, (MuñozTemple, 2011). Having faced increased calls and pressure to resign, even from current
President Barack Obama, Weiner held a press conference that same day to address these
new photos and his future in politics.
Weiner approached the podium rather differently than he had at his previous press
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briefing just ten days earlier. Weiner swiftly approached the podium and immediately
began speaking, “I am here today to again apologize for the personal mistakes I have
made and the embarrassment I have caused. I make this apology to my neighbors and my
constituents but I make it particularly to my wife Huma,” (Weiner, 2011a). Weiner would
then transition to stating that he hoped to continue in his capacity as a representative of
his district but realizes this will not occur. He continued:
Unfortunately, the distraction that I have created has made that impossible, so
today I am announcing my resignation from Congress, so my colleagues can get
back to work, my neighbors can choose a new representative and most
importantly that my wife and I can continue to heal from the damage I have
caused. To repeat, most importantly, most importantly, so that I can continue to
heal from the damage that I have caused. (Weiner, 2011a)
In Weiner’s statement, he acknowledges his offensive behavior and again
apologizes for the embarrassment and harm he has caused others. Interestingly, Weiner
does not cite the scandal or his inappropriate behavior as the motivation behind his
resignation. Rather he asserts that he has created what he has labeled a “distraction.” This
label can be construed as an oversimplification of the complicated situation he has
created. This notion is reinforced when Weiner provides further reasoning for his
resignation, citing that it would enable his colleagues to work again and allow his
constituents to elect a new representative. Although these reasons are valid, Weiner’s
framing of his motives minimize the scandal he has caused. Rather than calling his
rhetorical situation a scandal, Weiner opts to describe his situation as a distraction. This
act of minimization again demonstrates Weiner’s unapologetic behavior and approach.
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While it is understandable that Weiner desired to remain in office, the newly released
explicit photos provide greater context behind Weiner’s behavior, adding further damage
to his ethos along with his associated explanations and apologies. Weiner’s actions
prevent him from staying in office, but his reasoning behind his resignation illustrates his
failure to fully understand the gravity of his scandal and provides insight into his
approach to the rhetoric of apology.
Weiner then ended his speech saying he would be looking for other ways to
contribute his talents, “to make sure that we live up to that most New York and American
of ideals.” Weiner then ended his speech; he did not field questions and swiftly left the
room. It should be mentioned that throughout the duration his speech, Weiner was
heckled continuously by individuals who asked various questions about his anatomy and
inappropriate relationships. This may have had an adverse impact on Weiner during his
delivery and as such, must be taken into consideration. After his press conference,
Weiner was last seen at a Long Island grocery store with his wife Abedin. The next time
Weiner was in the news was when he and his wife announced the birth of their son
Jordan in December of 2011. Weiner was rarely seen in public for almost two years.
Weiner Reborn
“We are back to being treated like candidates. I went through that bad thing and
now I’m and now I’m back. Now I mean with a completely different identity, and
I’m getting all this attention, which wasn’t—again, wasn’t a terrible comfortable
place, but you know, I thought it was going pretty well.”
--Anthony Weiner4
In July of 2012, Weiner, accompanied by his wife and his son, were subject of an
exclusive interview that was published in People magazine. This interview would fuel the
fires of speculation as critics and constituents wondered if Weiner desired to reenter
4
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politics.
“I feel like a different person.”
The magazine’s article was the first to examine Weiner since his scandal and was
constructed in such a way that allowed the writer to provide evaluations and observations
of Weiner and his family which were reinforced by quotes provided by Weiner and
Abedin from the exclusive interview. The motivations of the article are unknown, but its
title: “Anthony Weiner ‘I Feel Like a Different Person,’” provides a clue as to what
inspired Weiner to agree to such an in-depth and personal examination, (Westfall, 2012).5
Clearly, Weiner wanted to let his audience know that he was no longer the same man
they had once known. The article began with descriptions of what the author was
observing at the time:
The former congressman from queens, wearing seersucker shorts, black socks and
a Mets cap is crooning ‘Joy to the World’ as he shampoos his six-month-old son
Jordan’s hair over the sink. He then slides on shower sandals to fetch blankets
from the coin-op dryer in the basement of his Manhattan apartment building. ‘I
really do feel like a very very different person,’ says Anthony Weiner.
Instead of flashy headlines and a catchy lead, the beginning of the article is just simple
observations of Weiner’s day-to-day life. Nothing out of the ordinary is occurring which
begs the question why this is being reported at all? Considering the context of Weiner’s
recent scandal, I can only conclude that the opening sentence is more than just an attempt
to document Weiner’s life; it is an attempt to normalize him. This assertion is reinforced
in the author’s description of the scene, that not only is Weiner bathing his son, but he is
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doing so while singing a classical rock song, wearing a ball cap, and black socks. These
descriptors are used to illustrate that Weiner is not a political elitist, but rather instead is
similar to the average American and contrast against our assumptions that politicians are
wealthy and do not associate or engage themselves with “common” chores. Keeping
these descriptors and observations in mind, I can only conclude that Weiner desires to be
seen not as the Anthony Weiner known for his sexting scandal, but as someone new and
different: a doting father.
The author then transitions to a new paragraph, which expounds on Weiner’s past
and his associated scandal. This transition reinforces my assertion as its placement in the
article is designed to provide context as to who Weiner was previously. This enables
audiences to compare Weiner’s behavior in the article to his behaviors in his past. Such
comparisons would allow the audience to make judgments or evaluations on Weiner’s
character and atoning behavior resulting in potential forgiveness and redemption.
The next paragraph transitions back to the present in which the author then allows
Weiner to share his thoughts. Speaking on the past, Weiner explained, “I’ve had
enormous regrets about what I put Huma through, how I let my constituents down. But
it’s not like I sit all day replaying it in my mind. With a baby, it is pretty easy to put
things in perspective.” Weiner’s statement provides evidence and insight into his outlook
on the scandal. Interestingly, he does not mention that he regrets his behavior; only that it
affected and hurt others. This oversight may have been accidental, but its absence is
worthy of observation. Weiner then continues talking in the present day and crediting his
son Jordan as a healthy distraction in looking to the future rather than dwelling on the
past. Weiner’s description of his realigned approach to life is persuasive, as his family
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and son have become center to his world. This provides further reinforcement that he is a
different individual than that of his sexting past.
The author then mentions a rumor in which it is said that Weiner may be eyeing a
potential campaign for mayor of New York City. Weiner’s explains, “I can’t say
absolutely that I will never run for public office again, but I’m very happy in my present
life. I’m not doing anything to plan a campaign. The only next dramatic steps I’m
planning on are Jordan’s first.” Again, Weiner attempts to convey that his primary
interests and focus in life are his family although. However, Weiner could not help but
hint that he does have an interest in returning to politics as his statement implies that it
may be a possibility in the future. Yet, by continuously mentioning his family and more
specifically his approach and view of his son Jordan, Weiner is demonstrating that he is a
family-oriented, a highly desired trait that emulates penitence and atoning behavior.
The article then focused on Weiner’s marriage to Abedin and how the scandal
tested its limits. The reporter not only posed the question but also included her
assessment of the marriage saying that it has thrived. To reinforce this evaluation, this
section quotes Abedin and her thoughts on Weiner, “I am proud to be married to him. My
husband did a really stupid thing. It was an extremely painful time. But there was love
and a commitment to this marriage. It took a lot of work to get where we are today, but I
want people to know we’re a normal family.” Abedin’s assessment of Weiner not only
reinforces the reporter’s evaluation but more importantly stands as a testament to
Weiner’s transformation from the sinner to the forgiven. She does not downplay his
actions and behavior or her own feelings of the situation but rather provides honest and
insightful feedback that allows audiences to empathize not only with her but also with
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Weiner as well.
The article transitioned to discussing how this conversion occurred. Although no
significant details were provided, Weiner alluded to seeking professional counseling
during this time. Abedin again testified of her husband’s character, claiming, “Anthony
has spent every day since [the scandal] trying to be the best dad and husband he can be.”
Although Abedin’s statement at this portion is brief, her statements demonstrate her
desires to have readers view Weiner as a different individual.
At the close of this article, the reporter pondered what would be required if
Weiner reentered politics. The answer of which was provided by a Democratic strategist
Hank Sheinkoph who was quoted in the article saying, “It will take time, but he is the
kind of fellow who can rebuild a public life. He had a constituency that adored him, and
he worked very hard.” Time and proof is all that is required, and while Weiner is
attempting to demonstrate proof of his reconstructed identity in this article, timing is
everything. Weiner even ponders this himself at the close of the article, saying, “I’m still
trying to sort out exactly where I am in the public consciousness.”
Another Exposé
Almost a year later, another magazine similarly covered the progress of Anthony
Weiner and his family. A New York Times Magazine piece portrayed the couple in a
traditional manner and a having rebuilt their relationship,
[Weiner and Abedin] present as two people who have painstakingly pieced their
private life back together: they cook dinner and watch TV and have friends and
family over to their spacious prewar apartment for special occasions. They seem
to be functioning again as a couple, even unselfconsciously bickering in front of
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the waiter. (Van Meter, 2013b)
This reflection situates Weiner and Abedin as a normal couple despite the fact that
Weiner was ostracized from the public due to his scandal. According to the article, within
the last year multiple reports developed that Weiner was investing and preparing to
campaign for mayor of New York City. The author then indicates that although these
reports were never verified, Weiner put these speculations to rest when he confirmed he
was indeed campaigning for mayor. Interestingly, the article states that Weiner’s decision
to run for mayor now was validated after he had received results from a polling firm
conducted by David Binder, a longtime pollster for the Obama administration, (Van
Meter, 2013b). The ultimate purpose of the poll was to see if voters willing to give
Weiner a second chance.
The article provides insights in how Weiner attempted to convey such behavior
that would garner the public’s trust. For example, the article states/observes that Weiner
and Abedin were rarely seen in public and had not been to a major event together in
nearly two years since the scandal. Weiner’s wife Abedin, provides their reasoning
behind such absences, saying, “We didn’t want to make other people uncomfortable, but
also we didn’t want to deal with it. I have not gotten used to people asking, over and over
again ‘How is Anthony?’ Oh he’s good! ‘But how is he doing?’ He’s doing fine,” (Van
Meter, 2013b). Weiner’s absence from high profile galas and dinners exhibit a level of
shame. Abedin’s description reinforces this, too, and highlights key behaviors that are
requisite in identity reconstruction. First, the recognition that Weiner had done wrong in
the eyes of others. Although we may not know if Weiner believes his behaviors were
abhorrent, his understanding that others look poorly upon him in the aftermath of his self-
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made scandal brings the realization of his grievances upon himself. This leads to the
second behavior: shame. Shame can be exhibited in numerous manners, but most often it
is manifested in withdrawal from society. Identity reconstruction requires public and
outward examples or demonstration of atoning behavior. This is clearly illustrated and
documented by both the news medias and Weiner and Abedin’s commentary of their
actions.
The article continues to provide additional insights on the scandal. At one point
Weiner attempts to explain that his acts of lying and deception were motivated out of
desperation. Weiner would go on into much greater detail and state what he believed lead
to his downfall, stating:
My last name; the fact that I was this combative congressman; the fact that there
were pictures involved; the fact that it was a slow news period; the fact that I was
as idiot about it; the fact that, while I was still lying about it, I dug myself in
deeper by getting beefy with every reporter. But it was also this notion of how
much attention our relationship [Weiner and Abdein] had gotten, this kind of
Camelot feel to it. It turned out to make it harder on both of us and it made the
explosion that much bigger. (Van Meter, 2013b)
Weiner’s forgiveness by the public is contingent upon his ability to effectively
demonstrate that he is truly remorseful and apologetic. Those who were polled by Binder
expressed a desire to know if Weiner had learned anything from the scandal. Weiner’s
judgment on the contributing factors that lead to his demise is an attempt to convey such
behaviors. Yet, his judgment is rhetorically problematic in several ways.
Weiner accurately acknowledges some factors that were beyond his ability to
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control such as his last name and the media’s attention on his high-profile relationship.
Weiner takes responsibility by calling himself an idiot about the situation, getting
aggressive with reporters and lying. However, what is missing from Weiner’s evaluation
of what lead to his downfall is that he engaged in illicit behavior with other women,
especially during his courtship and marriage with Abedin. This is not the first time
Weiner has omitted an evaluation of his decision to engage in such behaviors. If Weiner
were truly penitent and humble, he would not only forsake his sins but condemn them as
well. His statements continue to lack a key component of the apologetic process.
Audiences may be unaware of this rhetorical omission given their willingness to forgive
Weiner. Should they become aware of that Weiner is not truly apologetic, however, their
condemnation will only return in the form of damnation.
This article repeatedly attempts to normalize and illustrate Weiner as a “new” or
rather a reconstructed individual using testimonials from Weiner and his wife. This is
further reinforced by the author’s personal observations and evaluations. Choosing to
focus on normal or mundane behaviors, the author implicitly endorses Weiner’s
authenticity in the following statement:
This is what happens after a scandal: Ranks are closed and the world shrinks to a
tiny dot. It is a life in retreat. And for a man who was known pre-scandal, for his
overweening ambition, his constant presence on cable news, his hard-charging
schedule that verged on lunacy, well, it has been quite a change (emphasis
added). (Van Meter, 2013b)
This statement along with the observations in the article, disseminates the idea that
Weiner has changed and is deserving of a second chance.
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The Reconstructed Anthony Weiner
Weiner’s intentions to campaign for mayor of New York City made headlines
around the nation. Although it had only been two years since the sexting scandal, it
seemed as though the public was willing to give Weiner a second chance. Critics were
skeptical, however, despite the growing support. Columnist Scott Conroy acknowledged
that Weiner appeared sorrowful as “the former congressman came across as
unquestionably contrite,” but would go on to qualify his evaluation saying Weiner was
“also somewhat oblivious to elements of his undoing, referring at one point to the ‘one
fateful tweet’ that brought down his political career, ignoring a long-established pattern
of behavior that landed him in hot water,” (Conroy, 2013). Conroy’s observations
validate my previous assertion that Weiner did not appear to be as apologetic as he
attempted to convey. Choosing to center his situation on the tweet ignores the
requirements of holding himself fully accountable. By overlooking or ignoring that the
root cause of the tweet was his behavior, Weiner appears to only be apologetic for that
singular act. Conroy’s observation demonstrates the public’s knowledge in evaluating an
apology and their memory as well. If Weiner desires redemption through his
reconstructed identity, he needs to properly fulfill the requisites of apology through
demonstrating appropriate apologetic behavior and acknowledgement of his wrongdoing.
By not doing so, Weiner puts not only his campaign at risk, but also more importantly,
his reconstructed identity.
Weiner’s Campaign Officially Launches
On May 22, 2013, Weiner officially launched his campaign through a short video.
The video was broadcast on television and simultaneously uploaded on the social media
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site YouTube. The purpose of the video was to bring awareness to Weiner’s campaign
and its associated stances or political platforms. Although prior to this video, Weiner had
made brief appearances in public, this video will mark the first time Weiner would be
viewed on a much larger scale with a larger audience. With this in mind, the video
becomes crucial for not only Weiner’s campaign but more importantly his reconstructed
identity.
The video opens up showing Weiner walking from the kitchen with what appears
as food as he approaches a dining table where his wife Abedin is seated with their son
Jordan. Weiner can then be heard offering Jordan what we can assume is baby food. A
voice over begins speaking so we cannot hear the details of the conversation. The voice is
Weiner’s, and he calls attention saying, “Every day starts right here.” The video then cuts
to Weiner picking up his son as Abedin begins preparations to leave for work as Weiner’s
voice cuts in saying, “And it’s the best part of my day,” (A. Weiner, 2013). The video
cuts to the streets of New York with Weiner’s voice exclaiming that “New York is like
no other place,” and transitions to Weiner speaking directly to the camera in front of
buildings where he says, “This was my neighborhood growing up, a middle-class
neighborhood. I thought we had it all. Playing stickball late into the night and if we were
lucky a Mets game on the weekends.” Weiner is then seen in front of a school wherein he
says, “I went to P.S. 39 [public school], my mom was a school teacher for 31 years in
schools just like this. My dad went to law school on the G.I. Bill and then hung a shingle
outside our house.” The camera then pans to a business with a sign that says “Morton J.
Weiner Attorney at Law.” Weiner continues saying, “Theirs is the classic New York
story: you work hard, you make it into the middle class, you make life a little bit better
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for your kids. That is how this city was built, but it’s getting harder and harder every
day,” (A. Weiner, 2013). The video continues with Weiner now transitioning to problems
the public face including higher costs of living, education and public safety.
The video then transitions to Weiner bolstering his previous job as a congressman
and his accomplishments. It also shows Weiner talking to small business owners and in
still photos as a congressman. The video then transitions to another point wherein Weiner
is addressing the camera himself saying:
Look, I made some big mistakes and I know I let a lot of people down. But I have
also learned some tough lessons. I am running for mayor because I have been
fighting for the middle class and those struggling to make it their entire life. And I
hope I get a second chance to work for you, (A. Weiner, 2013).
The video moves to his closing statements in which Weiner begins outlining his plans for
mayor. Weiner is then seen with Abedin who testifies in his behalf that he will work hard
for the people of New York. In total, the video is almost two and-a-half min in length.
The first minute of the video focuses solely on Weiner’s personal life. It
contextualizes Weiner and provides a background of who he is an individual and a New
Yorker. Everything in this portion of the video, from the depictions of him having
breakfast with his family to sharing his childhood memories, even sharing his parents’
careers, attempts to convey Weiner as a normal individual, an average American with an
average background and upbringing. This portrayal attempts to mitigate Weiner as a
“privileged” individual and instead attempts to depict him as normal, and hardworking.
After discussing his personal approach to confronting the issues the city of New York
faces, Weiner then discusses himself. This is the only time Weiner will acknowledge his
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scandal. In two short but succinct sentences, Weiner acknowledges the harm he has
caused and admits his faults. He even willingly admits that he has “learned some tough
lessons” resulting from his actions. Weiner then ties his campaign to his personal plight
saying that his intentions to run for mayor are to help those who are struggling. He then
ends his statement by saying, “I hope I get a second chance to work for you,” (A. Weiner,
2013). This short statement attempts to demonstrate that Weiner has been through the
process of atonement. His acknowledgement of his fault, hurting of others and lessons he
has learned summarize his journey to forgiveness. Although he does bring his political
aspirations into the discussion, he leaves the audience by saying he hopes he is given
another chance. This portrays Weiner as a humbled individual. Coupled with the entirety
of this portion of the video, Weiner’s apologetic behavior appears authentic and
persuasive. Empowered with this knowledge, all that Weiner is able to do is demonstrate
himself as a new or reconstructed Anthony Weiner.
Weiner’s Popularity
The following week, a Marist poll was conducted to see how audiences felt about
the candidates. The findings of the poll placed Weiner in second place at 19%, just
behind former New York City council member Christine Quinn who was in first at 24%,
(Rodriguez, 2013). Weiner was not only back, but rather was doing “what he loves,
personal politics,” (Rodriguez, 2013). Before Weiner’s insertion in the race, numerous
candidates had already been campaigning for mayor. According to Rodriguez, after
Weiner’s formal announcement, anytime he made a campaign appearance reporters
would flock to his side and the crowd around him grew rapidly. Before his scandal,
Weiner was a popular congressman as he had held six terms in office. Even though
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Weiner’s placement is in second, his popularity and growing support was impressive.
However, Weiner will face a different battle than most of his opponents: his past.
Rodriguez observed an interesting factor in the campaign as “Weiner will be competing
among those voters who have a memory of him beyond the media cycle. Weiner has to
campaign among those people, show them that he truly deserves the second chance that
he has been given,” (Rodriguez, 2013).
Rodriguez’s acknowledgement of the public’s ability to remember Weiner’s
scandal reinforces the complications surrounding apologia and Benoit’s theory of image
restoration. This reinforces my assertion that simple rhetorical strategies will not fulfill
the requisites of apology and atonement as specific elements, such as time and behavior
changes, are not taken into consideration. Taking this into account, Rodriguez’s
acknowledgement of the public’s memory and Weiner’s campaign imply that Weiner will
need to approach his campaign differently than his opponents in a manner that
acknowledges his past but champions his new identity.
As Weiner began campaigning, he was immediately met with questions regarding
the scandal. When asked about his feelings on the scandal Weiner solemnly replied, “I’ve
apologized for the many lives I’ve turned upside down by my actions. I still have regrets
about that and I’ve expressed them,” (Lemire, 2013). Describing his actions and feelings
in the past tense, Weiner is symbolically attempting to close that chapter of his life and
direct the audience to view them in the same manner. This shift solicits the audience to
view them as the past and not in the present. In turn, this symbolic delineation enables
Weiner to bolster his reconstructed identity and demonstrate his humbled character and
outlook.
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After being asked about his feelings on his past, Weiner attempted to redirect the
conversation to his policy proposals and political stances. However, the topic of
discussion again reverted back to the scandal as Weiner was inquired if he had any more
contact with any of the women from his sexting exchanges. Weiner simply responded by
saying, “I have not been in contact except for in very basic ways. But I'm not going to
give any information about any of those contacts. I have never spoken about any of the
personal correspondence I’ve had with them, nor will I,” (Lemire, 2013). The response
was short and succinct as the attitude and tone he used when discussing his
correspondence matches that of his previous statements regarding this topic. By not
providing details of the conversations he has engaged in, Weiner opens himself up to
further criticism as one of the requisites of apology and atonement is honesty and
transparency. However, Weiner’s refusal to divulge details of his communication are
rhetorically framed out of concern for the women he sexted. In this understanding,
Weiner’s response may be viewed as an attempt to protect others.
Weiner’s popularity continued to increase as he campaigned. At one point,
Weiner engaged in a series of town hall debates in which his opponents made disparaging
comments of Weiner’s character and referenced his inability to lead due to his scandal.
However, the crowd booed these candidates and their disparaging statements. Weiner
recalled during this time saying, “I might have successfully whistled passed the
graveyard here and I am back at what I wanted to do,” (Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016).
Weiner’s hope started to become a reality as a new Marist College poll was released in
late June of 2013, revealing that Weiner was in the lead at twenty five percent with Quinn
in second at twenty percent, (Haberman, 2013). For the first time in this race, Weiner was
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winning.
Not everyone was welcoming or supportive of Weiner’s return. Although Weiner
may have upset his supporters and constituents, he offended another group of individuals
who will be influential in his campaign: the media. Weiner not only lied to members of
the media but also at times berated them. Their memory too serves a purpose in Weiner’s
attempt at achieving a reconstructed identity as members of the media will serve as
evaluators and gatekeepers between Weiner and the public. With Wiener’s popularity
increasing, some reporters attempted to remind voters and the city of New York what
their vote means for the city. For example, one editorial stated:
Between his policies, his personality and his perversions, a Mayor Weiner would
return New York City to where it was before the relative sanity of the 20 years of
Giuliani-Bloomberg: national laughing stock. Image does matter in a city where
tourism is one of the leading industries. Weiner’s prominence would magnify his
every failure…we would become a 4-year-long dick joke. (K. Smith, 2013)
Weiner’s reentry into the political spotlight alter our understanding of apology and
forgiveness. For Weiner, it is simple; if he wins the election then he believes he has been
forgiven. However, voters might not be willing to provide Weiner with such power yet as
they may still choose to forgive but believe that Weiner needs to do more before he can
earn such a political position. New York Times columnist David Brooks and syndicated
columnist Mark Shields voice this concern, “My rule is to start at the bottom. If you are
going to fall from grace, start at the bottom and work your way back up. Show that you
care about the service rather than just rebuilding your reputation,” Brooks said. “Don’t
confuse the two,” echoed Shields, (Knickerbocker, 2013). Rather than attempting to
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garner support slowly, Weiner attempted to use his previous fame and standing with
society as a potential platform. These criticisms are not meant to deny Weiner of any
support or potential to achieve redemption and forgiveness but instead suggest that
Weiner’s attempt of doing so overly-politicizes this sacred act. By politicizing his request
for redemption, Weiner is at risk of losing the persuasive appeals and authenticity of his
reconstructed identity.
Since his official announcement of his campaign launch, Weiner continued to
garner support and the public’s trust. Evidence of this can be seen in his rising poll
numbers, campaign contributions and press coverage. Weiner, it would seem, would win
this election and achieve his life-long dream of becoming mayor of New York City. This
would not last however as Weiner would encounter a new challenge that would cripple
his campaign.
Weiner-gate Returns
“It’s like living a nightmare.”
– Huma Abedin.6
In late July of 2013, all seemed to be well for Weiner and his campaign. His
support continued to increase as did his poll numbers. It seemed as though the public had
forgiven Weiner for the travesties of his past and accepted the reconstructed identity of
Anthony Weiner. However, this would all change. On June 22, 2013, a gossip website
called The Dirty published an exclusive story claiming Weiner had not changed as he had
said. Their proof: a series of Facebook messages and photos that were more sexually
explicit than the ones released in 2011, all under the alias “Carlos Danger,” (“Exclusive:
Anthony Weiner Hasn’t Changed Poor Huma Abedin, New Image Of His Penis,” 2013).
6

See Josh Kriegman and Elyse Steinberg. Weiner, Motion picture (2016, MPI Media Group), DVD.
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Up to this point, Weiner had faced various criticisms calling him unfit to serve and run
for political office. By in large these criticisms were challenged or ignored. This new
report and its evidence seemed to validate the criticisms as various individuals and news
agencies (including The New York Times) called for Weiner to stop his campaign.
During this time the documentary Weiner was being filmed, following Weiner
and has family during his campaign in an effort to chronicle is story of redemption. On
the morning that news broke, Weiner’s nonverbal demeanor drastically changed. He
appeared frustrated, almost in a daze as the smile that had graced his face so much in the
previous months had disappeared. Even his wife Abedin who had been a proponent and
support appeared angry. At one point, Abedin was glaring at Weiner as he stared back at
her in his office. The documentary provides intimate details that would have remained
known only to those directly involved with Weiner during this troublesome time.
Weiner announced he would be holding a press conference later that day to
address the new revelations that had surfaced. In the documentary some time before this
press briefing, Weiner was riding in a car having a phone conversation with his
communications director Barbra Morgan. The two of them are attempting to correlate a
plan that would acknowledge these new “revelations” but play down their importance. At
one point, Weiner says to Morgan over the phone, “Try to sell this as something that
people already know,” the conversation then pauses as Weiner listens intently (Kriegman
& Steinberg, 2016). He then responds saying, “This girl has this narrative, this timeline
that I don’t have any way to check.” Weiner then transitions quickly, “The question is do
we answer it or not? I think we have to answer these questions” (Kriegman & Steinberg,
2016). The next scene was filmed in Weiner’s apartment where he met with several
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members of his staff, including his wife Abedin. The scene contained several exchanges,
but most notably Weiner says, “Generally, I think scandals and crisis management has a
seventy-two-hour window. After the seventy-two hours, it’s not on a lead on Drudge
[Report] anymore. We’re gonna try to look normal like we’re holding together as a
group.” Weiner would later reiterate this saying, “This isn’t life and death. No one has
died. The entire world knows about this campaign,” (Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016).
Weiner’s campaign was in a mode of crisis management. Up to this point, Weiner had
appeared as though he was a changed individual. The photos and anonymous story
provided a contrasting perception.
Before this “second scandal,” Weiner had attempted to demonstrate that he was a
changed individual as he often referred to his previous behaviors as regrettable. However,
these newer statements provide audiences with an intimate perception of his reactions.
The first statement, wherein he tells Morgan to “sell this as something the people already
know” conveys a manipulative mindset. To “sell” implies that Weiner does not want to
provide facts and let the audience evaluate, but rather provide them with something they
would be willing to acknowledge and accept. Weiner even states that they must “look
normal like we’re holding together as a group.” Weiner’s statements demonstrate that he
is concerned primarily with the public’s perception of him. This is significant to
understand as an individual who is truly apologetic may be flustered or upset with the
situation but understands that he or she must continue to convey the appropriate
behaviors of sorrow and remorse to demonstrate their apologetic appeals. Negating these
appeals and behaviors provide a “hollow” apology wherein the offending individual
appears inauthentic and renders his or her identity as false in the audience’s view.
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Weiner’s attempt to frame and manipulate his staff and the rhetorical situation at this
point provides us an accurate portrayal of his mindset: he does not care about the harm he
has caused, only about his career and his attached identity.
Weiner and Abedin’s Press Briefing
In a setting that seems all too familiar, Weiner walked into a room that was filled
with reporters. His approach differed from briefings he held with his first scandal. As
Weiner entered the room, he was seen standing tall and seemed to be in good spirits with
facial expressions that almost constituted a grin. His wife Abedin was by his side.
Together the two moved to the front of the room where the reporters could view them.
This time there was no official lectern but rather a group of microphones that served as an
impromptu podium.
Weiner begins his statement by referring to other interviews he had given thus far
during his campaign. He makes reference to the fact that he had warned audiences and
members of the media that new images and texts may surface since his reintroduction
into the political world. While Weiner’s recalling of his previous statements is accurate,
the motivations of this statement differ. By redirecting the audience’s view to his
previous statements that more situations and evidence would surface, Weiner portrays
himself in an oracle-like manner in which he prophesied that further details would be
revealed. This can be seen in Weiner’s follow-up statement in which he says, “and today,
they have” (“Anthony Weiner NYC Mayoral Candidate – Full Press Conference New
Sexting Allegations,” 2013).7 This attempts to provide Weiner with a level of credibility
and validity. It further reinforces his ethos as he did not attempt to hide nor act surprised
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but rather acknowledge his past as always attached to who he is. Weiner then continues
with reiterating his personal evaluations of his past behavior saying “these things I did
were wrong and hurtful.” This reiteration reinforces his apologetic behavior and the
audience’s perception of his behaviors at that time as well. The next statement attempts to
qualify this new evidence, that “some of the things have been posted today are true, some
are not…” In this sentence, Weiner attempts to cast doubt on the revelations and
evidence. This is strategic as it potentially affords Weiner with a level of ambiguity
wherein audiences will reserve judgment until further evidence or proof is provided.
Weiner would end this portion of the statement where he would reiterate that what he had
done was wrong and that, “This behavior is behind [him].” By condemning his behavior
and saying this is behind him, Weiner reinforces the perception that he is a changed
individual.
Weiner would continue his statement, alternating the topics he would discuss
between his behavior and the gratitude he has for his wife staying with him. At one point
Weiner even exclaimed, “I’m surprised that more things didn’t come out sooner.” Weiner
would then address his campaign saying, “For the past several months, I’ve been asking
New Yorkers to also give me a second chance to show them that I had a vision for the
middle class and those struggling to make it and that I wanted to move forward.” This
statement ties Weiner’s second chance or reconstructed identity with his campaign. By
situating his attempts for redemption alongside the political stances of his mayoral
campaign, Weiner is hoping that audiences who believe in “moving forward” and a
“second chance” politically will do so morally with Weiner’s redemption.
The statement continues to cover numerous topics including Weiner’s
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acknowledgement of the public’s right to know what occurred as they have invested in
his life, more acknowledgement of the pain and suffering he had caused and another
apology to his wife. Weiner then began to address the speculations on the details of the
new evidence in an attempt to provide clarity to the situation as audiences and members
of the media assume that Weiner had relapsed into his old habit. The manner in which he
attempts to explain the new evidence is troubling for the rhetorical situation. Previously,
Weiner had faced inquiries regarding if he continued his behavior or was in contact with
any of these women since his resignation. Each time Weiner would provide a firm
statement denying any continuation of his behavior. Weiner would admit to contacting
the women but not disclose any specifics. Yet, this was not the full truth Weiner had
presented. Weiner begins his explanation by attempting to frame the context of his
behavior in regards to his relationship with his wife, stating, “The resignation was not a
point in time that was nearly as important to my wife and me as the challenges in our
marriage and the challenges of the things that I had done…” Although true, Weiner
seemingly attempts to minimize the effects of his actions on everything else other than
his marriage. While initially Weiner’s descriptions and emphasis on his marriage seem
noble, when examined closely his motivations become clear: Weiner is attempting to
downplay the fact that he continued his illicit behavior after his resignation despite telling
the public he would not. This would mean that Weiner had lied again to his audiences.
The evidence of this assertion is simple and clear. At the beginning of this portion
of the briefing Weiner makes his intentions known that he will be addressing the timeline
in which these new revelations occurred in relation to his scandal. He then spends time
discussing the importance of his marriage and wife and how together they have faced
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numerous challenges resulting from his indiscretions. Weiner not only lied to the
audience but also attempted to frame his behaviors solely within his broken marriage.
Qualifying the reasons behind his decision to continue his poor behavior attempts to
mitigate the guilt and justify his actions.
Weiner then moved to the closing portion of his statement reiterating that these
behaviors are behind him and that he and his wife are doing well. He expounded that the
revelations received that day “By no means change the fundamentals of my feelings, here
and that is that. I want to bring my vision to the people of the city of New York.” This
statement promotes Weiner’s campaign and attempts to quell any criticisms he may
receive resulting from the new revelations. Weiner follows up: “I hope they’re willing to
still continue to give me a second chance. And I hope they realize that, in many ways,
what happened today was something that, frankly, had happened before. But it doesn’t
represent all that much that is new.” His declaration of desire for a second chance is a
symbolic cry for forgiveness as Weiner understands that this new evidence along with his
admission may have dampened or ended the appeals of his reconstructed identity.
As Weiner closed his statement, he then introduces his wife Abedin whom has
prepared a statement. As mentioned previously in this examination, Abedin was absent
for Weiner’s addresses in his previous scandal. Her appearance and providing a brief
address herself is a notable difference between these two rhetorical situations. Abedin
begins her statement by asking audiences to be patient with her, as she is not used to
being in the spotlight or providing statements to the public at a press conference. Abedin
then begins reading her prepared statement:
When we faced this publicly two years ago, it was the beginning of a time in our
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marriage that was very difficult. Our marriage, like many others has had its ups
and its downs. It took a lot of work and a whole lot of therapy to get to a place
where I could forgive Anthony. It was not an easy choice in any way. But I made
the decision that it was worth staying in this marriage. That was a decision I made
for me, for our son and for our family. I didn’t know how it would work out. But I
did know that I wanted to give it a try. Anthony has made some horrible mistakes,
both before he resigned from congress and after. But I do strongly believe that is
between us and our marriage. Really what I want to say is, I love him, I have
forgiven him, I believe in him, and as we said from the beginning, we are moving
forward.
Abedin’s statements attempt to reinforce Weiner’s assertions that he is a changed
individual. She constructs her statement in such a way that allows audiences to empathize
with her situation. Although others may be offended and affected by Weiner’s actions, no
one is more so than Abedin. Using her experiences through the scandal and feelings of
the past, Abedin attempts to testify to the audience that she has seen real change in her
husband and saw that he was deserving of a second chance. This strategy asks audience
members to consider that if Abedin can forgive Weiner then they could as well. Finally,
Abedin attempts to inform and educate the audience that these issues are ones that are
morally offensive to their marriage. This delineates the rhetorical situation in a manner
that attempts to tell the audience that Weiner and Abedin’s marriage is not to be
speculated upon nor evaluated in relations with Weiner’s capacity to lead as a politician.
Although the public and media may not be swayed by this declaration, as an appeal it
attempts to protect and shield Weiner and Abedin from criticism. Abedin’s side of this
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story can provide truths that few have access to. Whether Abedin willingly volunteered to
provide a statement is unknown, but her presence and words offer persuasive value in
Weiner’s rhetorical dilemma.
Similar to his previous apologetic address, Weiner began fielding questions from
reporters at the conclusion of Abedin’s statement. One of the first questions Weiner
fielded was if this behavior was over and if he believes there is a chance for a relapse to
occur. Weiner responded saying, “This is entirely behind me. In the early days of the
campaign, people were pressing me for is there more out there, and I said yes. This was
something that we had in front of us—that we knew might come up. This was something
we had worked through together to keep behind us.” Again, Weiner is reiterating
statements from his previous address. This attempts to validate his ethos as he had
forewarned that more details of his past may come to light. He attempts to contextualize
why he and Abedin warned the public and press: so they may keep this behind them and
their future ahead of them.
The next question attempted to acquire further details of the new allegations in
relation to the scandal, asking when the most recent chat or sexual exchange occurred.
Weiner provided the following response:
I said there were more things out there. There were—this is—you have as a fixed
time, the resignation as the important moment in the public discussion. That was
when the public got a glimpse into something that we had been working on
before, during and since, and this behavior of mine was part of that.
The answer failed to provide the specificity the reporter desired so the question was
rephrased asking when the last text or Facebook photo was shared. Weiner responded
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saying, “I can’t—I can’t say exactly. Sometime last summer, I think.” Attempting to
situate the last instance of sexting in the timeline, the reporter questioned if the last
incident was after the People magazine interview wherein both Abedin and Weiner
testified that Weiner had changed. Weiner quickly responded, “Yes.” The responses and
explanations that Weiner provides are potentially damning to his credibility and the
public’s perception of the authenticity of his reconstructed identity. When responding to
the query of when the last time he had engaged in sexting, Weiner attempted to redirect
the focus of the audience to his resignation saying that this moment was “the important
moment in the public discussion.” Weiner’s attempt to shift the spotlight to his
resignation is an attempt to rhetorically demonstrate to his audience that he has already
suffered and paid the price for his “sins.” Weiner hopes that this will strategically
minimize the new revelations that he has engaged in this behavior multiple times after his
resignation. Unsatisfied with the answer, the reporter repeatedly presses Weiner until he
receives the answer he is looking for: that Weiner had engaged in sexting even after his
People magazine interview.
This revelation is particularly damning of Weiner’s reconstructed identity. Prior
to these new allegations and revelations, Weiner and his wife had stated multiple times
that this behavior was behind him and used his resignation as a reference point in which
the illicit behaviors stopped. Now, audiences have learned that not only did Weiner
continue these behaviors but did so even after he and his wife had testified of the
“changes” that had occurred in their People magazine interview. This provides the
perception that Weiner had knowingly lied to and manipulated the public’s perception.
The evidence and new revelations have dismantled the persuasive appeals of Weiner’s
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reconstructed identity, rendering him inauthentic and manipulative. Other reporters
quickly interjected, asking if Weiner would concede his standing in the campaign and
leave the race. Weiner chuckled as he responded, alluding that it would be advantageous
to his opponents if he dropped from the race. One reporter referred back to Weiner’s
previous assertions that some of what had been shared in the recent revelations was not
true. Weiner attempted to quell such inquiries by stating, “I’m not going to get into a
back-and-forth with people who are releasing things, whether they be true or not.” While
Weiner seems to be taking the “moral high road” in this rhetorical situation, it may be to
his advantage to clarify the truthfulness of the evidence and end some of the accusations
levied against him. This would enable him to control the rhetorical situation. However,
Weiner decides against this strategy by choosing to not provide clarity. This provides the
opposite of its intended effect as reporters then ask what else is out there. Weiner would
say, “That’s not the point.”
Weiner closes the briefing by providing one last statement:
I accept the responsibility for having these conversations with these people who I
never met. With exchanging inappropriate things in the context of our marriage,
and that was a mistake and I bear responsibility for that. That is behind me. We’re
trying to move forward, and we have recognized it’s not going to be easy. We
knew it the moment we got into this race that it wasn’t going to be easy. But I
believe this is an important thing to be doing.
Weiner’s conclusion is an overview of his entire address and an attempt at reiterating his
stance on the rhetorical situation. While he does accept responsibility for his actions and
acknowledges that they were inappropriate, he again falls short of the requisites of
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apology by choosing to not apologize or take full responsibility of his actions. Although
Weiner does say the phrase “I am sorry” and “I apologize” it was primarily used in the
past tense and was referenced as such. Weiner does acknowledge that his continuation of
his sexting behavior is wrong; however, he fails to acknowledge that he had deceived,
manipulated and lied to his audiences as a result of his continuation. This omission is
obvious and can be perceived as blatant as Weiner attempted multiple times to
rhetorically shift the focus of the audience and questions from the details of his
continuation to the characteristics of his reconstructed identity. Weiner’s closing
statement demonstrates this as he acknowledges his past but attempts to focus on the
future. It should be noted that Weiner uses the words “forward” and “future” multiple
times. These words are rhetorical devices designed and used to remind the audience of
Weiner’s campaign and its potential promises. Despite this understanding, the rhetorical
situation has vastly changed due to these new revelations. This in turn changes the
public’s potential outlook on Weiner’s reconstructed identity and campaign from a story
of “change and redemption” to that of a “joke and liar.”
The Fallout
Although the impact on the mayoral race caused by these new revelations and
evidence was at first unknown, Weiner faced severe criticism. Immediately, three
democratic mayoral candidates, Bill de Blasio, John Liu, and Sal Albanese, called upon
Weiner to abandon his campaign (Karni, Fermino, & McShane, 2013). De Blasio would
later comment on Weiner’s campaign that “enough is enough.” Members of the public
voiced their concerns and anger as well. Denise Guardascione, a native and local of New
York City, described how the news affected her outlook and support of Weiner, saying,
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“I was all for this guy—I really wanted him as mayor, I really did, because I figured he
was the best [we] had.” After the new revelations and press briefing, Guardascione
changed her mind, stating, “You cheat me once, I can forgive it, but I won’t forget it. But
the idea that you did a second time? The second time? You’re history, honey. You’re
with the fishes someplace else. You’re gone,” (Bruinius, 2013). Another former Weiner
supporter, David Schantz, echoed the same frustrations, “I liked Anthony; I liked his
policies, his political positions. But not to be forthright about it, and cover it up, and then
say ‘I’m ending it,’ and then doing it again? That concerns me, as far as his temperament
is concerned,” (Bruinius, 2013).
The opinions shared by these two individuals demonstrate the complexities of the
rhetoric of apology. Both were part of a greater audience that witnessed Weiner’s
downfall but both were willing to forgive. However, as Guardascione eloquently
demonstrated, although she would forgive, she would never forget. This demonstration of
the public’s memory reiterates the importance of atonement and its role within apology.
Furthermore, it reinforces the validity of the theory of identity reconstruction. The public
will always remember the faults of the offender and as such, the offender needs to
compensate and adjust his identity to properly demonstrate that he or she is a truly
penitent and a changed individual. Atonement therefore needs to be demonstrated
appropriately before it is considered proven. In Weiner’s case, it appears as though he
violated requisites and expectations of atonement.
Evidence of Weiner’s violation can be seen in the tide of changing support and
new criticisms he had received. One editorial in particular attempted to break down the
frustrations and explain why people should be upset, stating:
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Weiner led all New Yorkers to believe that he stopped recklessly, immaturely and
compulsively sexting after his resignation from Congress in abject humiliation.
Lie. Weiner reinforced the message that he had achieved maturity and self-control
by citing wisdom gained with the birth of his son in December 2011, six months
after he stepped own. Lie. As he laid the ground work for a reentry into politics,
Weiner sat besides his wife as she told People magazine last July: ‘Anthony has
spent every day since [resigning] trying to be the best dad and husband he can be.’
Lie, (emphasis added). (NLVL, 2013)
This editorial’s emphasis on lying attempts to narrow the scope of criticism and
anger on Weiner. Although audiences may abhor Weiner’s sexting behavior, according to
the editorial, the manipulative rhetoric and lying is where the real betrayal lies. The
editorial succinctly summarizes its justification for such an assertion; “Weiner entered the
mayor’s race asking for New Yorkers’ trust. He squandered the precious commodity by
brazenly trying to lie his way out of the scandal that sunk him in 2011. He said he would
play it straight, but he deceived even as he spoke,” (NLVL, 2013). Others echoed this
same assertion. Doug Muzzio, a professor at Baruch College decried Weiner, called him
unbalanced and said, “His first inclination is to lie and deceive. There’s something
seriously wrong with him. Do you want him as mayor?” (Campanile, 2013a). Although
this is only a small sample of the numerous criticisms Weiner would receive, his fall from
redemption would begin to accelerate.
Evidence and Outrage
In the coming days, details surrounding Weiner’s continued behavior would begin
to appear. The nameless individual who alerted the media of Weiner’s behaviors and lies
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revealed the motivations to do so, saying, “I think it’s important to reiterate the fact that
all of this happened with him after his first scandal, so all of his campaign promises about
being a changed man are absolute lies,” (Katz, 2013). Weiner’s supporters and campaign
attempted to discredit this individual due to her anonymity, but she would quickly reveal
herself as Sydney Leathers, a young college student. Leather then supplied more evidence
of their online interactions. At one point, she conveyed that Weiner once described
himself as “an argumentative, perpetually horny, middle-aged man,” (Campanile, 2013b).
The new details only enflamed the criticism as Weiner faced increased pressure to
abandon his campaign. Some supporters would point out the similarities between Weiner
and former President Bill Clinton and how each man engaged in various sexual
relationships. Critics argued against this assertion and attempted to demonstrate the
difference with the following observation, “As often as Bill apologized, he didn’t promise
he would ‘never, ever’ do it again as Weiner did,” (Dowd, 2013). A close friend of
Weiner’s reinforced this observation saying, “What people won’t forgive is lying in the
apology. It has to be sincere, and it sure as hell has to be accurate,” (Dowd, 2013).
Despite the criticism and continual calls to drop his campaign, Weiner continued to stick
to his perception of the rhetorical situation: that this was behind him and he is moving
forward. The public, however, believed otherwise and would demonstrate this with their
voices and more importantly, their vote.
A Slipping Campaign and the “Real” Anthony Weiner
Within a week of the new accusations and Weiner’s admittance to their legitimacy
and his subsequent defense, a new poll was conducted among voters to see which
candidates they supported in the mayoral race. The results of the poll indicated that
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Weiner had fallen from first to fourth place with just sixteen percent of support overall,
(Lemire, 2013). Weiner’s once successful campaign was now struggling to stay alive.
Weiner’s disillusioned views were not limited to his interpretation of his scandals
alone but also extended to his campaign as he believed he was still a viable candidate.
Yet, in light of the situation and Weiner’s approach to it, critics argued that “The question
at this point isn’t whether he’ll win…it’s just how defiant…and delusional Weiner will
get,” (Dovere & Haberman, 2013). However, Weiner’s woes continued to grow despite
his engagements with the media. A new scandal had occurred that was indirectly tied to
Weiner. Since the discovery and subsequent acknowledgement that Weiner continued his
illicit behavior, Weiner began losing not only supporters but also staffers for his mayoral
campaign. Among them was an intern named Olivia Nuzzi. Due to the scandal and her
being a worker at the campaign headquarters, Nuzzi was approached by the blog Talking
Points Memo and was invited to write her experiences of being a campaign staffer for
Weiner, (Dovere & Haberman, 2013). In her article, Nuzzi heavily criticized the
campaign, claiming that staffers were not being paid appropriately, that most interns who
had joined the campaign only did so to be close to Weiner’s wife Abedin and that Weiner
would use a generic name for all interns calling them “Monica,” (Reporter, 2013).
Although these claims were unverified at the time of its publication, they had enabled
Weiner’s critics to fuel speculations on his struggling campaign. Weiner’s official
spokeswoman for his campaign, communications director Barbra Morgan, attempted to
dismiss the allegations but did so through attacking Nuzzi calling her a “fucking slutbag”
and describing Nuzzi’s allegations as “bitchy,” (Reporter, 2013). Morgan’s derogatory
attacks brought more scrutiny on Weiner as his campaign seemed to be losing control.
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Morgan would apologize the next day to Nuzzi and Nuzzi accepted her apology, but the
damage to Weiner’s campaign had been done. It appeared as though it was spiraling out
of control.
The Return of the “Old” Anthony Weiner
With the mounting pressure, Weiner was facing from his critics and a campaign
that was slowly drowning, Weiner’s behavior rapidly changed. As previously mentioned,
the former congressman had been known to engage in heated, passionate exchanges with
other individuals. This behavior had not been seen since Weiner’s reentry into the
political world. This may be due in part to his reconstructed identity, an outward
demonstration of his inward transformation. However, this behavior would come back
seemingly with a vengeance as Weiner would not only engage in a war of words with
members of the media but also with members of the public.
Weiner’s breaking point would happen at a town hall event held in August of
2013 at City Island in New York City. The event was created to allow the audience to
engage with Weiner and allow him to answer any questions anyone may have. However,
one of the first questions Weiner faced was on his personal scandal. This discourse
engaged by both individuals (the local resident and Weiner) was emotional and heated. In
the documentary Weiner, the exchange was filmed as a member of the public addressed
Weiner in a tense and accusatory voice, saying:
You lied to the people of New York, you asked for forgiveness. The people of
City Island, the people of New York, Americans are very forgiving. And then you
go ahead and you do it again. So the question is, if there’s someone better
qualified than you to do this job and when you say enough is enough—it’s a
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betrayal of trust. (Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016)
The individual asking the questions was clearly upset with Weiner. It appears as
though the individual was willing to forgive Weiner for his indiscretions, but when new
evidence revealed that Weiner did not quit his behavior originally as he promised, the
individual changed his mind. This gentleman’s statement represents the public’s ability to
remember past offenses when evaluating current behavior. As previously mentioned, this
individual alludes to his willingness to forgive Weiner but upon discovery that his
narrative was falsified, he withdrew his forgiveness and chose to condemn his
reconstructed identity. This observation and the individual’s question enable us to
understand why such questions are asked and why the public is emotionally attached to
the situation.
In the beginning of his response, Weiner acknowledges that his private life is
publicized. He then begins to answer the question by referring to his past, saying, “If you
believe it’s on the same level of committing a crime…that’s you’re right.” This statement
implies that Weiner should only be disqualified if he had committed a crime and from
what we understand from the rhetorical situation, no crime has been committed. By
separating his behavior and actions from criminality, Weiner is able to downplay the
significance of his actions. Furthermore, Weiner does not refer to this mindset or outlook
as wrong but rather acknowledges the public’s right to exercise these beliefs. This
statement of legitimacy may surprise audience members as it may be assumed that
Weiner may want to defend himself no matter what. Yet, by legitimizing these rights and
beliefs, Weiner affords himself a level of credibility. This reinforces a level of persuasive
authenticity with Weiner as evidenced by the clapping that occurred midway in his
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response. Weiner’s response also attempted to shut down the questioner’s influence in the
immediate rhetorical sphere as the individual asking the question brought up concerns
and criticism that were highly persuasive and had the ability to lower Weiner’s credibility
and ethos. To accomplish this, Weiner constructed the end of his response in such a
manner that enables him to transcend his campaign and credibility as a candidate saying,
“Look, I don’t quit. New Yorkers don’t quit. I’m not gonna go over to the corner and curl
up because someone found something embarrassing about me.” Weiner aligns his
determination and motivations with that of the “New York spirit.” This can be persuasive
as the residents have patriotic pride in their city and can relate to Weiner’s desire to not
quit.
At the conclusion of the town hall campaign, Weiner exited the building quickly.
In the documentary, as he was sitting in his car and departed from the location, Weiner
was visibly different. He appeared angry yet motivated and refreshed as he said, “I’m
done guys. I am done. I am off my fucking heels. That posture of, like, sitting back and
letting people punch me—I’m done with it,” (Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016). This new
attitude would quickly become adopted in the coming weeks as Weiner approached his
interactions with the public in a continually hostile manner. For example, Weiner was
invited to be interviewed on MSNBC’s television show The Last Word with Lawrence
O’Donnell. Before the interview, Weiner was under the impression he would be
discussing his campaign. This would not be the case. O’Donnell, a political commentator,
immediately began the interview with the question, “What is wrong with you?”
(Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016). Seemingly surprised, Weiner appeared to become
irritated as he responded back, “I don’t understand the question. What is wrong with me
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that I care so much about the issues that I fight for every day, that I have my entire
career?” O’Donnell then clarified his question which in turn would be the theme of the
interview, “No, what I mean is this, what is wrong with you that you cannot seem to
imagine a life without elective office?” The interview began to spiral out of control as
Weiner perceived he was not only be criticized but also attacked. Weiner responded,
“That’s ridiculous. Of course I can. Are you saying that because I have things in my
personal life that are embarrassing I shouldn’t run for office? Well you’re not being clear,
Lawrence, so—so let’s work a little harder at that,” (Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016). The
interview quickly turned into an aggressive shouting match as O’Donnell’s questions on
Weiner’s personal and professional life and his evaluation that Weiner needs counseling
were perceived as condescending. As previously stated, Weiner mentioned that he would
no longer be passive in these situation.s Weiner attacked O’Donnell in just about every
statement and response he provided. His last statement best illustrates his attitude during
the interview:
You don’t like things that you know about me. You want to make fun of me on
television. Join the club! Frankly, bigger guys than you have been trying to knock
me down. All you can focus on is ‘What’s wrong with you,’ ‘What’s wrong with
you?’ That’s not anything to the debate either! Maybe I’ll come on this show and
kick your ass every night like I’m doing tonight. (Kriegman & Steinberg, 2016)
Although Weiner’s behavior during this interview may be inexcusable, it must be
remembered that O’Donnell rhetorically attacked Weiner’s initially, putting Weiner on
the defensive. Again, this does not excuse or condone his behavior but rather provides
additional context behind Weiner’s behavior. Although Weiner may believe he was
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defending himself, his attempt to convey his intentions of running for public office was
overshadowed by his aggressive behavior demonstrating the “real” identity of Weiner.
This would heavily influence his demise, as not only did he lie to the public but validated
the perception that his apology was inauthentic because of his aggressive behavior.
Weiner continued to lose support from constituents and political allies. The week
before the primary election Weiner was notified of the status of his campaign when an
advisor told him, “There is no chance to win anymore,” (Keneally, 2013). Yet, even
faced with the facts of a dying campaign, Weiner continued to push forward in an attempt
to fulfill his dream.
Unelected and Politically Defeated
The primary was held on September 10, 2013. Weiner was also made aware that
with three-fifths of the voting accounted for he had only garnered 5% of the votes,
earning him fifth place in the race overall. Weiner was faced with no choice but to
concede.
Weiner stood up on stage in front of a small crowd of chanting supporters. He
appeared grim but forced a smile nonetheless as he began his short concession speech.
During his speech, Weiner addressed and advocated numerous stances for his campaign
platform. The speech mostly was a recounting of his campaign of various facets and
statistics he had experienced along the way. At one point he addressed the speculative
failures of his campaign saying, “We had the best ideas, sadly I was an imperfect
messenger” (Glueck, 2013). After his concession speech Weiner left the venue. As he
attempted to enter his vehicle reporters and members of the public blocked him.
However, security guards were able to push reporters out of the way and allow Weiner to
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enter the vehicle. As Weiner was in the vehicle, members of the media began taunting
him. Possibly frustrated, Weiner flipped his middle finger at members of the media as his
vehicle drove away.
Defeated, Weiner once again returned to a life in hiding. Although he made some
appearances in public and on talk shows, Weiner would stay out of the public spotlight
again. In October of 2013, Weiner had agreed to be interviewed by Politico on two
conditions: that he would not receive questions about his wife and her role in Hillary
Clinton’s potential presidential campaign, and that he would not discuss whether he was
still messaging women. In the interview, Weiner admitted, “Realistically, my political
career is probably over,” (McCalmont, 2014). Weiner would go on and discuss life after
his campaign and potential career aspirations he may have. At one point, Weiner was
asked if he thought how he would talk to his son about his sexting scandals. Weiner
provided a simple response, “I am quite confident that my son will have the ability to
look at the totality of the experiences he has with his father and the record that I’ve got
and judge me appropriately,” (McCalmont, 2014). Weiner’s outlook on his experiences
and campaign failure demonstrate his inability to understand the gravity of his choices
and the rhetorical situation he had created.
Weiner’s attempt at redemption initially seemed likely and successful. He had
received a strong reception from the public when he made his formal announcement of
running for mayor and proof of his likeability was evidenced by poll results. He had
followed the appropriate methods as outlined by the theory of Identity Reconstruction as
he conveyed proper levels of sorrow, remorse and time for change. Weiner was
symbolically forgiven as the public welcomed his reconstructed identity. Yet, Weiner had
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lost grip of his redemption when evidence came out that contradicted previous statements
on his scandal. The evidence was damning enough to label him a liar as the public
rejected his reconstructed identity. Rather than quitting his campaign and following the
protocols of apology and atonement, Weiner stood firm on his belief that he was right.
This further enflamed the situation as Weiner’s defensive rhetoric began to demonstrate
Weiner’s true identity, resulting in further condemnation from the public and media. In
the end, Weiner lost his race and the public’s favorability for two reasons. The first was
his decision to manipulate and lie about his previous behavior. Rather than being fully
honest, Weiner continued to deceive. This demonstrates Weiner’s unapologetic behavior
and his inability to understand his offense. This leads to my second reason: Weiner’s
inability to convey sorrow after his second scandal was revealed. Although initially
Weiner said what he had done was wrong, he consistently attempted to manipulate the
rhetorical situation in an attempt to frame the situation in a manner that downplayed his
scandal. In turn, Weiner was perceived as inauthentic and his apologetic behavior was
deemed hollow.
Weiner’s decision to manipulate the apology demonstrates the rhetorical
complexities of apology. As mentioned and discussed previously in this examination,
people are willing to forgive but will only do so if appropriate steps are taken and
standards are met that demonstrate true atonement. Authenticity is key, and although
Weiner was initially judged as genuine, new evidence and his subsequent actions proved
otherwise.
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Weiner Returns and is in Trouble
“Huma stayed after the first scandal. She stayed after the second. And his
behavior will continue. In fact, I am certain his behavior continues to this day.”
– Sydney Leathers. 8
Over the course of the next three years, Weiner continued to appear on news
television and talk shows as a guest. During these appearances he would voice his
political insights and personal experiences whenever it was relevant. Weiner would also
make public appearances with his wife at various political events and galas. In one of his
more unique public appearances, Weiner took a small role as a NASA Director in the Brated made for television film sequel Sharknado 3: Oh Hell No! in 2015, (Ferrante,
2015). Despite these appearances Weiner attempted to stay out of the spectacle of the
spotlight, choosing to focus on his family and a new personal consulting firm that he had
started not long after his second scandal. Even Weiner’s wife, Abedin, again testified of
his character and ability to help her succeed in her career saying, “I don’t think I could do
it if I didn’t have the support system I have, if Anthony wasn’t willing to be, essentially, a
full time-time dad,” (Heller, 2016). Again, Abedin’s testimony and description attempts
to portray and describe Weiner as a different individual than the one known in his
scandals. Despite Weiner’s attempt to establish a normal life after his scandals, his
absence from the spotlight would not last long.
In 2016, a documentary film premiered at the Sundance Film Festival. The film,
entitled Weiner, was originally an attempt to document Weiner’s reentry into politics and
public redemption while discussing Weiner’s personal experiences with his first scandal.
The documentary’s focus changed however as during its filming Weiner’s second sexting
8

See Sydney Leathers, “Two Thumbs Down on Weiner Doc,” Washington Babylon, last modified August
11, 2016, http://washingtonbabylon.com/two-thumbs-down-on-weiner-plus-pop-up-anthony-weiner-notagain/
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scandal had occurred. As a result, the documentary filmed the scandal as it unfolded in
real time. At its premiere, the film received high reviews and praises and as a result, the
film was to be released nationwide in select theaters that summer. Numerous members of
the media reviewed the film, but one review chose to also interview Weiner’s former
communications director of his mayoral campaign, Barbra Morgan. The interview was
scheduled in order to garner additional insights into Morgan’s perceptions when Weiner’s
scandal became public. According to Morgan, once the scandal became known she began
advocating two campaigns: one for Weiner’s mayoral agenda and the other for his crisis.
She said, “It became something where I wasn’t just defending Anthony’s record and
position anymore or his policy platform moving forward. I became the person who was
responsible for him and his family” (Tracy, 2016). For Morgan, Weiner’s personal life
and political ambitions were affecting one another exclusively which not only
complicated her duties in Weiner’s campaign but also her ability to promote him. This
demonstrates the complexities of the apologetic sphere and the consequences of Weiner’s
decisions and motivations.
Rumors Again, Weiner Caught Again
On August 12, 2016, tabloids began publishing rumors that Weiner was engaging
in his sexting behavior yet again. One website, Fizzxo, interviewed Weiner’s former
digital lover Sydney Leathers. According to Leathers, Weiner was continuing to sext and
was doing so as recent as of May of 2016. Although the rumor could not be confirmed
nor corroborated, the tabloid’s suggestion and Leather’s testimony brought Weiner’s
personal life and rhetorical situations back to media’s attention for a brief period.
On August 29, 2016, new evidence surfaced: Weiner was sexting other women
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since his mayoral loss and also while his wife Abedin was out of town campaigning. This
time instead of just sexually explicit photos of himself and his crotch, one photo depicted
him wearing nothing but his underwear while his son slept right next to him in his
pajamas holding onto his blanket. Immediately after the picture of Weiner with his son
was published, the Administration for Children’s Services began an inquiry of Weiner’s
family. Rather than deny the allegations as he had done in the past, Weiner acknowledged
the relationship admitting, “[We] have been friends for some time and she has asked me
not to comment except to say that our conversations were private, often included pictures
of her nieces and nephews and my son and were always appropriate” (Solis, 2016).
Although Weiner acknowledges the existence of the relationship, he again attempts to
mitigate the rhetorical situation by labeling the relationship a “friendship” and frames
their interactions within the realm of “private and appropriate.” Forgoing any attempts at
apology and demonstrating remorse, Weiner chooses to reframe his situation in an effort
to downplay any allegations of inappropriateness. While Weiner may believe this
persuasive tactic is viable, the photo depicting him and his son nullifies any appeal or
explanation he has to offer.
That evening Abedin provided a brief statement to members of the media on the
status of her relationship with Weiner. She stated, “After long and painful consideration
and work on my marriage, I have made the decision to separate from my husband.
Anthony and I remain devoted to doing what is best for our son, who is the light of our
life. During this difficult time, I ask for respect for our privacy” (LoBianco & Merica,
2016). While critics and scholars may speculate that this separation was due to Weiner’s
sexting scandal, unnamed individuals close to the couple suggest that their marriage had
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been slowly dissolving for some time” (Chozick & Healy, 2016). Other entities moved to
cut ties with Weiner as well as news outlets. NY1 and The New York Daily News both
suspended or ended their contracts with Weiner. However, the worst was yet to come.
Almost a month later on September 21, another young woman came forward to tell of her
sexual exchanges with Weiner. This time, she was only fifteen years old. The girl
revealed that the two had carried on a month-long online sexual relationship. During this
time, she claims that Weiner asked her to dress in “school-girl outfits” for him and that he
liked to engage in “rape fantasies” with her, (Goodman, 2016). According to her
testimony, Weiner was not only aware of her age but spoke openly about it.
When confronted of these allegations, Weiner did not deny exchanging
“flirtatious texts” with the teen but declined to respond on the specifics of the accusation,
choosing instead to provide copies of emails the girl had sent him. Weiner gave a formal
statement to The Daily Mail on the allegations, saying:
I have repeatedly demonstrated terrible judgement about the people I have
communicated with online and the things I have sent. I am filled with regret and
heartbroken for those I have hurt. While I have provided the Daily Mail with
information showing that I have likely been the subject of a hoax, I have no one to
blame but me for putting myself in this position. I am sorry. (Fermino, Silverstein,
& McShane, 2016; Goodman, 2016)
These new allegations prompted US Attorney Preet Bahara to issue subpoenas for
Weiner’s cell phone and other records as a criminal investigation began on whether
Weiner violated any state or federal laws by sexting the girl. According to the U.S.
Department of Justice, it is illegal to persuade a minor to engage in sexually explicit
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conduct with the goal of producing visual portrayals of the conduct being discussed,
(Fermino et al., 2016). If charged and convicted, Weiner would face up to thirty years in
prison. The FBI and New York Police Department also began preliminary investigations
as well as the state of New York.
The new evidence and accompanying allegations in this third sexting scandal
reinforce the previous assertions in this examination: Weiner is not sorry for his
behaviors but rather is sorry that he has been caught. This is evident throughout the
examination but more so in the last statement he provided in which he acknowledges the
new allegations saying, “I have repeatedly demonstrated terrible judgment about the
people I have communicated with online and the things I have sent,” (Fermino et al.,
2016). In this single sentence, Weiner describes his judgment as “terrible” but only in the
context of those whom he communicates with and the “things I have sent.” While this
alludes to his inappropriate and devious behavior it does not explicitly take ownership of
his actions nor does it fully acknowledge him being at fault. He attempts to reinforce his
statement by saying he is “filled with regret and heartbroken for those I have hurt,” but
again, qualifies this in the following sentences stating, “I have likely been the subject of a
hoax,” (Fermino et al., 2016). It is not until the end of his statement that he admits that he
is to be blamed and that he is “sorry.” Even more significant, Weiner does not publicly
apologize to his family or his son for his actions and attention he has caused. Although
this was Weiner’s last statement, his decisions and subsequent actions had far reaching
affects more than anyone could imagine.
Weiner’s statement addressing his third scandal seems destined to fall on deaf
ears. First, Weiner’s apologetic appeals are persuasively weak as he attempts to mitigate
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the amount of guilt he should receive by proposing the idea that he has been the subject
of a hoax. This proposal attempts to downplay the significance of the scandal and his role
within it. Second, the evidence of Weiner’s third scandal suggests that he was sexting a
minor. Although Weiner’s past behavior may have been regarded inappropriate, choosing
to engage a minor in a sexual manner is not only inappropriate but also illegal. As a
result, Weiner can expect little, if any, forgiveness from the public. Lastly, this is
Weiner’s third scandal on the same subject in five years. Although in his third scandal he
does not hold office, his prominence as a former congressman and marriage to Abedin, a
campaign advisor of then Presidential Nominee Hillary Clinton, enables him to have
influence in the public and political sphere. As mentioned in this examination, the public
and those who have been affected by an offender have the ability to remember the
transgressions. The public has clearly not forgotten and knowing that this is Weiner’s
third scandal potentially labels him as serial offender and unworthy of receiving the
public’s trust.
Unapolgoetic: Weiner’s True Identity
Although it is not uncommon for an average individual to repeat offenses,
Anthony Weiner’s case is rare in the realms of rhetorical analysis and more specifically
in American politics. To put it simply, this is an excellent case to demonstrate the genre’s
value in the realm of rhetorical discourse. In the second edition of the book Accounts,
Excuses and Apologies, rhetorical scholar William Benoit analyzes Weiner and his
apologetic addresses, (Benoit, 2015a). As previously discussed and demonstrated, Benoit
applied a set of rhetorical strategies derived from his theory of image restoration in an
attempt to evaluate Weiner’s apologies. According to Benoit, Weiner’s use of the strategy
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mortification “came too late to help his image very much: the fact that he lied initially
undermined his image repair, (Benoit, 2015a, p. 73). Although Benoit lauded Weiner’s
approach, “[The strategies of] admitting wrong doing, expressing regret apologizing for
inappropriate behavior—were well chosen,” Benoit argues that they ultimately failed due
to its occurrence in the apologetic situation since it was after Weiner had lied to the
public, (Benoit, 2015a, p. 75). Although Benoit’s examination provides reinforcement for
theory of image repair, his analysis is problematic for the genre and our understanding of
Weiner’s rhetorical situation for three main reasons.
First, Benoit’s examination only scrutinizes Weiner’s first scandal. This
problematizes Benoit’s analysis as the rhetorical situation surrounding Weiner and his
sexting behavior has changed multiple times since his first scandal. Second, Benoit’s
analysis over-simplifies Weiner’s apologetic situation. The analysis only covers three
pages of the entire text and does not take into account other various factors of the
rhetorical situation including but not limited to: Weiner’s “aggressive” or “outlandish”
behaviors against members of the media and public, other forms of rhetorical address
such as his social media exchanges during his scandal, and the public’s perceptions and
opinions during the scandal. While it is understandable that Benoit did not conduct an
extensive analysis of the scandals, his micro-analysis of the rhetorical situation provides
more questions than answers and is overall disingenuous to a rare rhetorical occurrence in
American politics and the genre of apology. Finally, Benoit seems to assert that Weiner’s
situation is overly complicated for members of the public to understand. Consequently,
Benoit argues that the public may be unforgiving due to their lack of understanding,
stating, “Many people have found this behavior inexplicable. You may deplore an affair
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by an adulterer, but most people understand the idea. Why Weiner sent pictures is
difficult to understand and, accordingly more difficult to forgive,” (Benoit, 2015a, p. 75).
People may never understand the motivations or mindset behind those who have
committed offenses but to negate the ability to forgive due to lacking the knowledge of
motivations behind the offense dismisses the audience’s humanity and ability to have
empathy. The public’s unwillingness to forgive Weiner was not due to his sexting, but
rather it was because of their ability to see through the hollow apologetic behavior. I
believe Sydney Leather conveys this sentiment the best when saying, “Watching Weiner
practice an apology speech comes off about as authentic as my fake orgasms making a
porno. A practiced liar,” (Leathers, 2016).
Benoit’s micro-analysis and inability to properly understand Weiner’s rhetorical
situation demonstrates the need for a reconceptualization of the genre. For Benoit,
Weiner’s success of the apology was contingent upon whether or not he was able to
repair his image. This simplified assumption or evaluation does not account for the
public’s memory or any attempts by Weiner to gain redemption. Arguably, Weiner did
not initially receive forgiveness but did so in the early stages of his mayoral campaign.
The only differences between these two instances are the demonstration of his apologetic
behavior and the passage of time. This validates the theory of Identity Reconstruction and
its use within the genre of apologia as Weiner took appropriate steps to atone and
demonstrate his penitent behavior. However, as demonstrated and analyzed in this
examination, Weiner lost the public’s trust when it came out that he had deceived and
lied about his scandal. These claims and assertions were subsequently proven through the
release of new evidence and photographs provided by Sydney Leathers and as a result,
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Weiner fell further from the public’s grace than he had before. The third scandal best
demonstrates this and the public’s ability to perceive authenticity as Weiner demonstrated
that these scandals occurred not because of poor behavior and decisions but rather are
premeditated and conscious.
The theory of Identity Reconstruction accounts for the discrepancies of Benoit’s
theory and analyses. The focus of this chapter and examination of Benoit’s analysis of
Weiner demonstrates Identity Reconstruction’s place and viability within rhetorical
criticism.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
While the cases surveyed in this dissertation can be examined using Benoit’s
theory and typology, the results of such praxis oversimplifies our understanding of
apology and does so further if findings are generalized based upon perceptions of
“success” or “failure.” This dissertation does not seek to discredit or delegitimize
Benoit’s work as it has served as the foundation of our understanding of apologia for the
last two decades. It recognizes his contributions and theoretical conceptualization of this
common and yet complex rhetorical act. Rather it argues that through Image Restoration,
apologetic discourse is viewed as a series of strategies within rhetorical addresses. By
only viewing the addresses and seeking to extrapolate their potential strategies, Image
Restoration overlooks numerous facets that affect the apologetic sphere.
In chapter 2, I argued that Christie attempted to engage the audience in more than
just a series of strategies. Members of his administration were proven to be behind the
lane closures and consequently, Christie was scrutinized and accused of being part of it as
well. Faced with criticism and damning proof of an unbridled administration, Christie
needed to take responsibility for his administration while attempt to maintain his
innocence. This is a situation that could not merely be resolved with an apologetic
address as Christie’s previous behavior aligned itself with the vindictive act of closing a
bridge. It is through this understanding that we can comprehend why Christie would
engage the apologetic situation numerous times over the course of two years. Christie’s
image had been badly damaged and was no longer viable for his presidential ambitions.
Viewing Christie’s approach as a journey, we can understand how Christie engages
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audiences to perceive him as not a bully but rather as man who was embarrassed by his
administration, a victim of those whom he trusted, and humbled due to his imperfect and
haunting past.
In chapter 3 I extend the methodology of this analysis to Sanford’s scandal to
demonstrate how Sanford approached his personal failure with the public. Much like
Christie, Sanford did not provide a simple address but engaged the public in a series of
addresses and apologies. He reinforced his apologetic statements by disclosing details of
his scandal and demonstrating characteristics of penitence and sorrow. These behaviors
became central to how he portrayed himself over the coming years. Sanford’s portrayal of
contrition and penitence, coupled with his ongoing apologetic behavior, demonstrates key
facets of Identity Reconstruction. Furthermore, his approach and adherence to the
personal tone he had with his scandal demonstrate the personal journey he attempted to
convey to the audience. His subsequent reelection to congress expresses demonstrates the
public’s acceptance of his current identity.
I argue in chapter 4 the significance of appropriate apologetic behaviors when
apologists engage in Identity Reconstruction. To convey an appropriate apology,
apologists should use forms of mortification supplemented with corrective action,
penitence, and shame. This conveys an attitude of change. However, if these requisites
are not appropriately conveyed or missing, audiences will potentially reject the
reconstructed identity. This can be seen in Weiner’s scandals. Initially, Weiner
approached his first scandal defensively. His lies and deceit were exposed when proof
was provided. This resulted in loss of public support and ultimately led to his resignation
and symbolic public exile. As time passed, he attempted to convey an apologetic tone. He
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demonstrated behaviors that aligned with mortification which in turn lead to a surge in
support for his mayoral campaign. Yet, when it was exposed that Weiner had lied again,
rather than taking responsibility, Weiner reverted to defensive rhetoric and behavior. This
resulted in not only further condemnation from the public but also unwillingness to trust
him again. Weiner’s third scandal and the public’s reaction demonstrate the significance
of authenticity within Identity Reconstruction.
These scandals were chosen not because of their associated successes or failures
but rather to demonstrate the rhetorical complexities of apology. Instead of documenting
apology as a series of addresses, this new approach allows us to consider these rhetorical
situations as journeys. This enables us to analyze the numerous facets of apology and
allows for consideration the roles of the audience and the passage of time. However, there
are limitations to Identity Reconstruction. This approach is not meant to replace Benoit’s
theory nor is it applicable to every apologetic situation. Most of our daily apologetic
exchanges occur with offenses that are miniscule compared to the scandals of the
individuals examined in this dissertation. This is not to say that average citizens cannot
engage in Identity Reconstruction but rather the type of offense that requires this
approach necessitates damage to one’s character and trust. Additionally, this approach
only works with cases where an apology is given. If an individual chooses not to
acknowledge fault or apologize for the offense, then they do no seek to reconstruct their
identity. Such situations fall under the theory of image restoration and associated
strategies. In addition, it should be mentioned there are rare situations where an apology
and its associated behavior, no matter how sincere, is not enough to heal the wounds that
were created.
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Future research and application necessitates the validation of Identity
Reconstruction within the genre. This dissertation focused its applications primarily on
male elected individuals and their associated political backgrounds, but there are other
individuals such as minorities, celebrities, organizations, or entities that engage in the
rhetoric of apology as well. Examples include governments, corporations, academic
institutions…etc. How these groups engage a damaging, apologetic situation may likely
mirror the methods of Identity Reconstruction.
This dissertation sought to remember the complexities surrounding the rhetoric of
apology. Often it is assumed that this rhetorical act is simple and straightforward, but the
implications behind its purpose are vast and its effects can be unknown. My study sought
to provide further light and knowledge of this common device. My hope is that what was
learned in these analyses can enable us to not only become more critical but more
importantly foster a greater understanding of this revered act. An apology is more than a
few spoken words; rather it is a process or journey that has the power to transcend
politics and rhetoric, leaving us with peace.
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